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Summary 

People use others to inform their own eating behaviours and weight judgements. This thesis 
aimed to understand perceptions of social norms and reference groups in relation to eating 
behaviours and weight judgements.  
 
Chapter 1 describes the key concepts and background information to understand the context 
of the current PhD thesis. It begins by introducing the concept of social norms. Followed by a 
summary of research studies that have investigated social influences on eating behaviours in 
general. Next, it discusses the key reference groups that people compare their eating 
behaviours with and considers social media as a reference group for eating behaviours. It 
presents research that suggests colleagues are an important reference group for eating 
behaviours.  
 
Chapter 2 presents a systematic review investigating factors affecting eating behaviours in the 
office-based workforce. Findings suggest colleagues influence people’s eating behaviour at 
work. Based on this, I employed a broader approach and explored some fundamental research 
questions; How do people make weight judgements? and who do they make weight 
judgements with? These questions formed the basis of studies in this thesis.  
 
Chapter 3 discusses the implications of the systematic review findings and considers colleagues 
as an important reference group for body weight judgements. It considers what is known 
about who people compare themselves with to make a weight judgement and what is known 
about reference groups more generally. Next, a summary of theories of how people make 
body weight judgments and an introduction to rank based judgements. Then, a summary of 
the key points covered in chapters one, two and three. Finally, an outline of the objectives and 
aims of the thesis, as well as an overview of the thesis structure. 
 
Chapter 4 provides an overview and background to the methods utilised in this thesis. First, an 
overview of study design, participant recruitment, and participant characteristics included 
within each of the studies are presented (studies 1-7). Then, a description of the research 
methods used within the thesis and discussion of the rationale for the methods used in each 
study and finally a chapter summary. 
  
Chapter 5 examines whether people use perceived rank of weight with others to inform weight 
judgements and explored reference group composition. Three studies suggest people use rank 
with others to make a weight judgement, explaining the cognitive mechanisms behind how 
people make weight judgements. Friends and people the same gender are important reference 
groups for weight judgements.  
 
Chapter 6 investigates whether people’s judgments are sensitive to the rank position of a 
judged stimuli among other stimuli or if they are sensitive to the mean in a comparison 
context. Judgments of weight in context appear to be sensitive to the rank position of weight 
relative to the weights of others.  
 
Chapter 7 explored perceptions of restrained eating in reference groups (Instagram/UK 
population). Two studies utilised a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to 
explain people’s judgements towards their restrained eating, results were inconclusive. 
 
Chapter 8 discusses theoretical and practical implications of all findings. People use rank to 
make judgements about weight. Findings support rank-based models of human judgment, 
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offering insight into the exact mechanisms by which people judge weight of themselves and 
others.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Chapter 1 Overview 

This introduction aims to describe the key concepts and background information to 

understand the context of the current PhD thesis. It begins by introducing the concept of social 

norms (section 1.2). Followed by a summary of research studies that have investigated social 

influences on eating behaviours in general (section 1.3). Next, it discusses the key reference 

groups that people compare their eating behaviours with (section 1.4) and considers social 

media as a reference group for eating behaviours (section 1.5). Section 1.6 presents research 

that suggests colleagues are an important reference group for eating behaviours.  

1.2. What are social norms?  

Social norm theories propose that people evaluate and choose their own behaviour, at least 

partly, with reference to their beliefs about what other people do (but this is often inaccurate) 

(e.g., Bicchieri & Dimant, 2019; Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Goldstein et al., 2008; Higgs, 2015; 

Legros & Cislaghi, 2020). Social norms can be defined as implicit rules shared by society or 

members of the same group that guide us to action (e.g., Higgs, 2015; Legros & Cislaghi, 2020). 

An important component of social norms is the reference group. The reference group refers to 

relevant others whose actions or beliefs one considers when deciding what to do and whose 

behaviour and (dis)approval matter in sustaining the norm (Bicchieri & Dimant, 2019). The 

reference group may be defined at different levels. For example, more broadly at the level of 

nationality or fellow students attending the same institution, or specific groups like colleagues, 

family and friends (Higgs, 2015). However, the relevant others that people recall when 

deciding how to behave may change depending on the social norm in question. For example, 

the UK population may set a ‘social norm’ of wearing a face covering in supermarkets. On the 

other hand, a friendship circle may set a ‘social norm’ of not eating meat. Indeed, research 

suggests that the more an individual identifies with a group, the greater their desire may be to 

emulate the ‘in-group’ behaviours and follow a specific social norm (Collins et al., 2018; Higgs, 

2015). For example, students may use fellow students attending the same university as a 

reference group to guide their own behaviours. In this context, students who misperceive that 

other students consume a large quantity of alcohol, may be more likely to consume high 

amounts of alcohol as a result (Perkins, 2002).  

Additionally, research suggests that beliefs about the social norm can often be biased. 

For example a study by Kuang et al. (2020) found that people who defecate in the open 

overestimated the prevalence of open defecation, whereas those who consistently use toilets 

underestimated it (Kuang et al., 2020). This finding suggests a false consensus bias in the 

perceived prevalence of open defecation. More broadly, the results suggest that those who 
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took part in a socially undesirable behaviour perceived a greater number of people also 

engaged in similar behaviour to themselves (Kuang et al., 2020). Applied to eating behaviours, 

it is possible that people who engage in high levels of restrained eating may (incorrectly) 

believe many other people also engage in this behaviour. 

1.3. Social influences and eating behaviours 

The previous section introduced the concept of social norms. This section will now focus on 

social norms research specific to eating behaviours. Evidence suggests that individuals often 

rely on their perception of the social norm to inform their own eating behaviours (e.g., Higgs, 

2015; Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Prinsen et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2017). In other 

words, people use the eating behaviours of others as a guide on how to act. Additionally, 

research studies have illustrated that people use social norms for guidance of what to eat (e.g., 

specific food items). For example, participants took part in an intervention that supplied them 

with fruit during the working day (Lake et al., 2016). Interestingly, participants reported an 

increase in fruit consumption of other people in the office (not taking part in the intervention). 

One explanation is the participants in the intervention ‘modelled’ eating fruit to other 

employees (Lake et al., 2016).  

Research studies have also demonstrated that social norms are followed when people 

look for guidance on how much to eat (e.g., portion size) (Prinsen et al., 2013; Robinson et al., 

2013). For example, research has found that if people dine alongside someone who eats a 

large amount, they are more likely to copy the same large portion as their dining partner and 

consume more than if they had eaten alone (Cruwys et al., 2015). Similarly, people tend to 

consume more food when in a group setting compared to when they eat alone (e.g., Cruwys et 

al., 2015; Ruddock et al., 2021). Furthermore, a study found that the eating behaviours of 

other people are even influential when other participants are not physically present, but 

information was communicated about the social norm (Prinsen et al., 2013). Specifically, 

participants selected more chocolates when the norm (empty chocolate wrappers) 

demonstrated that other people had eaten chocolates compared to the condition with no 

chocolate wrappers present.  

In summary, it appears that people alter their eating behaviours depending on other 

people around them. Given this, it is important to consider exactly who has an influence on 

people’s eating behaviours. This will be explored in the section below.  

1.4. Eating behaviours and the reference group 

As previously mentioned, the reference group is an important component of social norms. 

People care about the behaviour of the reference group and use their behaviour as a guide 

(Bicchieri & Dimant, 2019). Given this, it is important to consider who are influential reference 

groups in the context of eating behaviours. Research has identified several important 
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reference groups in relation to eating behaviour, including friends, family members, fellow 

students, and individuals people follow on social media platforms (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 

2015a; Chung et al., 2021; Sharps et al., 2021). Indeed, studies investigating social network 

analysis indicates that eating behaviours are similar within social circles, for example peers 

have been found to be similar in their consumption of unhealthy snack foods (e.g., de la Haye 

et al., 2013; Pachucki et al., 2011). An implication of similar diets could be similar body weight 

among members within the same social circle. For example, one research study suggested that 

obesity has been found to spread across social networks (Christakis & Fowler, 2007).  

Studies have investigated people’s perceptions of social norms and eating behaviours 

within reference groups. A recent study investigated perceived norms of meat consumption 

and plant- based meal intake (Sharps et al., 2021). Perceived descriptive norms were positively 

associated with plant-based meal frequency. Specifically, participants ate plant-based meals 

more frequently when they perceived their extended family, friends, and significant other to 

also frequently eat plant-based meals. Additionally, studies have found that perceptions of 

social norms and eating behaviours within a reference group can impact people’s judgements 

towards their intake of a certain food type. Aldrovandi et al. (2015a) elicited student’s beliefs 

about the chocolate bar consumption of other students. They found that participants who 

consumed a high number of chocolate bars showed no concern towards their own level of 

chocolate consumption if they believed many other students consumed the same or more 

(Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). This study demonstrates that beliefs about other people’s behaviour 

can influence subjective judgements. It also suggests that people make judgements about their 

own eating behaviours by comparing themselves to the eating behaviours of others.  

1.5. Social media: a reference group for eating behaviours  

More recently, perceived norms and eating behaviours have been investigated in the context 

of social media. Social media refers to social networking sites that are interactive in nature and 

where content is generated by the user (e.g., images, comments) (e.g., Chung et al., 2021; 

Ventola, 2014). It has been suggested that individuals people follow on social networking sites 

may be an important reference group for eating behaviours (e.g., Hawkins et al., 2020). 

Facebook is one social media platform that has been investigated in relation to social norms 

and eating behaviours. For example, one study reported that participants’ own self-reported 

fruit and vegetable consumption was associated with the perceived level of fruit and vegetable 

consumption of Facebook users (Hawkins et al., 2020). However, this study did not compare 

participants beliefs about fruit and vegetable consumption on Facebook to that of the general 

population or another reference group. To understand people’s beliefs of eating behaviours on 

social media platforms in further depth, it could be interesting to explore people’s beliefs on 

social media in context of another reference group.  
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Research has also investigated the influence of Instagram on people’s eating 

behaviours (Pilař et al., 2021; Turner & Lefevre, 2017). Instagram is an image-based social 

media platform. This in turn may make people feel more connected to individuals they follow 

and potentially more likely to copy their eating behaviours (Turner & Lefevre, 2017). For 

example, people may follow others online that promote a particular way of eating e.g., only 

consume very healthy foods (e.g., this is known as “orthorexia” which can be defined as a 

preoccupation with healthy food often resulting in dietary restriction (Cheshire et al., 2020). 

Indeed, Turner and Lefevre (2017) found that higher Instagram use was associated with higher 

orthorexia symptoms. The authors proposed this finding could be explained via selective 

exposure to pictures, as users select who they wish to follow online, and as a result they are 

exposed to other accounts with similar content. However, it should be noted that this was a 

cross-sectional questionnaire and therefore causation is unclear.  

Research has found that social media use (including Instagram) is associated with 

restrained eating (e.g., Fardouly et al., 2017; Rounsefell et al., 2020). Restrained eating can be 

defined as attempts at restrictive eating in order to influence one’s weight or shape, regardless 

of whether someone is successful or not (Polivy et al., 2020). It can be measured using the 

Eating Disorders Examination Questionnaire restraint sub-scale which consists of five questions 

(e.g., “Have you gone for long periods of time (8 waking hours or more) without eating 

anything at all in order to influence your shape or weight?”) (Fairburn & Beglin, 1994). Despite 

restrained eating being associated with Instagram use, there is no research on the perceived 

social norms of restrained eating on Instagram or in fact any other reference group. This is 

important because social norm theories propose that people evaluate and choose their own 

behaviour at least partly with reference to their beliefs about what other people do (which is 

often inaccurate) (Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). As discussed earlier in section 1.3, perceptions of 

other people’s eating behaviours can influence people’s own eating behaviours (e.g., Thomas 

et al., 2017). Therefore, if people base their judgements on what specific reference groups do 

with regards to eating, it may lead to biased judgements. In the context of Instagram, users 

may follow people promoting one specific way of eating. Consequently, this may make 

behaviour or values i.e., eating behaviours appear more widespread than they actually are 

(Salathé & Khandelwal, 2011). It is unclear how someone’s perceptions of the social norms of 

restrained eating on social media platforms i.e., Instagram (where it might be highly 

concentrated) compares to that of the UK population. Therefore, understanding perceptions of 

restrained eating will form the focus of two studies within this thesis (studies 6-7, chapter 7). 

The above section has considered possible reference groups for people’s eating 

behaviours, with a specific focus on social media. However, other possible reference groups to 

consider as an influence on an individual’s eating behaviours are those with whom they 
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frequently interact, including people working in the same organisation. The following section 

will focus on exploring this influence.  

1.6. Eating behaviours and colleagues 

As discussed in earlier sections of this introduction, research investigating the social influence 

of other people and eating behaviours have focused on reference groups such as friends, 

people on social media platforms and fellow students (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Pachucki 

et al., 2011; Turner & Lefevre, 2017). However, another key reference group to consider for 

eating behaviours may be colleagues. People in the workplace make up a large proportion of a 

person’s environment during the working week and have the potential to influence an 

individual’s eating behaviours in both positive and negative ways (e.g., Chancellor et al., 2017; 

Wang et al., 2014).   

Some evidence suggests that people care about the perception of social norms in 

relation to eating at work (e.g, Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2017). In 

other words, people care about what (specific food consumed by others) and how their 

colleagues eat at work (e.g., eating lunch alone at their desk). It is possible that people might 

use information about what other people do regarding eating at work as a guide for their own 

eating behaviour in the workplace. This effect has been demonstrated experimentally. For 

example, a work-based intervention focused on increasing vegetables purchased with a 

lunchtime meal (Thomas et al., 2017). Exposure of employees to a descriptive norm message 

“Most people here choose to eat vegetables with their lunch” led to an increase in purchases of 

vegetables with meals, with the effect still observed six weeks later (Thomas et al., 2017). 

Workplace and eating behaviours have been investigated in the context of nurses in a 

hospital environment. A previous review investigated factors affecting healthy eating 

behaviours among nurses (Nicholls et al., 2017). The review found that most workplaces create 

barriers to healthy eating. The authors reported four main barriers in the workplace, which 

were positively associated with overconsumption of unhealthy foods high in sugar, salt, and 

saturated fats. The four main themes were as follows; organisational‐related barriers (e.g., 

long working hours), individual factors (e.g., nutritional knowledge), workplace environment 

(e.g., availability of healthy food in the workplace canteen) and social influences at work (e.g., 

pressure from colleagues). However, it is unclear if the findings of the review by Nicholls et al. 

(2017) can be generalised to more sedentary job roles like office workers.  

Alongside colleagues, there are several work-related factors that might influence 

eating behaviours in the office-based workplace. For example, research has focused on the 

influence of the physical food environment at work on people’s eating behaviours (Allan et al., 

2017). Several interventions have elicited changes to the physical microenvironment to help 

guide employees to purchase healthier food choices at work e.g., reduced portion sizes, calorie 

labels on products (e.g., Hollands et al., 2018; Vasiljevic et al., 2018). However, it is currently 
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unclear if there are other factors that affect eating behaviours of individuals working in an 

office-based workforce which may be used to inform future interventions. This formed the 

rationale for the systematic review, which will be presented in the next chapter.  

1.7. Chapter 1 Summary 

This chapter was the first chapter in the thesis. Chapter one introduced some of the main 

concepts covered in the thesis. Background literature relating to social norms, eating 

behaviours, and reference groups were discussed. Chapter two will present the findings of a 

systematic review exploring factors influencing employees' eating behaviours in the office-

based workplace. 
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Chapter 2: Factors influencing employees' eating behaviours in 

the office‐based workplace: A systematic review 

2.1. Chapter 2 Overview 

The following chapter presents the findings of a systematic review, which is a published article 

in Obesity Reviews, cited as: Clohessy, S., Walasek, L., & Meyer, C. (2019). Factors influencing 

employees' eating behaviours in the office-based workplace: A systematic review. Obesity 

Reviews, 0(0). Retrieved from https://doi.org/10.1111/obr.12920.  

2.2. Abstract 

Employees spend a large proportion of their time at work and typically consume a third of 

their total calories during the working day. Research suggests that the work- place 

environment can affect employees' eating behaviours, leading to various related health 

consequences. This systematic review aimed to identify and synthesize the evidence 

surrounding factors influencing eating behaviours within an office‐based workforce. The 

literature search was restricted to studies published in English between January 2008 and April 

2018. A total of 5,017 articles were screened and assessed for eligibility, of which 22 articles (n 

= 23 studies) were included in the review. All included studies were subjected to quality 

assessment and were summarized into groups (themes) of “factors” affecting any aspect of 

eating behaviour at work. The findings revealed a number of factors influencing eating 

behaviours at work relating to the job role, workplace food environment, and social aspects of 

the office‐based workplace. Most of the existing research implies the office‐based workplace 

has a negative influence on eating behaviours. The findings of this review provide an evidence 

based, comprehensive summary of the possible determinants of eating behaviours in the 

workplace, which may help researchers to identify factors that are potential targets for 

intervention. 

2.3. Introduction 

Working adults spend up to two thirds of their day in the workplace, and there is a growing 

pressure from the UK government for organizations to better support the health and well‐

being of their employees [see “Thriving at work” report Farmer and Stevenson (2017)] (ONS, 

2018). Given that a typical working adult consumes approximately a third of their daily calorie 

intake in the workplace, eating behaviours have been identified as a key determinant of 

employees' well‐being and productivity (e.g., BDA, 2017; Hartline-Grafton et al., 2010; Johnson 

et al., 2007; Lima et al., 2018; Lindseth et al., 2011; Public Health England, 2017). Eating 

behaviour is a broad term that encompasses a variety of decisions including what an individual 

chooses to eat (type of food), how much they eat (e.g., portion size), when they eat, and how 

https://doi.org/10.1111/obr.12920
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they choose to eat (e.g., eating alone/or with others) (Emilien & Hollis, 2017). In the short 

term, a diet low in nutrient‐rich foods can affect employee's levels of concentration, mood, 

and performance (e.g., among pilots and students) (e.g., BDA, 2017; Belot & James, 2011; 

Florence et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2007; Lindseth et al., 2011). In the long term, an 

unhealthy diet can contribute towards obesity, which can significantly increase the risk of 

cardiovascular disease, cancers, type 2 diabetes, and a number of mental health problems 

(e.g., Astbury et al., 2019; Nyberg et al., 2018; Simon et al., 2006). As discussed in a recent 

systematic review, workers with obesity have been associated with increased levels of 

absenteeism, reduced productivity, and higher costs for organizations (e.g., Allan et al., 2017; 

Dee et al., 2015; Fitzgerald et al., 2016). 

Recent research has focused on interventions aimed at physical inactivity, specifically 

reducing the amount of time spent sitting among office‐based employees (Chu et al., 2016). 

Indeed, office workers have increased risk of physical inactivity compared with other manual 

professions, with full‐time office workers spending up to two thirds of their working day sitting 

down (e.g., Chu et al., 2016; Lindberg et al., 2018). However, weight management is the result 

of total energy balance and given that eating behaviours contribute to it alongside physical 

activity, it is important to address eating behaviours of workers too (Emilien & Hollis, 2017). 

Additionally, with rising levels of automation of labour (e.g., Industry 4.0) and steady increase 

of office‐based jobs, it is important to identify any specific factors in an office environment 

that impact on eating behaviours (Lasi et al., 2014). Taken together, there is a growing need to 

provide a better understanding of the barriers and facilitators of healthy eating among the 

predominantly sedentary workforce. This is the objective of the present systematic review. 

The workplace also offers an interesting context for studying eating behaviours. There 

is often a high level of consistency in people's working lives, with many workers (particularly 

those who are office‐ based) spending most of their time in the same location surrounded by 

the same group of colleagues (Smedslund et al., 2004). Partly for this reason, a number of 

eating‐related research has been conducted in organizations (e.g., Allan et al., 2017; Lake et 

al., 2016; Nicholls et al., 2017). Workplace eating interventions have typically focused on 

individual behaviour change, motivational interviewing, and nutritional education (Allan et al., 

2017). However, previous systematic reviews of workplace dietary interventions have reported 

only moderate positive effects of such programs (e.g., Allan et al., 2017; Geaney et al., 2016; 

Geaney et al., 2013). One of the key challenges for interventions is the heterogeneity of factors 

affecting eating at work, which makes it difficult to accurately identify “what works” about a 

single intervention program (Smith et al., 2016; Vasiljevic et al., 2017).  More recently, there 

has been an increase in interventions focusing on modifying elements of the workplace 

environment to increase healthy food choices. A recent review concluded that despite some 
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studies reporting positive changes in eating behaviour at work, poor reporting of interventions 

and control conditions made it difficult to evaluate their effectiveness (Allan et al., 2017).  

In order to develop effective workplace interventions for healthy eating, researchers 

must first consider all of the known determinants of eating behaviour as potential targets for 

intervention, such as distinct features of working conditions. In a recent systematic review of 

factors affecting healthy eating among nurses, the majority of studies found that workplaces 

often create barriers to healthy eating (Nicholls et al., 2017). Nicholls et al. (2017) categorized 

those into four distinct themes: workplace environment (e.g., availability of healthy food in the 

workplace canteen), social influences at work (e.g., pressure from colleagues), individual 

factors (e.g., nutritional knowledge), and organizational‐related barriers (e.g., work stress). All 

of these categories of factors have been found to be positively associated with the 

overconsumption of unhealthy foods high in sugar, salt, and saturated fats among nurses 

(Allan et al., 2017). Jobs in the health care sector often involve late night shift patterns and, 

arguably, are more physically demanding compared with the work of those who spend most of 

their time sitting at their desk (Kyle et al., 2017; Nicholls et al., 2017). Therefore, the findings of 

previous reviews are unlikely to be generalizable to other, more sedentary occupations such as 

office‐based white‐collar positions (Nicholls et al., 2017).  Given that many employees work in 

office‐based roles, there is a need to consider the full range of work‐related factors that might 

affect employees eating behaviours. 

In summary, what one consumes and how one eats at work can affect physical health, 

well‐being, and work performance (e.g., BDA, 2017; Lindseth et al., 2011; Public Health 

England, 2017). A previous review investigating the eating behaviours of nurses found that the 

majority of studies reported barriers to healthy eating and few facilitators (Nicholls et al., 

2017).  However, a review of those factors affecting the eating behaviours of office‐based 

workers is yet to be conducted. Therefore, the primary aim of this systematic review is to 

identify and critically evaluate the evidence for specific factors that influence work‐based 

eating behaviours by office workers. 

2.4. Methods 

An electronic literature search was carried out using the following databases: PsycINFO, 

MEDLINE, and CINAHL. On the basis of the initial scan of the relevant literature, a decision was 

made to limit the scope of the review to articles published between January 2008 and April 

2018. Nine key terms were used to search for relevant articles (workplace* or “work place*” or 

“work site” or worksite or work or employee*) AND (“eating behavio?r*” or diet or eating). 

Search terms were restricted to title, abstract, and keywords. The reference lists of all included 

articles were searched to ensure all relevant articles were included in the systematic review. A 

detailed search strategy is provided in Appendix 1.   
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Selection criteria 

Studies were eligible if they met the following criteria: 

• Population: Only studies with white‐collar workers, or studies in which majority of 

workers are white‐collar workers (a minimum of 50% and above, based on the sample 

description) working in an office environment in jobs that generally do not involve 

manual labour (e.g., bus drivers, nurses), were included (the same inclusion criteria  as  

was  applied  by Chu et al. (2016).  Studies  in  which  it  was impossible to 

unambiguously determine the distribution of occupational roles of participants were 

excluded (Mazzola et al., 2017; Tamers et al., 2015). 

• Workplace setting: The review was limited to studies conducted within offices. Studies 

that utilized office‐based workers that were conducted elsewhere (e.g., at home) were 

not included (Hagger-Johnson et al., 2017; Tabak et al., 2015), In addition, studies 

were excluded if they did not clearly specify the workplace setting (Thomas et al., 

2017). 

• Study design: Qualitative and quantitative studies were included, but systematic 

reviews, meta‐analyses, and literature reviews were excluded. It is worth noting that 

many studies included in the review were intervention studies. Tests of interventions 

to improve healthy eating provide empirical evidence for factors that are likely to drive 

poor or good eating behaviours. 

• Language: Only articles published in English were included. 

• Eating behaviours: Primary outcomes of the studies included in this review were eating 

behaviours. As per our definition of eating behaviours (see Section 2.3), these included 

(a) objective measures of change in eating behaviour (e.g., change in consumption of 

fruit/vegetables eaten in workplace canteen meals), (b) objective measures of food 

choice (e.g., snack choice), (c) objective measures of food consumed (e.g., amount of 

fruit and vegetables consumed),(d) observational measures of food choice (e.g., snack 

choice), (e) subjective measures of eating behaviour (e.g., self‐reported fruit/ 

vegetables consumed at work, self‐report of eating habits at work, e.g., eating lunch 

with colleagues/eating alone), and (f) subjective measures of change in eating 

behaviour (e.g., self‐reported increase of fruit consumed at work). Any studies based 

in an office, but which had assessed eating behaviours generally, with no reference to 

eating behaviours in the workplace, were excluded (e.g., Setto et al., 2016; Tsiga et al., 

2015; van Strien & Koenders, 2011; van Strien & Koenders, 2012). Studies investigating 

physical activity alongside eating or multicomponent lifestyle interventions were 

included as long as eating behaviours at work were reported separately in the results 

section. 
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• Only peer‐reviewed, published articles were included. 

Article screening 

The first author (S. C.) developed the search strategy and conducted the database searches, 

identifying and collating all potentially relevant articles. The first author then screened all titles 

and abstracts of identified articles against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Full texts of 

potentially eligible studies were then retrieved. When there was uncertainty regarding 

inclusion/exclusion of a specific paper, the other authors were consulted (C. M. and L. W.) until 

unanimous agreement was reached. 

Data extraction and synthesis 

The following information was extracted from each study by the first author: the study design, 

workplace setting, participants, measure/s of eating behaviours, eating behaviour outcome, 

findings, conclusions. The review and narrative synthesis were guided by the Preferred 

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses (PRISMA) statement for systematic 

reviews (Moher et al., 2009). Due to the heterogeneity between studies' methodologies, a 

meta‐analysis was not considered appropriate. A narrative synthesis was used to enable 

inclusion of quantitative, qualitative and mixed-method study designs and refers to an 

approach to a systematic review and synthesis of findings from multiple studies that relies 

primarily on the use of words and text to summarise and explain the findings (Popay et al., 

2006). A narrative synthesis approach was used to explore relationships within and between 

studies, this was then synthesised as part of the discussion. The primary goal of the analysis 

was to extract factors that influence eating behaviours among office‐based workplaces. 

Factors here are defined as any aspect of the office workplace that might have an effect on 

some aspect of eating behaviours in the office environment, e.g., correlates, mediators, self‐

reported disclosure of factors in questionnaires/qualitative studies, and observations. 

Examples of factors might relate to the workplace environment, job role, or colleagues. In 

order to group these into themes, a qualitative evidence synthesis was performed jointly by all 

authors. This involved comparing the factors between all of the articles and looking for 

patterns within the factors using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Factors were then 

arranged into sub themes e.g., ‘Food and eating facilities’ and then eventually higher order 

themes. This process was iterative to ensure that each theme and sub theme reflected the 

findings accurately and was performed by all authors.  

 

Quality assessment 

For the purposes of this study, an existing checklist for quality assessment of qualitative and 

quantitative studies was used (Littlewood et al., 2017). The assessment criteria is detailed in 

Appendix 2. An overall quality assessment score was calculated for each study, with scores of 
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0‐3 indicating low quality, 4‐6 moderate quality, and 7‐9 high quality. Study quality was 

independently assessed by a second reviewer (following suggestions by (Moher et al., 2009). 

2.5. Results 

The initial database search resulted in a sample of 5,013 potentially relevant articles. A 

proportion of these were removed due to duplication (n = 823), and some additional (n = 4) 

articles were identified through other sources (e.g., internet search). The remaining articles (n 

= 4,194) were evaluated based on their title and abstract, removing those that were deemed 

unsuitable (n = 4,001). The remaining articles (n = 197) were downloaded for review against 

the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Following this step, 22 articles (containing 23 unique 

studies) were included in the final sample (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses flowchart 
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Characteristics of included studies 

Studies included in the review often focused on different types of eating behaviour but 

primarily on (a) snacking, (b) eating lunch, and (c) general workplace eating practices. Three 

studies focused on consumption of snacks at work (e.g., Baskin et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2016; 

Sonnentag et al., 2017; Weijzen et al., 2008). Eight studies focused on eating behaviours and 

habits at lunchtime (e.g., Haugaard et al., 2016; Inoue et al., 2010; Sforzo et al., 2012; Thorsen 

et al., 2010; VanEpps et al., 2016a, 2016b; Vyth et al., 2011). Eleven studies measured eating 

behaviours throughout the working day (e.g., Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; Hartline-Grafton 

et al., 2010; Hollands et al., 2018; João et al., 2018; Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Payne 

et al., 2013; Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013; Vasiljevic et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2014; Zunker et 

al., 2008) and one study measured behaviours around workplace dinner time (Yoon et al., 

2011). For most studies (22 out of 23), eating behaviours were the primary outcome variable. 

A number of studies covered general eating behaviours at work, and several were qualitative 

(e.g., Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; João et al., 2018; Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; 

Payne et al., 2013; Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013; Zunker et al., 2008).Many studies measured 

variables related to the workplace canteen, daily energy (kcal) purchased per day (Hollands et 

al., 2018; Vasiljevic et al., 2017) selection of lower calorie vs higher calorie food  choices 

(VanEpps et al., 2016a, 2016b) fruit  and  vegetable  consumption  per  customer in a canteen 

meal (Thorsen et al., 2010), amount of a purchased lunch meal consumed (Haugaard et al., 

2016)  and number of times healthy meal discount card was utilized (Sforzo et al., 2012). Some 

outcome variables focused on aspects of snacking, including amount of snacks consumed 

(Baskin et al., 2016), type of snacks consumed (Sonnentag et al., 2017), or type of snacks 

selected/purchased (Weijzen et al., 2008). One study focused on the frequency of lunch breaks 

(Inoue et al., 2010), another study focused on the number of workplace dinner participants 

attended (Yoon et al., 2011) and another on number of eating occasions during the working 

day (Hartline-Grafton et al., 2010).  One study focused on weight loss as the primary outcome, 

with support for healthy eating behaviours from colleagues as a secondary variable (Wang et 

al., 2014). 

Sample sizes of reviewed studies ranged from 14 to 24,596. Most studies were 

conducted in the United States (n = 9) and the United Kingdom (n = 5), with the remaining 

studies conducted in Denmark (n = 2), Netherlands (n = 2), Germany (n = 1), Japan (n = 1), 

Korea (n = 1), South Korea (n = 1), and Portugal (n = 1). Out of 23 included studies, five were 

qualitative studies and 18 were quantitative. Of the 18 quantitative studies, 5 were cross 

sectional, 5 were longitudinal, 4 were randomized control trials, and 4 experimental designs. In 

terms of recruitment, nearly all studies utilized self‐ selected participants. Of the studies that 

recorded gender (12/23), 9 of these studies had a larger number of females participants com- 
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pared with males. In terms of study quality, quality ratings ranged between 4 and 9 

(quantitative studies M = 6.8, qualitative studies M = 7.1), indicating that they were moderate 

to high quality. Detailed characteristics for all included studies are presented in appendix 3.  

The following section summarizes factors affecting eating at work, which have been 

categorized into the following categories; job role factors, the workplace food environment, 

and social factors. 

1) Job role factors 

The first theme of factors affecting eating at work corresponds to the job role. There are four 

distinct factors within this category: pressured working environment, opportunity to eat at 

work, work facilitated meals, and work stress. All studies identified these factors as barriers to 

healthy eating, being associated with an increased consumption of unhealthy foods. 

a) Pressured working environment 

In total, in five studies (qualitative studies n=4, quantitative n=1), a pressured working 

environment was reported as having a negative impact on eating behaviours at work. Four 

studies reported that employees felt unable to take a lunch break due to the pressure of 

completing work tasks (e.g., Inoue et al., 2010; Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Pridgeon & 

Whitehead, 2013). Qualitative interviews with office workers in South Korea described how a 

demanding environment in the office encouraged employees to work through lunch and 

frequently eat lunch at their desks (Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b).  Additionally, some 

employees were found to skip a lunch meal altogether to save time (Park et al., 2017b; Payne 

et al., 2013). In a qualitative study Lake et al. (2016), some employees mentioned that “eating 

at desk” culture is widespread and likely driven by excessive workload. In addition, some 

employees went on to say that they eat lunch at their desk so that they do not interrupt their 

work and can leave the workplace earlier. 

b) Opportunity to eat at work 

The review found three studies (qualitative n=1, quantitative n=2) that reported on employees' 

opportunities to eat at work. For example, one study investigated eating patterns of school 

employees, as there was a concern that the school environment provided staff with limited 

opportunities to eat (Hartline-Grafton et al., 2010). Contrary to the authors' predictions, the 

study found that school employees ate very regularly—37% of participants' daily energy intake 

was from food consumed at work and an average of two eating occasions were reported 

during the working day. Different results were reported in a qualitative study by Payne et al. 

(2013), who found that some participants believed they ate a lot less during the working day 

compared with out‐of‐work hours and attributed their under eating to being too busy at work. 

Another study found that making time for a lunch break, alongside mindful eating and eating 

with close colleagues, increased meal satisfaction for employees. Which in turn was associated 
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with a positive mood, lower levels of stress, and hunger levels after lunch (Haugaard et al., 

2016). 

c) Work facilitated meals 

There were three studies (qualitative n=2, quantitative n=1), which reported on how work 

arrangements directly influence their eating behaviour. For example, business dinners tend to 

be perceived as a barrier to healthy eating (e.g., Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013; Yoon et 

al., 2011).  In some organizations, dinner with colleagues was viewed as a continuation of the 

working day (e.g., Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2011). Generally, 

workplace dinners were associated with unhealthy meals and less autonomy over food choice 

(Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013). 

 

d) Work stress 

There were two studies (qualitative n = 1, quantitative n = 1) that reported on the role of 

workplace stress on eating behaviour at work. Overall, work stress appears to increase 

unhealthy eating behaviours (Payne et al., 2013; Sonnentag et al., 2017). Sonnentag et al. 

(2017) found that on days when employees experienced more self‐control demands at work 

(e.g., remaining polite when facing a disgruntled customer), they were more likely to eat 

(consumed greater number of sweets) to regulate their emotions. In contrast, boredom and 

stress at work was shown to be positively associated with an intake of additional calories at 

work (Payne et al., 2013).  

2. The workplace food environment 

The second theme identified in this systematic review corresponds to factors describing the 

workplace environment. There are four unique factors in this category: availability of healthy 

vs unhealthy foods in the workplace, food and eating facilities, provision of nutritional 

information, and cost of healthy options. 

a) Availability of healthy vs unhealthy foods in the workplace 

In total, six studies reported on availability of healthy vs unhealthy foods in the 

workplace (qualitative n = 3, quantitative n = 3). The results suggest that access to healthy 

foods in the workplace is often limited, compared with an abundance of unhealthy foods 

present in workplace canteens, onsite shops, and vending machines (e.g., Baskin et al., 2016; 

Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; João et al., 2018; Payne et al., 2013; Pridgeon & Whitehead, 

2013).  Four studies reviewed suggest that workers desire a greater variety of healthy and 

fresh foods compared with the current offering (e.g., Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; Lake et al., 

2016; Payne et al., 2013; Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013). Interestingly, some employees felt 

that food served in the canteen had not been adapted to suit the nutritional needs of the 

present workforce. For instance, employees considered canteen food too high in calories and 
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regarded it as more suitable for physically demanding roles as opposed to office‐based roles 

(Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013). 

The proximity of food items also influences consumption of calories at work (Baskin et 

al., 2016; Payne et al., 2013).  For example, in an observational study, the authors found that 

employees who visited a beverage station closer to a snack station were much more likely to 

consume a snack (Baskin et al., 2016). Although no effect was found between relative 

proximity and time of day on snacking, a marginal main effect of time of day was found 

indicating that snacking increased as the working day progressed (Baskin et al., 2016). 

Interestingly, participants in a qualitative study by Payne et al. (2013) expressed a belief that 

proximity and time of day combined increased their consumption of unhealthy snacks. 

Employees said that they were more likely to eat unhealthy snacks in the afternoon to relieve 

boredom, and an on‐site shop increased accessibility of such snacks. Additionally, employees 

stated they chose unhealthy options in the canteen because they were convenient and 

otherwise not available at home (e.g., chips) (Payne et al., 2013). Some evidence suggests that 

employees' body mass index (BMI) might interact with the workplace environment in 

determining eating behaviours in the workplace. One study reported that in comparison to 

colleagues with healthy weight, university employees with overweight or obesity had found it 

harder to make healthy food choices at work and were more easily swayed by the unhealthy 

foods available at the worksite and in the nearby neighbourhood (Freedman & Rubinstein, 

2010). 

However, for some, the workplace is viewed as a facilitator for healthy eating. For 

example, some employees reported that the lunch provided by the work canteen is the only 

opportunity to have a “proper meal” each day (Payne et al., 2013). Similarly, providing healthy 

foods (such as vegetables and fruit) increased intake of those foods (Lake et al., 2016; Thorsen 

et al., 2010). In one such study, participants who were supplied with free fruit during the 

working day for a total of 18 weeks reported that their consumption of fruits had increased 

(Lake et al., 2016). What is worrying, however, is that some employees reported they ate free 

fruit in addition to energy dense snacks such as chocolate (Lake et al., 2016). Existing evidence 

also suggests that decreasing the availability of unhealthy options and providing meals with 

increased fruit and vegetables in a workplace canteen led to a sustained increase of 

consumption of fruit and vegetables over a 5‐ year period (Thorsen et al., 2010). 

b) Food and eating facilities 

The importance of food facilities on eating behaviour at work was explored in two studies 

(qualitative n = 2). Availability of facilities where food can be prepared was considered to be an 

important facilitator of healthy eating by some employees (Lake et al., 2016; Pridgeon & 

Whitehead, 2013). For instance, a lack of facilities to heat and store food determined what 
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employees consumed for lunch—fewer facilities encouraged cheap and convenient, but 

energy dense foods such as instant packet noodles. Additionally, limited space where food can 

be consumed was identified as a reason why many employees purchase unhealthy snacks from 

the workplace canteen and consume these at their desks (Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013).  

c) Provision of nutritional information 

The value of providing nutritional information was explored in five studies (quantitative n = 5). 

In all five studies, information was presented in workplace cafeterias (e.g., VanEpps et al., 

2016a, 2016b; Vasiljevic et al., 2017; Vyth et al., 2011) with the objective of encouraging 

healthy food choices. VanEpps et al. (2016b) found that traffic light information was more 

effective in encouraging employees to purchase food items with fewer calories than detailed 

information about the exact calorie content. Additionally, VanEpps et al. (2016a) found that 

the optimal combination of factors was for employees to order their lunch in advance 

(participants placed orders any time after 7 AM and selected a time to pick up any time 

between 11 AM and 2 PM) and include low calorie labels “under 500” on food products. 

Contrary to these findings, two studies reported no effects of nutritional labelling on food 

choices. First, Vyth et al. (2011) conducted a randomized control trial and found no difference 

in food choice when using a “choices” logo to highlight a healthy food choice. Secondly, 

Vasiljevic et al. (2017) reported that the introduction of calorie labelling had no effect on 

energy (kcal) purchased across six different worksite cafeterias. 

d) Cost of healthy options 

In two studies (qualitative n = 1, quantitative n = 1), the cost of food was explored as a possible 

determinant of healthy eating in an office‐based workplace. In one qualitative study, the 

higher cost of healthy options compared with unhealthy options was identified as one of the 

most significant barriers to healthy eating (Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013). One study 

experimentally reduced the cost of healthy food options by offering 25% discount card for 

healthy meals in the workplace cafeteria (Sforzo et al., 2012). Despite this, the authors found 

no increase in healthy meals purchased. In fact, participants rarely used their cards (on 

average 1.5 times per week). Sforzo et al. (2012) concluded that despite eliminating barriers to 

healthy eating such as cost and inconvenience, other factors (such as motivation to improve 

one's eating behaviours) could still prevent healthy eating at work. 

3. Social factors 

The final theme identified in this systematic review relates to a range of social factors that 

have been identified as important determinants of eating behaviour in the office‐based 

workplace. 

Overall, in nine studies (qualitative n = 4, quantitative n = 5), social influences at work 

were identified as having influence on various aspects of eating behaviour at work. Seven 
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studies reviewed suggest that colleagues can have both a positive and negative influence on 

eating  behaviours  in  the  workplace (e.g., Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; Lake et al., 2016; 

Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2011; Zunker et al., 2008) 

Other  co-workers who share office space can encourage unhealthy eating behaviours (e.g., 

Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013) but can also be a source of positive 

cultural and social norms that improve people's choices (e.g., Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 

2013; Yoon et al., 2011; Zunker et al., 2008). 

Two qualitative studies reported that working late often resulted in eating dinner with 

colleagues (Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013). In those studies, participants reported 

feeling pressured to share unhealthy food with colleagues such as pizza (Payne et al., 2013). In 

one study, celebrations such as birthdays or Christmas were synonymous with a wide 

availability of cakes, biscuits, and chocolates bought into the office by colleagues (Lake et al., 

2016). Employees reported increased consumption of unhealthy snacks in such contexts even 

when they were actively attempting to reduce their weight. Furthermore, it may be the case 

that some employees are more influenced by colleagues eating habits than others. In one of 

the reviewed studies, employees who were overweight or obese were more likely to be 

influenced by the food choices of friends and colleagues compared with employees with 

healthy weight (Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010). 

Social norms for eating in the workplace may differ from one culture to another 

another (e.g., Park et al., 2017b; Yoon et al., 2011; Zunker et al., 2008). Indeed, in certain 

cultures, there is a greater emphasis towards eating together in the workplace with both 

African American and Korean communities endorsing the importance of eating with colleagues 

(e.g., Park et al., 2017b; Yoon et al., 2011; Zunker et al., 2008).  Yet South Korean office 

workers reported feeling pressured to participate in workplace meals (lunch and dinners) with 

colleagues. In particular, older/senior colleagues often ordered food for a group of subordinate 

colleagues. Some participants reported the desire to control their weight by choosing their 

own lunch; however, the desire to be part of the working group prevented them from doing so 

(Park et al., 2017b).  In other cases, office workers reported skipping a lunch meal altogether if 

they were unable to eat with colleagues (Park et al., 2017b). 

Colleagues can have a positive influence on eating behaviours (e.g., Haugaard et al., 

2016; Lake et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014). For instance, among other factors eating lunch with 

close        colleagues was found to be an important determinant of the overall          meal satisfaction 

(Haugaard et al., 2016). In turn, greater meal satisfaction was associated with a positive mood, 

lower levels of stress, and hunger levels after  lunch. Others who share office space can also 

facilitate healthy eating in the workplace (Lake et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014).  For example, 

social support from colleagues for healthy eating was associated with less weight gain in an 
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intervention designed to prevent weight gain (Wang et al., 2014). However, the study also 

found that friends' support for healthy eating and family support for physical activity predicted 

improved weight management; therefore it is difficult to establish which one of these support 

networks had a greater influence on participants’ food choices (Wang et al., 2014). 

Lake et al. (2016) conducted interviews with participants in the intervention group of a 

randomized controlled trial, in which participants were offered free fruit at work for 18 weeks. 

The authors found that support from colleagues was important in encouraging fruit 

consumption in the workplace, in particular support from managers. The fruit intervention also 

appeared to have an impact on office social norms as some participants reported feeling guilty 

about eating unhealthy foods when consumption of such foods became less widespread (Lake 

et al., 2016). The intervention also helped to raise important conversations with colleagues 

regarding BMI and blood pressure, promoting awareness around good health and nutrition. 

Relatedly, evidence suggests that perceived organizational support is important in promoting a 

healthy diet at work. Sonnentag et al. (2017) found that employees who considered their 

organization as supportive of healthy eating were more likely to eat for “health” rather than as 

a tool to regulate their emotions. 

2.6. Discussion 

The aim of this review was to examine existing literature and identify factors that have been 

shown to influence eating behaviour in office-based workplaces. Across 23 unique studies 

published between the years 2008‐2018, most factors affecting office‐based eating had a 

negative influence on eating behaviours. Barriers to healthy eating at work included factors 

relating to job role (e.g., pressured working environment, work facilitated meals, and 

workplace stress), the workplace food environment (e.g., limited availability of healthy foods, 

proximity of unhealthy foods, and facilities to prepare food), and social influences. Among the 

most prolific facilitators of healthy eating was the supportive role of colleagues in consuming 

healthy foods (Lake et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014) and elements of the physical work 

environment such as increasing availability and reducing cost of healthy food such as free fruit, 

increasing fruit/vegetables in workplace meals and reducing the number of unhealthy options 

(Lake et al., 2016; Thorsen et al., 2010). Many factors appear to interact, for example, 

workplace boredom and availability of chocolate in an onsite shop or working late and social 

influence on workplace dinner choices (Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013). 

Some of the same factors affecting eating behaviours at work were reported in a 

systematic review of research on eating behaviours among nurses (Nicholls et al., 2017). 

Consistent with that review, the present review found that environmental factors (e.g., limited 

availability of healthy food options and inadequate preparation areas) and colleagues can have 

both a negative (e.g., Baskin et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2014) and positive 
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effect on eating behaviours (Lake et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014). One of the new insights from 

the present review is that some office‐based workers reported eating less during busy and 

stressful periods at work (Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013). This is concerning as 

undereating at work may have adverse effects on concentration and performance (Adolphus 

et al., 2013; Parry et al., 2017). Research has shown that skipping meals can lead to increases 

in perceived appetite and reduced satiety when one or two meals are missed; periods of 

restriction can result in binge‐eating and other disordered eating behaviours among 

susceptible individuals (e.g., Leidy & Campbell, 2011; Polivy, 1996; Polivy & Herman, 1985).  In 

contrast, reported boredom at work was positively associated with the consumption of eating 

foods high in sugar and fat (Payne et al., 2013). Given that shift workers are typically more 

active than office workers, it is possible that office workers have fewer opportunities to 

compensate for ingestion of excess calories (Church et al., 2011). In summary, it is clear that 

some of the same broad factors appear to affect eating behaviours of office workers and 

nurses working in health care environment, although research with employees in sedentary 

roles identified some unique factors. 

This review highlights paucity of existing literature. The focus on different aspects of 

eating behaviour varied between studies, which makes it particularly difficult to compare their 

results. Some studies focused on lunch (Haugaard et al., 2016), others on snacking (e.g., Baskin 

et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2016; Sonnentag et al., 2017), and yet others on eating patterns 

throughout the working day (e.g., Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; Hartline-Grafton et al., 2010; 

João et al., 2018; Park et al., 2017b). Moreover, the current review highlighted heterogeneity 

in the methods used to measure eating behaviours. Among those used in studies considered in 

this review, authors relied on self‐reports, observational methods, and canteen sales data to 

analyse purchases. The majority of studies used a variety of self- reported measures of eating 

behaviours (Freedman & Rubinstein, 2010; Sonnentag et al., 2017).  This is concerning as 

evidence suggests that self-reporting of food intake and body weight may be subject to 

underreporting (Gosse, 2014; ONS, 2016). Alternative methods of capturing eating behaviours 

at work included observational methods (Baskin et al., 2016) and analysis of canteen sales 

figures (Thorsen et al., 2010; Vasiljevic et al., 2017). However, both approaches increase 

difficulty of assessment of eating behaviour at an individual level (e.g., Baskin et al., 2016; 

Hollands et al., 2018; Thorsen et al., 2010; Vasiljevic et al., 2017) and canteen sales do not 

measure actual consumption (Thorsen et al., 2010; Vasiljevic et al., 2017). Furthermore, in 

some studies, free food was available to employees (e.g., Baskin et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2016; 

Vasiljevic et al., 2017; Weijzen et al., 2008) which makes both generalizability and comparison 

of the findings difficult. Evidently, there is a need to develop objective measures of eating in 

the workplace. Given that self-reports can lead to omission and recall bias, this could be 
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overcome by collecting self-reported data in real time, by using experiential sampling 

methods, for example (Sonnentag et al., 2017). 

A large number of studies included in this review were cross-sectional and qualitative, 

which limits the ability to make claims about causal relations (Baskin et al., 2016; Sonnentag et 

al., 2017). There is an evident lack of high-quality longitudinal research, which could determine 

the long-term impact of the work environment on eating behaviours (VanEpps et al., 2016a). 

Another potential issue is that most studies relied on willing volunteers and that a high 

proportion of participants were female (e.g., Haugaard et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2016; Payne et 

al., 2013; Pridgeon & Whitehead, 2013; Wang et al., 2014). Self-selected participants may be 

motivated to lose weight (Haugaard et al., 2016), have a greater interest in their health and/or 

more time to participate (Fodor et al., 2014) than those who do not respond to requests for 

participants, affecting the generalisability of studies’ results. 

Many studies did not consider the broader food environment outside of the workplace 

(e.g., supermarkets, take away shops). This is important as the availability and proximity of 

unhealthy foods in nearby neighbourhoods may increase consumption of such foods during 

the working day. Similarly, office design may influence eating behaviours, as one study found 

that visibility of food in an open floor plan increased the amount consumed (Rollings & Wells, 

2017). Given the growing number of open plan offices, it is unclear if this particular design 

choice influences eating behaviour of the workforce in a real-world setting. 

This review is not without limitations. Many studies did not consider office-based 

workplaces and a white-collar population as unique features of their designs. Few studies used 

other populations/environments as a control, and it is therefore difficult to assess the extent 

to which reported results are in fact specific to the population of office-based workers. Indeed, 

many studies were excluded from this review merely because they did not provide sufficient 

information about the workplace context in which the study was conducted. 

In summary, the findings of this review highlight the need to understand factors 

affecting eating behaviours in the workplace in more depth. First, future research should 

continue to test modifications of the workplace food environment to encourage healthy food 

choices. Second, research should aim to develop a validated measure of eating behaviour at 

work. Third, more research is required to explore social influences on eating at work (e.g., 

Baskin et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2014). One recent and 

promising workplace intervention, vegetable purchases increased after posters displaying a 

descriptive social norms message were introduced (Thomas et al., 2017). Such an intervention 

is relatively cheap and easy to implement, and yet it can leverage the power of social norms. 

More randomized controlled trials and longitudinal research should establish how to best use 

social norms to improve eating behaviours in the office-based workplaces. Fourth and finally, 
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work demands may lead to restrictive eating patterns, and more research is required to 

investigate disordered eating at work and any predictors that can generate or exacerbate 

disordered eating (e.g., Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b; Payne et al., 2013).  

2.7. Conclusion 

This review helps to further understanding of eating behaviours in an office‐based workplace. 

Identifying factors that influence eating at work is a vital step towards a healthier and more 

productive workplace. The office workplace is a unique microenvironment where people 

spend most of their time and consume most of their calories. This review demonstrated 

several factors that can have a positive and negative impact on eating behaviours within office‐

based workplaces. Interventions based around social and physical aspects of the workplace 

appear to be most promising, but more research is needed to establish strong causal links. 

2.8. Chapter 2 Summary 

The following chapter presented the findings of a systematic review, which is a published 

article in Obesity Reviews (Clohessy et al., 2019). Several factors appear to affect people’s 

eating behaviours at work and most the of evidence suggests that the office-based workplace 

is associated with unhealthy eating behaviours. Factors that affect eating behaviours of office-

based workers include factors relating to the job role and workplace food environment. 

Notably, a main influence on people’s eating behaviours was other people working in the same 

organisation. This theme will be explored in further detail in the next chapter, by considering 

the influence colleagues may have on body weight judgements.  
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Chapter 3: Reference groups, body weight judgements and 

thesis aims   

3.1. Chapter 3 Overview 

Firstly, this chapter discusses the implications of the systematic review findings presented in 

the previous chapter and considers colleagues as an important reference group for body 

weight judgements. Following this, it considers what is known about who people compare 

themselves with to make a weight judgement and what is known about reference groups more 

generally. Next, a summary of theories of how people make body weight judgments and an 

introduction to rank based judgements. Then, a summary of the key points covered in chapters 

one, two and three. Finally, an outline of the objectives and aims of the thesis, as well as an 

overview of the thesis structure. 

3.2. Body weight and the workplace 

Chapter two presented the findings of the systematic review that investigated factors affecting 

eating behaviours in the office-based workplace. As discussed in the review, colleagues appear 

to be a key influence on the eating behaviours of people they work with. Most studies within 

the review suggested that colleagues have mostly a negative impact on eating behaviours of 

others they work with. Therefore, it is evident that social norms relating to eating behaviours 

in the workplace influence what food is consumed (e.g., cakes) and how people eat (e.g., 

eating lunch alone at the desk) (Lake et al., 2016; Park et al., 2017b). Given the influence that 

colleagues appear to have on other people’s eating behaviours, it is plausible to assume they 

also have the potential to influence people’s objective weight (BMI). However, arguably a 

more interesting question is whether colleagues influence the way that people perceive their 

weight (e.g., underweight, healthy weight, overweight, obese, severely obese). The systematic 

review findings suggest that people make social comparisons with colleagues about eating 

behaviours. Research also suggests that social comparisons occur on a dimension related to 

eating behaviours, body weight (e.g., Polivy, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). Therefore, it 

is possible that people may use their colleagues as a comparison group of which to judge their 

weight against.  

In summary, given the amount of time spent with colleagues in the workplace, they 

could be used as an important reference group when comparing one’s body weight with 

others. However, it is not clear which reference group people use when making body weight 

judgements. A key range of reference groups may influence how people perceive their weight, 

although it is unclear if one reference group exerts a greater influence on people’s 

judgements. The next section below will consider research that has identified reference groups 

that are important for informing people’s body weight judgements.  
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3.3. Reference groups and body weight judgements  

Research studies have identified traditional sources of media (e.g., magazines, television) as a 

source of comparison for appearance (e.g., Becker, 2004; Grabe et al., 2008; Groesz et al., 

2002). In more recent years, social media platforms have been identified as a source 

comparison for body weight which typically display idealised images (Fardouly et al., 2017; 

Holland & Tiggemann, 2016). For example, a study exposed participants to 20 minutes on 

Facebook or other websites (Mabe et al., 2014). They reported that women exposed to the 

Facebook condition showed greater concern towards their shape and weight compared to 

participants in alternative conditions (Mabe et al., 2014). Furthermore, a study found that 

individuals who follow fitness content on Pinterest were more likely to report intentions to 

engage in extreme weight-loss behaviours. It was suggested this result was due to upward 

social comparisons with idealised images (Lewallen & Behm-Morawitz, 2016).  

On the other hand, research has identified key reference groups that people with 

overweight or obesity compare their weight with, and as a result underestimate their weight 

(i.e., believe they are a ‘healthy’ weight). For example, friends have been cited as an important 

reference group when making weight status judgements. Studies have shown that healthy (i.e. 

healthy BMI range) weight adolescents who identified incorrectly as overweight were more 

likely to have friends with larger sized bodies than those belonging to a slimmer friendship 

networks (Ramirez & Milan, 2016).  Furthermore, research suggests that people living in the 

same neighbourhood may provide a source of comparison and consequently affect how 

people perceive their weight. Research studies have found that underestimation of the weight 

status of others with overweight or obesity is more likely to occur in geographical areas where 

obesity is more common (Binkin et al., 2013; Robinson & Hogenkamp, 2015).  

3.4. What do we know about reference groups generally? 

The sections above have discussed reference groups in relation to eating behaviours and 

weight judgements. Although, this thesis is primarily focused on eating behaviours and weight 

judgements, it is important to consider what is known about reference groups in the broader 

literature.  

Social judgement studies are often concerned with the influence of other people on 

people’s beliefs and judgements on a given topic. A common approach in social judgement 

studies is to ask people questions about one specific reference group (e.g., fellow students) 

(Aldrovandi et al., 2015b). Some studies have found that to make a judgement, people are 

likely to compare themselves with individuals in their social circles and/or individuals with 

similar demographics such as age and gender (Quintana-Domeque & Wohlfart, 2016; Ramirez 

& Milan, 2016). On the other hand, research has asked participants questions about people 

living in the same area as them, it is believed people living close by may be an important target 

for comparisons (e.g., Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Quintana-Domeque & Wohlfart, 2016). 
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Finally, it is common for researchers to ask participants about their beliefs about the general 

population (Galesic et al., 2018a). A limitation of these studies is that they ask participants 

about a pre-specified group. By only asking participants questions about one group, 

researchers assume that people use this group to make a judgement. However, the 

composition of reference groups appears to be less commonly investigated. It is this 

fundamental research question that forms the focus of some of the studies presented in this 

thesis.  

3.5. How do people make body weight judgements?  

The previous sections have considered the influence of other people on body weight 

judgements. However, it is important to understand how people make weight judgements, the 

section below will discuss various explanations of how people make body weight judgements. 

a) Social comparisons 

One explanation for how people make weight judgements is via social comparisons. Festinger 

(1954) proposed that it is necessary for people to compare themselves with others to make an 

accurate self-evaluation. People may engage in social comparisons to determine their 

performance (in any domain) relative to others and these comparisons can be either upward 

or downward (Galesic et al., 2018a). Research suggests that people use upward and downward 

social comparisons to evaluate their body weight with others, e.g., do I weigh more or less 

than my colleagues?) (e.g., Fitzsimmons-Craft, 2017; Rancourt et al., 2015). People who make 

comparisons with someone in a position they consider to be less advantageous is known as a 

‘downward comparison’, e.g., perceiving you weigh less than the comparison target. This type 

of comparison can be associated with increased self-esteem (Polivy & Pliner, 2015). On the 

other hand, people who make comparisons with someone they perceive to be in a better 

position than themselves is known as an ‘upward comparison’, e.g., perceiving you weigh more 

than the comparison target. This type of comparison can be associated with decreased self-

esteem when the same level of performance cannot be achieved (Polivy & Pliner, 2015). Social 

comparisons can affect weight related thoughts and behaviours. For example, research has 

found that upwards comparisons were associated with diet and weight control behaviours 

(Polivy & Pliner, 2015). A study found that females engaging in upward comparisons (e.g., 

where the comparison target was deemed a lower weight than themselves) were more likely 

to diet and engage in other weight control behaviours (Rancourt et al., 2015). However, this 

was not the case for downward comparisons, which were associated with increased risk of 

weight gain. Based on the research discussed above, it is evident that judgements about 

weight are relative. For example, people compare themselves with other people in order to 

make judgements about their weight (e.g.,Fitzsimmons-Craft, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 

2017). Research on social comparisons have centred on the subjects similarity or difference 

with others and the consequences of this for self-esteem (Polivy & Pliner, 2015). However, 
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research on social comparisons does not explain what actually happens when the comparison 

is taking place. In other words, how exactly do people make these judgements? What are the 

cognitive mechanisms behind how people make a body weight judgement? The sections below 

will consider two broad theories in explaining the cognitive mechanisms that may underpin 

how people make body weight judgements; reference level theories and rank-based theories. 

Both classes of theories have been applied to judgements in a number of different domains.    

b) Reference level theories 

Reference level theories is a concept widely adopted in social psychology. Reference 

level theories propose that people compare themselves to the mean of stimuli in each context 

i.e., people use one single reference point to make a judgement (Clark & Oswald, 1996). 

Galesic et al. (2018b) observed that participants are often asked to evaluate themselves 

relative to an average person. Furthermore, research on social norm-based interventions tend 

to give participants information on how their behaviour compares with an average, with the 

aim to change people’s behaviour in line with the average person. For example, in order to try 

to reduce energy consumption, Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, and Griskevicius (2007) 

provided households with information about the amount of energy consumed by their 

household and the average amount of energy consumed by households in the neighbourhood. 

However, providing this descriptive message to households produced differing effects; people 

with high energy consumption were more likely to decrease their energy consumption use. On 

the other hand, households with low energy consumption were more likely to increase their 

energy consumption as a result of the information about how their behaviour compares to the 

mean.  

Previous research studies have used reference level theories as an explanation for why 

people with overweight and obesity are more likely to underestimate their weight status (e.g., 

Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017; Robinson & Hogenkamp, 2015). Weight 

underestimation has also been observed when people judge the weight of others. Parents of 

children with overweight and obesity have been found to underestimate their children’s 

weight (e.g., Jones et al., 2011; Lundahl et al., 2014). Similarly, research has found that medical 

professionals visually underestimate patients with overweight and obesity (e.g., Ahern et al., 

2012; Robinson et al., 2014). Research has accounted for these weight misperceptions by 

suggesting that people evaluate their weight status using an ‘internal average’ of what they 

perceive a normal body weight represents (e.g., Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). According to 

the visual normalisation theory, whether a particular person is judged as overweight or not 

depends largely on the distance between the target and an ‘internal’ average (e.g., Robinson, 

2017). A second component of the visual normalisation theory suggests that exposure to larger 

bodies in society has shifted perceptions of what represents a ‘normal’ body weight upwards. 

As a result, this shift has caused some people with overweight or obesity to underestimate 
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their weight, and instead believe they are of ‘average’ size (e.g., Robinson & Kersbergen, 

2017). However, rank based theories have addressed limitations of reference level theories 

and will be discussed in the section below.    

c) Rank  

Another explanation for how people make weight judgements is rank with others, and 

it is this concept that is central to the studies presented in this thesis. Rank models propose 

that people’s subjective judgments of a given quantity reflect its rank within a given context of 

comparable stimuli (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015b). Rank theories differ to reference level 

theories as they suggest that evaluations are influenced by all other stimuli rather just a single 

reference point (e.g., mean).  Research in other fields suggests that people are sensitive to 

their ranked position with others, this effect has been shown in numerous studies (e.g., Boyce 

et al., 2010; Melrose et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2011). Extensive research studies suggest that 

people use rank to make judgements, it forms part of theories and models of social 

judgements such as including Range Frequency Theory (RFT) and Decision by Sampling (DbS) 

(Parducci, 1965; Stewart et al., 2006). Parducci (1965) coined the Range Frequency theory and 

proposed that when making a judgement people are influenced by whole distribution of a 

sample of items, instead of the mean of a sample (as reference level theories suggest). Range 

Frequency Theory can be applied to weight judgements. In this context, what matters is not 

the mean of comparison weights but a) how an individual weight compares to the smallest and 

largest amounts in a comparison context (the range principle) and b) where the particular 

weight amount ranks within the context (the rank principle). This effect has been shown in a 

number of studies including context effects in judgements of body image (Wedell et al., 2005), 

emotion (Russell & Fehr, 1987), wages (Brown et al., 2008), personality (Wood et al., 2012)and 

educational satisfaction (Brown et al., 2015). 

The Decision by Sampling model extends earlier rank-based models such as Range 

Frequency Theory. Relative rank is a key component of Decision by Sampling theory (DbS) 

which suggests that a subjective value of a stimulus is based on a series of binary, ordinal 

comparisons in a sample e.g., a target item is compared to every other item in a sample 

(binary) and then judged to be either smaller or larger than that comparator (ordinal). The 

Decision by Sampling model provides an explanation for the cognitive mechanisms behind how 

people make a judgement but also places importance on the role of samples drawn from long-

term memory in forming a context of comparison. However, the studies within this thesis did 

not aim to test the predictions of DbS against those of RFT and therefore the section below will 

refer to rank-based models in a more general sense.  In the context of social judgments, a vast 

number of research studies have reported that people are sensitive to the relative ranked 

position within a comparison group, and this is true over and above an absolute quantity (e.g., 

Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2012; Melrose et al., 2013). 
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For example, people’s satisfaction of income has been found to be influenced by where their 

wage ranks with a social comparison group rather than their absolute income (Boyce et al., 

2010). Furthermore, rank effects have even been explored in health topics such as judgements 

of drunkenness whilst intoxicated, perceived health benefits of exercise and tooth brushing 

duration (e.g., Maltby et al., 2016; Maltby et al., 2012; Moore et al., 2016). Furthermore, rank-

based explanations of judgments have been compared with the predictions of mean-based 

models of judgment. A rank-based explanation has been shown to better account for how 

context influences people’s judgments across numerous domains including; depression and 

anxiety symptoms, alcohol consumption, personality, health benefits of exercise and food 

healthiness (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Maltby et al., 2012; Melrose et al., 2013; Wood et 

al., 2011; Wood et al., 2012). In the literature investigating body weight judgements, the 

reference level account still predominates i.e., people compare themselves to an average body 

weight in order to make a judgement about their own weight (Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). 

In this thesis, we will test whether people use rank relative with others (over and above their 

objective weight) to make a body weight judgement. For example, we propose that to make a 

weight status judgement (e.g., ‘I believe I am overweight’), people mentally calculate where 

their weight ranks relative to others. They do so by comparing their perceived weight, with 

every other item in their mental sample and determining whether their weight is smaller or 

larger than the comparator. Depending on the distributional properties of the sample in 

context, the same stimuli may be judged differently depending on its rank position i.e., the 

same body size may seem smaller or larger if the comparison context changes.  In this thesis, 

we are also interested in exploring who people compare themselves with when ranking 

themselves with others i.e., the reference group. This is important because a limitation of 

previous studies investigating rank is that they often ask participants about their beliefs 

towards one reference group, which inhibits understanding of who people sample when 

ranking themselves with others (e.g., Galesic et al., 2018a; Putnam-Farr & Morewedge, 2019). 

One way to understand about people’s beliefs towards the social norm is to elicit people’s 

beliefs about the distribution of a behaviour. Indeed, several studies have elicited people’s 

beliefs about social norms distributions (e.g., student indebtedness) (Aldrovandi et al., 2015b). 

A distribution can be defined as a frequency of a given behaviour in a specific reference group 

(e.g., UK population). Unlike summary statistics such as the mean of a sample, the distribution 

can inform us about the prevalence of a behaviour at different levels (e.g., the top 1% of 

people in the UK earn 175, 000 per year). Rank based theories (e.g., Decision by Sampling) 

propose that people evaluate their position by ranking themselves within a distribution and 

use their perceptions of where they rank within the sample to make a judgement. This is 

important as it may lead to biased judgements, if people base their rank position on a small or 

unrepresentative sample. Therefore, when people make a judgement, depending on the 
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distributional properties of the context, the same stimuli may be judged differently depending 

on its rank position. For example, the same body size may seem smaller or larger if the 

comparison context changes. In the context of body weight, if someone has a high BMI score, 

but they are among others with even higher BMI scores, they may rank themselves in the 

lower section of the sample and perceive their weight to be smaller than it objectively is. Given 

there is evidence that people use rank to inform judgements across many different contexts, it 

is reasonable to believe that rank can explain how people make judgements towards body 

weight. This thesis will examine if people use rank when making judgements towards body 

weight, as well as exploring reference group composition when people rank their weight with 

others. This thesis will also examine if people use perceived rank of their eating behaviours 

among different reference groups to inform judgements about their own eating behaviours 

(e.g., level of worry restrained eating) (Chapter 7).  

3.6. Summary of chapters one, two and three 

The following section will provide a brief overview of the findings and research areas 

covered in chapters one, two and three alongside rationale for the thesis aim and objectives. 

Social norms are implicit rules set by other people and reference groups are fundamental to 

whether social norms are followed (Bicchieri & Dimant, 2019; Legros & Cislaghi, 2020). 

Research suggests that perceptions of social norms (commonly incorrect) often guide people’s 

behaviours and judgements (e.g., Kuang et al., 2020; Wood et al., 2011). Furthermore, 

research suggests that people use others as a guide for eating behaviours (Higgs, 2015; Prinsen 

et al., 2013). Indeed, the systematic review presented in chapter two found that colleagues 

were influential on eating behaviours in the workplace and a source of social norms (Clohessy 

et al., 2019). Given that colleagues influence others eating behaviours at work, it is possible 

that people compare their weight to colleagues to make a weight judgement (e.g., I am 

overweight), however this is currently unclear. This led to a broader research question 

regarding who people include in their reference group when comparing their weight with 

others. It is also unclear how people make body judgements, i.e., the cognitive mechanisms 

behind these judgements. Previous research has proposed that people make weight 

judgements using a single reference point for example the average of a sample (Robinson, 

2017). For example, someone might compare their own weight to what they perceive is an 

average weight within the UK population (Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). However, research 

across several domains suggests that people use rank to make judgements (e.g., Aldrovandi et 

al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2012; Melrose et al., 2013; Quispe-

Torreblanca et al.). This thesis will test whether people use rank to make a weight judgement 

and explore reference group composition (in relation to weight judgements) (studies 1-5). 

Furthermore, research studies suggest that social media is a source of social norms in relation 

to eating behaviours. This thesis will also explore how restrained eating is perceived in two key 
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reference groups and whether perceptions (often incorrect) of the social norms relating to 

restrained eating affect people’s judgements towards their own eating behaviours. 

Additionally, another source of social norms may be online media articles, this will be explored 

in study 8. 

3.7.  Thesis aims and objectives 

Aim 

• This thesis aimed to understand perceptions of social norms and reference groups in 

relation to eating behaviours and weight judgements.  

Objectives 

Chapter Five 

1. To test whether rank of body weight with other people influences several subjective 

weight related judgments (e.g., weight status) and examine rank of body weight in 

relation to different reference groups (e.g., people who live in your neighbourhood, 

people working at your organisation, friends, UK population) (study 1) 

2. To  explore the composition of reference groups when people rank their body weight 

with that of others (study 2) 

3. To understand further who participants compare themselves with when ranking their 

body weight with others by eliciting a distribution of two key reference groups (UK 

population and  friends/family) (study 3)  

Chapter Six 

4. To test two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight (mean vs rank models), participants 

were asked to judge the weight (scale 1 ‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very overweight’ ) of 

male 3D figures (study 4) 

5. To test two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight (mean vs rank models), participants 

were asked to judge the weight status (e.g., overweight) of male 3D figures (study 5) 

Chapter Seven  

6. To test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

judgements towards their restrained eating (study 6) 

7. To test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

perceived worry towards their restrained eating (study 7) 

An outline of the thesis structure is presented in the section below, alongside details of each 

study.  
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3.8. Thesis Structure 

The thesis comprises of eight chapters, six of which present study findings; systematic review 

(chapter one), studies 1-3 (chapter five), studies 4-5 (chapter six), studies 6-7 (chapter seven), 

There are eight studies in total.  

Chapter four describes the methodology and rationale for the methodology used in 

the studies. Further detail for methods used in each study will be expanded on in the individual 

chapters. 

Chapter five presents three studies which examine whether people use rank to inform 

body weight judgements. The studies also explore who people include in their reference group 

when ranking their weight with other people.  

Chapter six presents studies 4 and 5 which build upon the findings of chapter five. The 

studies investigate whether people’s judgments reflect sensitivity to the mean of a comparison 

context or whether people are sensitive to the rank position of a judged stimuli among other 

stimuli in a comparison context. In study 4, participants were asked to judge the weight of 3D 

figures which varied in waist size (1 ‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very overweight’). In study 5, the 

same methods are replicated as study 4, except here participants judged the weight status 

(e.g., obese) of the figures.  

Chapter seven examines participants beliefs about the social distribution of disordered 

eating (e.g., restrained eating) in two reference groups (females in the UK population and 

females participants follow on Instagram). Studies 6 and 7 utilised a rank-based approach as an 

underlying mechanism to explain people’s judgements towards their restrained eating. 

Chapter eight provides an overview of all the study findings. Followed by a discussion 

of the theoretical and practical implications of the study findings. Then, strengths and 

limitations of the studies are discussed, followed by suggestions for future research. The 

chapter ends with a conclusion.  

3.9.  Chapter 3 Summary 

Firstly, this chapter discussed the implications of the systematic review findings and 

considered colleagues as an important reference group for body weight judgements. Following 

this, it explained what is known about who people compare themselves with to make a weight 

judgement and what is known about reference groups more generally. Next, a summary of 

theories of how people make body weight judgments and an introduction to rank based 

judgements were presented. Followed by a summary of the key points covered in chapters 

one, two and three. Finally, an outline of the objectives and aims of the thesis, as well as an 

overview of the thesis structure.
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

4.1. Chapter 4 Overview 

This chapter provides an overview and background to the methods utilised in this thesis. First, 

an overview of study design, participant recruitment, and participant characteristics included 

within each of the studies are presented (studies 1-7). Then, a description of the research 

methods used within the thesis and discussion of the rationale for the methods used in each 

study and finally a chapter summary. 

4.2. Study Design 

Nearly all studies (studies 1-7 presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7) collected quantitative data 

using online questionnaires.  

Studies 1-7 were uploaded onto an online survey platform Qualtrics 

(https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/). For studies 1-7, all participants were shown instructions 

before they took part in the online study and informed consent was obtained. Any participants 

who did not give their consent were re-directed to the end of the questionnaire and were not 

able to complete the questionnaire. At the end of the study, all participants were shown a 

debriefing sheet which stated the aim of the study, contact information, and several resources 

on healthy eating and/or help for disordered eating. A benefit of Qualtrics is that it enables 

users to employ different question types. The studies reported in this thesis utilised a wide 

range of question options on Qualtrics such as slider scales and multiple-choice options.  

4.3. Participant Recruitment 

This section will detail how participants were recruited to take part in the online studies. The 

recruitment plan for each study was detailed in the University of Warwick ethics form and full 

ethical approval was obtained from Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Committee 

(BSREC) before collecting any data. This section will first describe how participants were 

recruited for study 1. It should be noted that the recruitment plan changed during study 1, 

reasons for which will be explained below. In Study 1, the study was uploaded onto an online 

survey platform Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/). Initially, opportunistic sampling 

was used. The Qualtrics study link was disseminated by emailing the study link to people the 

first author had connections to (e.g., colleagues, friends), these individuals were then asked to 

forward the study link to people who might fit the eligibility criteria for the study (office 

workers, aged over 18, living in the UK, not currently a student). However, this method of 

recruitment was not as efficient anticipated. Therefore, the recruitment plan was amended in 

the ethics form to also include the online participant sourcing platform Prolific Academic 

(https://www.prolific.co/). Prolific was used as the method of recruitment for studies 1-7 

https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/
https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/
https://www.prolific.co/
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within this thesis; studies 1-3 (chapter five), studies 4-5 (chapter six), studies 6-7 (chapter 

seven). Prolific is perceived to be an advantageous recruitment platform over other alternative 

platforms (e.g., MTurk). For example Prolific enables researchers to screen for participants on 

range of dimensions before inviting them to take part in a study (Palan & Schitter, 2018). For 

studies 1-7, participants recruited via Prolific were paid a pre-specified amount for taking part 

in each study. Participants were informed of the payment amount, estimated length of time 

the study would take to complete and supplied with a brief description of what the study 

entailed before consenting to participate. The monetary compensation amounts for each study 

are outlined in each chapter. Using Prolific enabled fast recruitment of large numbers of 

participants in the studies included in this thesis. Once participants were recruited via Prolific, 

eligible participants accessed the questionnaire via the online survey platform Qualtrics (as 

mentioned above).  

4.4. Participant Characteristics  

Studies 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

As previously mentioned, the initial aim for the thesis was to investigate eating behaviours in 

the workplace. After conducting a systematic review (described in chapter 2), the first study in 

the thesis aimed to explore the weight judgements of office-based workers. Therefore, study 1 

used a sample of full-time office workers. However, as the fundamental research questions 

explored in the thesis broadened (i.e., how do people make weight judgements?), it was no 

longer essential to only include office workers in the participant sample, it was important that 

the findings could apply to human behaviour and judgements in the broadest sense. Collecting 

data simply using office workers would potentially limit the generalisability of my findings. 

Therefore, in the remaining studies (studies 2, 3, 4 and 5) participants were included from a 

wider section of society, the thesis no longer focused solely on the judgements of just office 

workers. For studies (studies 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), a feature on Prolific called a pre-screener was 

used to recruit participants that met the desired inclusion criteria for each study. A pre-

screener filters Prolific users who meet a specified criteria and only these participants have the 

option to access the survey link and complete the survey. Using this feature, I was able to 

ensure that only participants who were over 18, living in the UK and not currently a student 

could participate in studies 2-5 (an additional inclusion criteria was used for study 1- full-time 

office workers). Furthermore, following on from study 1 a further pre-screener criteria was 

applied to ensure that participants who had completed any previous studies could not take 

part in any of the future studies on Prolific. This was because the topics surveyed were similar 

in nature and it increased the risk of biased results. A feature was used on Prolific to ensure 

that participants who had taken part in previous studies could not take part in any subsequent 
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studies. This was achieved by using a pre-screener questionnaire so that before participants 

could take part in the actual study they needed to meet certain requirements. The following 

screener feature on Prolific was applied 'exclude participants from previous studies' to ensure 

that participants could not take part in multiple similar studies.  

Studies 6 and 7 

The focus of chapter seven was to investigate females’ beliefs of restrained eating in different 

reference groups a) females whom participants follow on Instagram and b) females in the UK 

population. Research suggests that social media use is associated with higher rates of 

restrained eating, therefore an interesting topic area would be to explore how restrained 

eating was perceived on Instagram (Fardouly et al., 2017). The same eligibility criteria used for 

studies 1-5 (e.g., aged 18 and over, living in the UK and not a student) was applied to studies 6-

7. However, studies 6-7 focused on assessing perceptions of females towards restrained eating 

and therefore an additional inclusion criterion was applied to the studies that only female 

participants were able to take part. For studies 6-7, only participants with an Instagram 

account and no previous history of disordered eating behaviours could participate. However, 

the specific questions were not available as a pre-populated option on Prolific. Therefore, 

custom pre-screening questionnaire was created on Prolific, which asked Prolific users two 

questions “Are you currently receiving, or have previously received, psychological and / or 

medical treatment for an eating disorder or other related condition?” (Yes, no, I’d prefer not to 

say) and “Do you have an Instagram account?” (Yes, no). Participants were paid a pre-specified 

amount for taking part in this pre-screener questionnaire. Only participants without a history 

of disordered eating and participants with an Instagram account were able to access and 

complete the main study. It was vital participants had an Instagram account because the 

survey asked about their beliefs about other females they follow on Instagram. All participants 

were debriefed after taking part and due to the sensitive nature of the questions in the pre-

screener questionnaire, participants were provided with links to resources for help with 

disordered eating such as signposting to the eating disorders charity BEAT. 

4.5. How do studies typically measure weight judgements? 

A main objective of this thesis was to explore how people make weight judgements and who 

they make weight judgements with. This particularly relates to studies 1-3 (chapter five) which 

explores the cognitive mechanisms behind how people make body weight judgements and 

reference composition.  However, it is first important to consider how previous studies have 

measured weight judgements. Typically, researchers ask participants to make a judgement 

towards their own weight. One way to do this is by asking participants to judge their own 

weight status. Weight status refers to descriptive categories that are typically defined by BMI, 
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they are used by the NHS, e.g., ‘Healthy weight’ represents a BMI range of 18.5 - 24.9 (Health 

Survey for England, 2019). Often studies investigate the discrepancy between a person’s 

weight status and their objective BMI weight (although it should be noted this was not the 

focus of any of the studies included in the thesis). Research has reported that people with 

overweight or obesity often underestimate their weight, and instead identify themselves in the 

healthy range or ‘about right’ (e.g., Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017; Robinson & Oldham, 2016; 

Yaemsiri et al., 2011). Typically, underestimation of weight status is defined as at least one 

category above the participants actual weight status. In contrast overestimation of weight 

status is defined as at least one category below the participants actual weight status (Lang et 

al., 2019).  

Additionally, research studies ask participants to make a judgement towards the 

weight of other people. For example, studies have asked parents to judge the weight status of 

their children with overweight or obesity and medical professionals to judge the weight status 

of patients (e.g., Jones et al., 2011; Lundahl et al., 2014). Another method that studies employ 

is to ask participants to rate the weight of 3D models, where typically the 3D figures represent 

different weight status and BMI scores (Oldham & Robinson, 2017). Some studies that have 

investigated weight judgements have proposed that people compare themselves against an 

internal norm or ‘prototype’ of what is perceived as being the average size (e.g., Oldham & 

Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). However, research across domains suggest 

that to make a subjective judgement, people rely on their perceived rank of a behaviour in a 

reference group. The studies in this thesis measured rank. 

4.6. Rank based methods: weight and eating behaviours 

This thesis focused on rank-based methods because extensive research studies across domains 

suggest that people rely on rank to make a judgment (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi 

et al., 2015b; Boyce et al., 2010; Maltby et al., 2012; Melrose et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2016; 

Wood et al., 2011). It was deemed important to explore whether people use rank to make a 

weight judgement and who people compare themselves with when making this judgement. 

Rank methods will be discussed for studies 1-7. Studies 1-5 explored rank in relation to weight 

judgements, whereas studies  6-7 explored rank in relation to judgements about eating 

behaviours. The following section will detail the methodology used in each study (studies 1-7). 

The section will also explain the typical methods used to measure rank-based judgements, and 

where appropriate explain the rationale for introducing new methodology to measure rank-

based judgements relating to body weight and eating behaviours. 

Study 1 
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The primary aim of study 1 was to test whether rank of body weight with other people 

influences several subjective weight related judgments (e.g., weight status). Study 1 also 

examined rank of body weight in relation to different reference groups (e.g., people who live 

in your neighbourhood, people working at your organisation, friends, UK population). The 

results of the systematic review (discussed earlier in chapter 2) suggested that colleagues are 

influential on people’s eating behaviours in the office workplace. Based on this finding, an 

interesting area to explore was if people compare their body weight with their colleagues to 

make a body weight judgement. Originally, the focus on study 1 was to ask participants to 

‘rank’ their weight with people working in the same organisation as participants to ascertain if 

they used this information to make a body weight judgement (e.g., weight status). However, 

the aims of this study broadened and instead in study 1 participants were asked to rank their 

body weight with three other reference groups (people who live in your neighbourhood, 

friends, UK population). By doing this, study 1 explored if one reference group was more 

important over others for informing weight judgements. Based on previous research,  three 

other reference groups were identified that people might use to make a body weight 

judgement (people who live in your neighbourhood, friends, UK population) (e.g., 

Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Quintana-Domeque & Wohlfart, 2016; Ramirez & Milan, 2016).  

In study 1, participants perceived rank among others was measured. This measure was 

inspired by a task that has been used to assess participants perceived rank in a sample such as 

Achtypi et al. (2021). For example, in the study by Achtypi et al. (2021) participants were 

shown an image of a horizontal line of water bottles (labelled from ‘least expensive’ to ‘most 

expensive’), here participants were asked to estimate the price of a water bottle indicated by a 

vertical red line on the image. In study 1, participants were explicitly asked to rank their weight 

with others (often rank studies use an implicit method to establish perceived rank in a 

reference group, these methods used in study 3 and study 6-7 are discussed later in this 

section). Similar to Achtypi et al. (2021), participants were shown a horizontal line of figures 

(representing other people) (see figure 2 below). Participants were asked to assess their rank 

of body weight with these figures (ranging from ‘lowest weight’ on left hand side to ‘highest 

weight’ on the right-hand side) participants completed a separate question for each of the four 

reference groups. Previous studies that have tested rank effects often ask participants 

questions about a pre-specified reference group e.g., fellow students (Aldrovandi et al., 

2015b). Therefore, asking participants to rank themselves with several groups is a novel 

contribution. 
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Figure 2 Question shown to participants to elicit rank of body weight among others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study 2 

The aim of study 2 was two-fold. Firstly, to replicate and confirm the findings from 

study 1, that people did utilise perceived rank amongst other people to make a weight 

judgement. Secondly, study 2 aimed to explore who people compared themselves to when 

ranking their weight with ‘other people’. This built upon the findings of study 1, which asked 

participants to rank their weight with prescribed reference groups. Study 2 asked participants 

to rank their weight with ‘others’. The methods used in study 2 were inspired by methods used 

in previous studies in social judgement and decision making such as that by Kim et al. (2018). 

In an online survey, Kim et al. (2018) first asked participants to think of one individual with 

whom they usually compare themselves in terms of their financial circumstances. 

Participants were asked “Who is the first person that comes to mind? This individual can be 

anyone you like”, participants were then asked to enter the initials of the person they identified 

(e.g., LO) in a text box. Next, these initials were then appeared in the question on the next page 

using piped text on Qualtrics software, where several questions were asked about the 

individual (e.g., LO). In your own view, how dissimilar or similar are you to this individual?”) 

using an 11‐point slider scale. In study 2, participants were asked to rank their weight with 

‘others’. Piped text refers to a question function on Qualtrics software. Piped text is a line of 

code that researchers can add to surveys. Piped text pulls information from different sources 

and displays that information to the participant, ensuring the answer choice is customizable 

for the participant. For example, in this study, after asking participants for initials of people 

they compared their weight with, the piped text function pulled their selected answers into a 

follow up question and displayed in the question text. A novel method was then used to 
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explore who these ‘others’ were by asking participants to provide a set of initials of people 

they had thought of when ranking their weight. Participants were then asked several questions 

about the set of initials (e.g., point of reference for each initial i.e., friend, family member, 

colleague etc). An advantage of using Qualtrics, is that it allows the initials to be ‘piped’ into a 

question on another page of the survey. As a result, we could ask participants questions 

relating to the specific initials they had provided. This method is novel as typically studies 

exploring social judgements and rank ask participants to compare themselves with pre-

specified groups (Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Wood et al., 2011). Further details about the 

methodology and procedure are provided in chapter five.  

Study 3 

Study 3 was interested in how people perceive the weight of others in two reference groups a) 

UK population and b) friends/family. One method used to understand people’s beliefs about 

social norms is to elicit distributions of a given behaviour referred to as the ‘distribution 

elicitation’ method (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Melrose et al., 

2013). A distribution can be defined as a frequency of a given behaviour in a specific reference 

group (e.g., UK population). Unlike summary statistics such as the mean of a sample, the 

distribution can inform us about the prevalence at different levels of a given behaviour. (e.g., 

the top 1% of people in the UK earn 175, 000 per year). People utilise the distribution to form 

views about the social norm and in turn people often use their beliefs about the social norm to 

make a judgement. However, often people’s judgements are incorrect as a direct result of 

misperceived norms (Melrose et al., 2013).   

The methodology used in study 3 was based on a distribution elicitation task used in 

previous studies to examine whether people use rank within a sample to make a judgement 

(e.g., Maltby et al., 2012; Melrose et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2011). This method asks 

participants about their own behaviour on a topic as well as their beliefs about how other 

people behave i.e., participants consumption of chocolate bars as well as their beliefs about 

other people’s consumption of chocolate bars. Aldrovandi et al. (2015a) asked participants 

(students) how many chocolate bars they consume per week. Participants were then asked 11 

questions eliciting what they believe to be the distribution of chocolate bar consumption 

among other students. Questions are often as follows; “The highest consuming x% of students 

eat more than ___ bars of chocolate per week”, where x typically takes values of 10, 20, 30, 40, 

50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and participants are asked to fill in the blank. Participants answers are used 

to estimate each participant’s normal cumulative distribution function of their beliefs (e.g., 

chocolate bars consumption among other students). From this, the relative ranked position of 

a participant (in this instance self-reported number of chocolate bars consumed) within their 
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elicited distribution can be calculated (referred to as ‘inferred rank’). Research has found that 

it is the inferred rank that predicts people’s judgements, rather than the mean of sample (e.g., 

Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2016; Melrose et al., 2013). Calculating a participant’s 

inferred rank has advantages over asking people ‘where do you rank’ (like study 1). 

Researchers have proposed the latter method may lead to self enhancement bias (i.e., people 

perceive themselves more favourably) (Wood et al., 2011). 

Study 3: New methodology for eliciting a social distribution 

Study 3 elicited participants beliefs about the distribution of body weights in two key reference 

groups; a) friends/family and b) UK population. Participants were asked to estimate the weight 

and height of people in two reference groups, a)friends/family b) UK population. To elicit these 

distributions, a similar method to Achtypi et al. (2021) was used, which asked participants to 

provide a distribution of stores prices for a product. In this study, participants were presented 

with 10 equally spaced bins spanning from low to high prices. For each bin, participants had to 

indicate how many out of 100 stores they expected the product would be sold for by allocating 

‘tokens’ to price ranges. In study 3, instead of using tokens to elicit a social distribution, the 

slider question type was used on Qualtrics (see figure 3 below). This was important as asking 

participants to estimate other people’s weights could be challenging, therefore a simple 

method was selected. Participants were asked to judge the perceived weights (kg) of their 

friends/family and the UK population rather than BMI. Estimating the weight and height of 

other people may have been challenging for some participants. However, estimating the 

objective weight of reference group members was considered a more feasible alternative 

compared to asking participants to judge other people’s BMI scores. This is because it is 

unlikely people would be able to accurately predict BMI scores of themselves or BMI scores of 

other people (e.g., estimate that someone has a BMI of 22) without giving participants 

information about BMI categories (e.g., BMI score under 18.5 is classed as underweight) and 

offering this information this may have biased the results. This is important because the study 

was primarily interested in people’s perceptions towards their own weight and the weight of 

others. Therefore, asking participants to report their perceptions of the weight (kg) of other 

people (even if they were not entirely accurate) appeared to be the most viable option.   
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Figure 3 Question to elicit perceived distribution of weights in friends and family 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Studies 4 and 5 

The objectives of studies four and five (chapter six) were to test whether people are sensitive 

to the rank position of a judged stimulus among other similar stimuli in a comparison context 

or whether people use the mean of the sample to make a judgement. Previous studies have 

investigated rank sensitivity and context effects. A typical method is as follows, in a study by 

Aldrovandi et al. (2015b) participants were shown 11 quantities of student debt and were 

asked to rate their level of concern with each debt amount (assuming it was theirs). 

Participants were allocated to different distributions of debt amounts; unimodal (most waist 

sizes are near the middle of the distribution) or bimodal (most waist sizes are in the smallest or 

largest third). Both distributions shared the same mean, but target debts differed in how they 

ranked among other debts in the comparison sample. The mean ratings of concern were 

compared across common debt amounts in each distribution. If participants utilised the mean, 

all the common debt amounts should be rated the same regardless of the distribution. 

However, participants held differing levels of concerns for the common debt amounts, 

demonstrating that they relied on rank for their judgments rather than the distance from the 

mean. The next section below will outline the methods utilised in studies 4 and 5 based on the 

methodology just described.  

Studies 4 and 5: New methodology for testing sensitivity to rank using 3D models 

Studies 4 and 5 aimed to test rank sensitivity for weight judgements. One way to test this 

effect could be to use a similar method to Aldrovandi et al. (2015b) (as described above). For 

example, participants could be shown either sample a): 65kg, 75kg, 85kg or sample b): 45kg, 

55kg, 65kg. In this example, participants could be asked to judge the weight status of each 
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weight amount. 65kg ranks lower in sample a) and higher in sample b), therefore one would 

expect that 65kg might be judged differently depending on where it ranks within each 

distribution. However, this approach does not consider that participants have no context of 

individuals heights and therefore no understanding of how someone’s absolute weight (e.g., 

65kg) might appear visually (i.e., fat distribution). Therefore, asking participants to judge 

weights displayed in numeric form lacks ecological validity. In studies 4 and 5, participants 

judged the weight of 3D models representing different waist sizes and BMI scores. Previous 

studies have asked participants to judge the weight or weight status of 3D models 

representing different weights (e.g., Oldham & Robinson, 2017; Thaler et al., 2018). However, 

no research has directly examined if people utilise the rank of a sample to inform weight 

judgements or if people utilise the average of weights within a sample. For studies 4 and 5, 

four different styles of 3D figures from four different sources were considered. Firstly, Oldham 

and Robinson (2017) utilised a validated scale of 3D models representing different weights and 

based on real life BMI scores created by Harris et al. (2008). An example of their methodology 

is as follows, Oldham and Robinson (2017) presented participants 3D figures with either 

healthy or obese BMI scores. Participants were then shown 3D figures representing a wide 

range of BMI scores and asked to select the body weights they perceived as ‘normal’. Next 

participants estimated the weight status of an overweight male or female figure. Participants 

exposed to the obese figures were more likely to underestimate the weight status of the 

overweight figure, as a result this shifted the range of body sizes perceived as ‘normal’ 

upwards. Here, the researchers propose that people rely on an internal average of what they 

perceive to be a normal body to make judgement. For the purpose of studies 4 and 5, the  

models created by Harris et al. (2008) could not be utilised as there were not enough figures. 

As an alternative, 3D figures were created for studies 4 and 5. To ensure ecological validity of 

the figures it was important to calculate the BMI and then the weight status of each of the 3D 

models. A 3D visualiser by a software called ‘Daz’ was considered as a possible software (see 

https://www.daz3d.com/). However, it was not possible to calculate the objective BMI scores 

of the figures using this program. Another BMI visualiser considered was created by Max 

Planck Institute, however it wasn’t possible to manipulate the waist size of the figures (see 

https://bmijs.is.tuebingen.mpg.de/). A second program by Max Planck Institute was used to 

create the 3D models https://bodyvisualizer.com/, the models were created using the average 

height of males in the UK to control for height and manipulated the waist size of each figure as 

well as calculating BMI scores which were all based on real life measurements. Further details 

of this methodology can be found in chapter six.  

 

https://www.daz3d.com/
https://bmijs.is.tuebingen.mpg.de/
https://bodyvisualizer.com/
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Studies 6 and 7 

Studies 6 and 7 investigated participants beliefs about restrained eating in two key reference 

groups (females on Instagram and females in the UK population). It appears few researchers 

have investigated perceived norms of restrained eating neither have researchers investigated 

restrained eating in relation to Instagram. This study utilised the social elicitation task for 

eliciting distributions of a behaviour as described above for study 3 and used by Aldrovandi et 

al. (2015b) however investigated a new area; disordered eating behaviours. A similar method 

was used to Melrose et al. (2013) who asked participants about their own levels of anxiety and 

depression and participants beliefs about anxiety and depression in the general population. 

Melrose et al. (2013) study found that judgements about an individual’s own levels of anxiety 

and depression are not based on frequency of their own symptoms, but by where participants 

ranked the severity of their symptoms in comparison with their believed symptoms of others 

(Melrose et al., 2013). Like study 1 and 3 (chapter five) studies 6 and 7 used the UK population 

as a one reference group to compare beliefs to other reference groups, in this instance 

Instagram. 

Ethical approval 

All studies were approved by the Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Committee 

(BSREC), University of Warwick. Studies 1-3 (approval BSREC REGO-2018-2326), studies 4-5 

(approval BSREC REGO-39/20-21) and studies 6-7 (approval BSREC REGO2019-2326). 

4.7. Chapter 4 Summary 

Chapter four introduced the study design, outlined the participant recruitment strategy, and 

detailed the participant characteristics included in the studies within this thesis. It also 

provided rationale for the methods used alongside justification for novel methodology. In the 

next chapter, the findings of studies 1, 2 and 3 will be presented. 
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Chapter 5: Rank and reference groups for body weight 

judgements 

5.1. Chapter 5 Overview 

This chapter reports on the findings of studies 1, 2 and 3, which begins with aims and 

objectives for chapter five. Then, the context of the three studies will be discussed in relation 

to the findings of the systematic review (chapter two). Next, the abstract and an introduction 

for studies 1, 2 and 3 is provided. Following this, the findings of studies 1, 2 and 3 are 

presented. Then, a general discussion of all three studies which compares the findings to 

existing literature, considers the implications of the findings and limitations of the studies, 

followed by a chapter summary. 

5.2. Aims   

• To test whether rank of body weight with other people influences several subjective 

weight related judgments (e.g., weight status) and examine rank of body weight in 

relation to different reference groups (e.g., people who live in your neighbourhood, 

people working at your organisation, friends, UK population) (study 1) 

• To  explore the composition of reference groups when people rank their body weight 

with that of others (study 2) 

• To understand further who participants compare themselves with when ranking their 

body weight with others by eliciting a distribution of two key reference groups (UK 

population and  friends/family) (study 3)  

5.3. Abstract (Studies 1, 2 and 3) 

Evidence across domains suggests that people compare themselves to others and rank is used 

to inform a subjective judgment. Social judgement studies often prescribe the reference group 

(e.g., students), what is less clear is the composition of the reference group when ranking 

oneself with others. Three studies found that where people perceive their weight ranks 

relative to others influences subjective judgements (e.g., weight status) and explored the 

composition of the reference group when ranking body weight with others. In study 1, 

participants ranked their weight with prescribed reference groups (e.g., people who live in 

your neighbourhood, people working at your organisation, friends, UK population). 

Participant’s rank of weight among friends was the most important reference group when 

making weight status judgements. UK population was the most important group for the 

remaining outcome variables. In study 2, participants ranked their weight with ‘others’ and 

explored the reference group composition for body weight. Participants were most likely to 

include friends, followed by family of the same gender in their reference group. Study 3 
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elicited participants beliefs about the weights in two distributions 1) friends and family 2) UK 

population. It appears that participants sample a mix of the UK population and friends/family 

when ranking their weight with others and use this to make body weight related judgements. 

This paper extends previous literature by applying relative rank to body weight judgements 

and more broadly examining relative rank with different populations and exploring the 

composition of the reference group, of which can be applied to any domain. 

5.4. Introduction  

Social norms are commonly known as the unwritten rules shared by society or members of the 

same group (Legros & Cislaghi, 2020). The reference group is an important component of 

social norms. This refers to relevant others whose actions or beliefs one takes into account 

when deciding what to do and whose behaviour and (dis)approval matter in sustaining the 

norm (Bicchieri & Dimant, 2019). These relevant others may change depending on the social 

norm in question. 

Perceptions of social norms matter for subjective judgements (Bicchieri & Dimant, 

2019). Evidence suggests that people often rely on their perception of the social norm when 

making judgments about body weight or eating behaviours (e.g., Higgs, 2015; Higgs & Thomas, 

2016; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). In other words, people use the weight or body size of 

others to make a judgement about their own weight. Researchers commonly assess 

perceptions of body weight by asking participants to judge their own weight status, e.g., 

assessment of whether one is ‘underweight’, ‘healthy weight’, ‘overweight’ or ‘obese’ (e.g., 

Maximova et al., 2008; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017; Zhu et al., 2011). However, studies have 

reported that individuals perceived weight status versus their objective weight status (typically 

defined by BMI) may differ. For example, research has reported that people with overweight 

or obesity often underestimate their weight, and instead identify themselves in the healthy 

range or ‘about right’ (e.g., Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017; Robinson & Oldham, 2016; Yaemsiri 

et al., 2011). It is possible that misperceptions about the social norms of other people’s 

weights may lead to incorrect weight judgements. For example, when making a weight 

judgement, recalling a small or unrepresentative sample of other people may lead to biased 

estimates about the social distribution of weights in a reference group. For example, imagine 

person A and person B both weigh 60kg, however they believe they rank differently because of 

their biased perception of the wider population. If social norms guide individuals’ perceptions 

towards their own weight, we must understand how these are formed. This is important 

because individuals’ judgements towards their own body weight can have important 

implications for weight-related intentions, attitudes, and behaviours (e.g., Cornelissen et al., 

2016; Sonneville et al., 2016; Vartanian & Germeroth, 2011). Some studies report that 
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accurate identification of overweight is associated with greater weight loss intentions and 

attempted weight loss behaviours (such as portion size awareness and increased physical 

activity (e.g., Haynes et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2014b). What remains unclear is exactly how 

people make judgements about their body weight and despite their importance, very little is 

known about the exact cognitive processes by which people engage in social comparison.  

Some research has focused on models of relative judgement in the health domain. For 

example, relative judgements have been used to explain how people make judgements about 

their body weight. Based on the social comparison theory, research has reported that 

individuals use upward and downward social comparisons to evaluate their body weight with 

others (e.g., Fitzsimmons-Craft, 2017; Rancourt et al., 2015). Engaging in said comparisons can 

affect weight related thoughts and behaviours. Research has reported that females engaging 

in upward comparisons (e.g., where the comparison target was deemed a lower weight than 

themselves) were more likely to diet and engage in other weight control behaviours. Whereas 

females making downwards comparisons (e.g., where the comparison target was deemed to 

weigh more than the participant) were less likely to engage in weight control behaviours and 

increased risk of weight gain (Rancourt et al., 2015). Alternatively, visual normalisation theory 

proposes that individuals make judgements about their body weight by comparing themselves 

with an internal representation of what they perceive to be the average body weight or size 

(Robinson, 2017). Visual normalisation theory proposes that the average body weight i.e., 

‘norm’ has shifted upwards in society. Consequently, this had lead people with overweight or 

obesity to underestimate their weight and instead believe they are of average size (e.g., 

Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). Researchers have recently made a suggestion that rank could 

play a critical role to explain how people form judgements about body weight (Robinson & 

Kersbergen, 2017). Despite this, there has been no direct examination of rank and body weight 

judgements despite hundreds of studies demonstrating rank effects (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 

2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Boyce et al., 2010). 

Several models maintain that people can access summary statistics about the decision-

making context and use that to infer the value of a judged stimuli. Reference level accounts 

suggest that judgments of a stimulus depend on a single reference point or ‘the average’ and 

that individuals constantly alter their adaptation level when encountering new information 

(Clark & Oswald, 1996). Research in other fields suggests that people are sensitive to their 

ranked position with others, this effect has been shown in numerous studies (e.g., Boyce et al., 

2010; Melrose et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2011). Relative rank is a key component of the 

Decision by Sampling theory (DbS) which suggests that a subjective value of a stimulus is based 

on a series of binary, ordinal comparisons in a sample. In the context of social judgments, 
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several studies have reported that people are sensitive to the relative ranked position within a 

comparison group, and this is true over and above an absolute quantity. For example, people’s 

satisfaction of income has been found to be influenced by where their wage ranks with a social 

comparison group rather than their absolute income (Boyce et al., 2010). It is believed that the 

same cognitive mechanisms are used to make judgements across different contexts. 

Rank effects have even been explored in health topics such as judgements of 

drunkenness whilst intoxicated, perceived health benefits of exercise and tooth brushing 

duration (e.g., Maltby et al., 2016; Maltby et al., 2012; Moore et al., 2016). Aldrovandi et al. 

(2015a) found that concern about food intake (e.g., chocolate bars) was driven by individuals’ 

beliefs about where their own consumption ranks among others, not the mean consumption 

of chocolate bars. 

Given there is evidence for rank effects across many different judgements, it is 

reasonable to believe that rank can explain how people make judgements towards their body 

weight (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2012; Wood et al., 2011). As discussed 

earlier, an integral element of social norms is the reference group (Bicchieri & Dimant, 2019). 

Social judgement studies often ask participants to compare themselves against the average, or 

in the context of rank, studies have typically focused on one population for example 

participants rank themselves on a dimension in relation to other students (e.g., Aldrovandi et 

al., 2015a; Moore et al., 2016).  However, it has been suggested that providing participants 

with a specific reference group (e.g., ‘other students’) inhibits our understanding of who 

people sample when making a judgement (e.g., Galesic et al., 2018a; Putnam-Farr & 

Morewedge, 2019). In general terms, people living in the same geographical area and people 

with similar demographics have been highlighted as important reference groups (e.g., 

Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Quintana-Domeque & Wohlfart, 2016). Specific to body weight 

judgements, previous research has identified peers and friends as an important reference 

group (e.g., Fitzsimmons-Craft, 2017; Ramirez & Milan, 2016; Rancourt et al., 2015).  In the 

context of rank, it is currently unknown which groups of people individuals’ sample when 

making body weight judgements (for example, do people primarily utilise friends or another 

group?). 

In summary, evidence suggests that individuals use the weight of others to make 

judgements about their own body weight (e.g., Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). This is 

important as it can lead to incorrect weight judgements and consequently impact an 

individual’s attitudes and health behaviours (e.g., Rancourt et al., 2015). Previous research has 

proposed several different accounts of relative judgments to explain how people make body 

weight judgements (Fitzsimmons-Craft, 2017). It has been suggested that perceived relative 
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rank of weight with others in the general population could play a critical role in judgements 

about body weight, however, relative rank has not been tested in this domain (Robinson & 

Kersbergen, 2017). Therefore, the aim of study 1 was to test whether rank of body weight with 

other people influences several subjective weight related judgments (e.g., weight status) and 

examine rank of body weight in relation to different reference groups (e.g., people who live in 

your neighbourhood, people working at your organisation, friends, UK population). Study 2 

aimed to build upon results for study 1 and explore the composition of reference groups when 

ranking body weight with others. Study 3 aimed to understand further who participants 

compare themselves with when ranking their body weight with others by eliciting a 

distribution of two key reference groups.  

5.5. Study 1 Introduction 

We conducted a systematic review that suggested that colleagues influence eating behaviours 

in an office based work environment (Clohessy et al., 2019). Based on this result, colleagues 

may be an important reference group when making a body weight judgement. Study 1 used a 

sample of office workers to understand whether people working in their organisation were an 

important reference group for weight judgements compared to other references groups e.g., 

friends. The main premise of study 1 was to explore whether rank with different reference 

groups predicts subjective weight related judgements (such as weight status, motivation to 

lose weight, motivation to gain weight, motivation to maintain weight, motivation to engage in 

physical activity, perceived risk of diseases associated with underweight, perceived risk of 

diseases associated with overweight). The aforementioned subjective judgements were 

chosen as outcome variables because people’s judgements towards their own weight have 

been shown to have important implications for weight-related intentions, attitudes, and 

behaviours. Indeed, research suggests that accurate identification of overweight is associated 

with greater weight loss motivations and attempted weight loss behaviours (such as increased 

physical activity) (e.g., Haynes et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2014a). Depending on the reference 

group in which people rank their weight, people may come to different conclusions about their 

relative position and as a result make incorrect judgements about their weight. For example, 

an individual with overweight might not be motivated to lose weight if they rank themselves 

lower in a sample of other people with obesity and as result may not believe they need to lose 

weight compared to that particular reference group. Furthermore, people with a low or high 

BMI are at greater risk of developing weight related diseases in the long-term (e.g., Astbury et 

al., 2019; Nyberg et al., 2018; Park et al., 2017a; Simon et al., 2006). Therefore, mis-

estimations of weight relative to others may contribute towards inaccurate judgements of how 

likely they are to develop a weight related disease in the future. In summary, it is unclear if 
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people use their perceived rank of body weight with other people in order to make subjective 

judgements and indeed which reference group is the most salient (e.g., friends, people 

working in the same organisation, UK population, people living in your neighbourhood).  

It was hypothesised that individuals’ (often-incorrect) beliefs about their ranked 

position of body weight will predict judgements towards participants own weight status, 

perceived risk of disease associated with overweight, perceived risk of disease associated with 

underweight, motivation to gain weight, motivation to maintain weight, motivation to lose 

weight and motivation to engage in physical activity. 

5.6. Study 1 Methods 

Participants 

Data from 352 participants (n = 239 females, n = 113 males) aged between 18 - 68 

years (M = 34.44, SD = 9.24) was analysed after they completed an online study concerning 

their body weight perceptions. The mean self-reported weight of participants was 77.30kg 

(females; M = 72.0kg, SD = 18.4, range = 40-182kg, males; M = 88.7, SD = 30.4, range = 57 - 

250kg). The mean body mass index (BMI) of participants was 26.66, SD = 7.33 (females; M = 

26.3, SD = 6.5, males; M =27.7, SD = 8.9) of which n = 13 (3.7%) were underweight, n = 179 

(50.9%) healthy weight, n = 91 (25.9%) overweight, n = 47 obese (13.4%) and n = 22 (6.3%) 

severely obese, BMI scores were classified using NHS weight categories (Health Survey for 

England, 2019) (for participant characteristics see table 1 below and table 2 below for Means 

and standard deviations for four rank measures and all outcome measures). 

Participants were office-based workers, recruited from a range of different 

workplaces. Two methods of recruitment were utilised. Initial recruitment of participants was 

opportunistic, an electronic link to the study was distributed via email. Participants accessed 

the survey via Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/). To be eligible for the study, 

participants needed to meet the following criteria; over 18 years old, not currently a student1, 

living in the UK and work full time in an office environment. An adult population was chosen as 

this study was interested in how people working in an office environment perceive their 

weight to others (typically people working in this environment will be over 18). Furthermore, 

previous research investigating weight perceptions have often focused on an adult population 

(e.g., Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017; Robinson & Oldham, 2016). Therefore, to compare results 

 

 

1 Participants were eligible to take part in the study if they were over 18 years of age but not currently a student. 

If participants did not make the inclusion criteria they were re-directed to the end of the survey. The initial screening 

questions did not specify students as university students, instead asked “Are you currently a student” Yes, No) due to the 

fact that most students over 18 years of age in the UK are a University student Bolton, P. (2022). Higher education student 

numbers 

 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-7857/CBP-7857.pdf 

https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/
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with previous findings and present an alternative cognitive mechanism by which people make 

body weight judgements, it was important to keep the same characteristics as these studies 

i.e., adults. Additionally, participants needed to be living in the UK as they were asked to judge 

their weight with the UK population and therefore by living in the UK participants would have 

formed their own perception of people’s weight in the UK.   

A total of 212 participants completed the questionnaire, 62 responses were removed 

due to incomplete answers and 151 responses were included in the data analysis. 

Further participants were recruited using an online recruitment platform, Prolific 

(https://www.prolific.co/). An initial screener question was used to ensure all participants 

worked full time in an office environment, living in the UK, were not students and were over 

the age of 18. Participants who met the above criteria were then able to complete the online 

survey (n = 209) and paid £1.42 baseline compensation (mean average completion time 

corresponding to an equivalent of £7.75 per hour). Seven participants were removed due to 

incomplete answers leaving a total of (n = 202). 

352 participants were included in the main analysis, Qualtrics only recruitment (n = 

151) and Prolific recruitment (n = 201). This research was approved by the University of 

Warwick’s Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Sub-Committee (approval BSREC REGO-

2018-2326). The main ethical consideration for this project was that comparing one’s weight 

with others might be a sensitive topic for some participants. This might be particularly the case 

for participants who engage in disordered eating and/or have negative feelings towards their 

body weight/body image. To mitigate this, this study was piloted with research team members 

to ensure appropriate language was used throughout the survey. Furthermore, participants 

were asked to read an information sheet before taking part in the study, which clearly set out 

what the study would entail. Only after reading this were participants able to decide if they 

wanted to consent to take part in the study. After taking part, participants were presented 

with a debriefing sheet. This sheet repeated the objectives of the study, as well as information 

about what would happen to their data after the study and how it would be stored. 

Importantly, participants were told that if they had concerns about their eating behaviours or 

weight to contact their GP and/or access websites such as BEAT (a charity for disordered 

eating). 

Measures 

Body weight ranking. Participants answered four questions in a randomised order 

about how their body weight ranked in relation to different populations (people who live in 

your neighbourhood, people working at your organisation, friends, UK population). 

Participants were presented with the following instructions, ‘Think about your friends. Now 

https://www.prolific.co/
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think about how your weight compares with your friends. Using the image below, please click 

on the region that best represents your weight in relation to your (friends)’. Participants 

selected one out of a total of 20 regions, the region participants selected was represented by a 

green rectangle on the graphic (see figure 4).  

Figure 4 Question shown to participants to elicit rank of their own body weight among others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perceived risk of disease associated with body weight. To measure perceived risk 

associated with overweight, using a similar method to Moore et al. (2016), participants were 

asked, ‘What do you think the risk is that you will acquire a disease associated with 

being overweight (e.g., diabetes) in the next 15 years?’ scored from one [very low risk] to 

seven [very high risk].  

Weight motivations. Participants rated their motivation to lose weight ‘How motivated 

are you towards losing weight? scored 1 [not motivated] to 7 [very motivated]?’  

Physical activity. Participants rated their motivation to engage in physical activity, 

‘Generally, how motivated are you to engage in physical activity?’ scored from 1 [not 

motivated] to 7 [very motivated].  

Weight status. Using a similar method to Johnson et al. (2014b), to measure perceived 

weight status, participants were asked, ‘How would you describe your weight as?’ scored from 

1 [very underweight] to 7 [very overweight].   

Objective weight measurement. To calculate BMI, participants provided self-reported 

weight (either using kilograms or stone and pounds) and height (either using cm or feet and 

inches).  

Demographic information. Participants answered a series of demographic questions 

(gender, age, ethnicity, highest level of education, job category).  
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5.7. Study 1 Results 

Table 1 Table of participant characteristics study 1 

Number of participants N = 352 

Age (years, SD) 18-68, (M = 34.44, SD = 9.24) 
Self-reported weight 40kg-250kg (M = 77.30, SD = 24.39) 
BMI 16.63-73.05 (M = 26.66, SD = 7.33) 
Gender Female (67.7%), male (32%), 0.3% (other) 
Ethnicity (% white) 75.4% (White-

English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern 
Irish/British)  

Highest level of education (mean, 
SD)  

49% undergraduate degree 

Job category Higher managerial, administrative, and 
professional (11.9%). Intermediate 
managerial, administrative, and professional 
(41.6%). Supervisory, clerical, and junior 
managerial, administrative, and professional 
(46.5%). 

 

Table 2 Means and standard deviations for four rank measures and all outcome measures 

Measure Mean (SD) 

Rank measures 
Neighbourhood rank 9.76 (3.96) 
Colleague rank 10.41 (5.53) 
Friends rank 11.07 (4.65) 
Population rank  9.36 (3.69) 
 
Outcome measures  
Risk of diseases associated with overweight 2.88 (1.78) 
Motivation to lose weight 4.24 (1.60) 
Motivation to engage in physical activity 4.60 (1.85) 
Weight status 4.43 (1.05) 

 

Data Analysis 

A series of correlation analyses (Pearson’s r) were undertaken for all rank variables to 

demonstrate that the rank measures are not perfectly correlated and distinct from one 

another.  

Table 3 Pearson (r) correlation matrix between participants rank of weight with four reference 
groups 

  

Neighbour 

rank 

Colleague 

rank 

Friends 

rank 

UK Population 

rank 

Neighbour rank X .76** .71** .82** 
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Colleague rank 
 

X .73** .72** 

Friends rank 
  

X .69** 

UK Population rank       X 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

A series of correlation analyses (Pearson’s r) were undertaken for all outcome 

variables to demonstrate that the outcome variables are unique and should not be aggregated 

(see table 4 below).  
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Table 4 Pearson (r) correlation matrix between outcome variables and BMI 

  

 Overweight risk Motivation lose Motivation PA Weight status BMI 

Overweight risk X .257** -.280** .656** .509** 
Motivations lose  X .297** .254** .145** 
Motivation PA   X -.260** -.233** 
Weight status    X .583** 
BMI     X 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).    
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A series of linear multiple regressions were used to examine whether the four rank 

measures of weight (people who live in your neighbourhood, people working at your 

organisation, friends, UK population) predicted a number of outcome variables; weight status, 

perceived risk associated with overweight, motivation to lose weight, motivation to engage in 

physical activity. For each outcome variable two models were carried out, one with BMI only 

(model A) and a second with the addition of four rank measures included (model B). All models 

include age and gender as covariates. Previous research suggests that demographic variables 

such as age and gender are associated with people’s perception of their weight (e.g., weight 

status) (Johnson-Taylor et al., 2008; Yaemsiri et al., 2011). Therefore, it is possible that if age 

and gender are not controlled for they may act as confounders. For further information see 

table 5.  

Weight Status.  Model A shows that BMI (with age and gender as covariates) 

significantly predicted weight status (p < .01). Model B sees the addition of the four ranking 

scenarios of body weight (people who live in your neighbourhood, people working at your 

organisation, friends, UK population), the variables significantly predicted perceived personal 

weight status (p < .001), the addition of rank measures significantly increased R2 from .37 to 

.67.  Age, BMI, gender, and rank of weight relative to three of the four reference groups 

(people who live in your neighbourhood, people working at your organisation and friends) 

significantly predicted personal weight status (p < .01) and interestingly, rank with friends 

explained the most variance. This result suggests that to make a judgement about their weight 

status individuals use information about where their weight ranks with others, specifically 

their friends, alongside their own BMI scores.  

Risk of diseases associated with overweight.  In model A, BMI (with age and gender as 

covariates) significantly predicted participants perceived risk of diseases associated with 

overweight (p < .001). Model B significantly predicted perceived risk of diseases associated 

with overweight (p < .001). However, only participants rank of body weight with the UK 

population was a significant predictor (p < .01). Again, these findings are consistent with the 

rank hypothesis, showing that individuals are concerned about where they rank their weight 

with the UK population over and above an absolute measure (BMI). 

 Motivation to lose weight. In model A, BMI (with age and gender as covariates) 

significantly predicted risk of disease associated with overweight (p < .006). The addition of the 

four ranking scenarios of body weight (people who live in your neighbourhood, people working 

at your organisation, friends, UK population) in model B significantly predicted motivation to 

lose weight (p < .001), however only UK population rank was a significant predictor (p < .04). 
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Again, this suggests that individuals are concerned about where they rank with the UK 

population over and above an absolute measure of BMI.  

Motivation to engage in physical activity. In model A, BMI (with age and gender as 

covariates) significantly predicted motivation to engage in physical activity (p < .001). The 

addition of the four ranking scenarios of body weight (people who live in your neighbourhood, 

people working at your organisation, friends, UK population) in model B significantly predicted 

participants’ motivation to engage in physical activity (p < .001), however only BMI was a 

significant predictor (p < .02). 
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Table 5 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on predictor variables (BMI self-reported, perceived rank of weight with 

x4 reference groups) towards outcome variables (weight status, overweight risk, motivation to lose weight, motivation to engage in physical activity) 

    Weight status Overweight risk 

Motivation to lose 

weight 

Motivation to engage 

in physical activity 

    Adj.R2 β p Adj.R2 β p Adj.R2 β p Adj.R2 β p 

Model A Age .37 .10 .02 .27 .09 .06 .03 -.06 .23 .05 -.04 .41 

 
BMI (self-reported) 

 
.59 .01 

 
.51 .01 

 
.16 .01 

 
-.23 .01 

 
Gender 

 
.16 .01 

 
.09 .06 

 
.10 .06 

 
-.06 .28 

Model B Age .67 .08 .02 .41 .06 .18 .08 -.07 .16 .05 -.03 .55 

 
BMI (self-reported) 

 
.25 .01 

 
.25 .01 

 
.01 .88 

 
-.16 .01 

 
Gender 

 
.10 .01 

 
.06 .18 

 
.08 .14 

 
-.04 .41 

 
Neighbourhood rank 

 
.19 .01 

 
.09 .26  .04 .68 

 
-.04 .69 

 
Organisation rank 

 
.14 .02 

 
.11 .12  -.03 .71 

 
-.09 .31 

 
Friends rank 

 
.24 .01 

 
-.02 .75 

 
.10 .24 

 
.02 .78 

  UK Population rank   .11 .07   .31 .01   .20 .04   -.03 .72 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient. 
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5.8. Study 1 Discussion 

Replicating dozens of prior studies across various domains, study 1 demonstrated that rank 

relative to others influences subjective judgements (e.g., Boyce et al., 2010; Maltby et al., 

2012; Melrose et al., 2013). In the context of body weight judgements, the results suggest that 

participants use relative rank of weight with others to make judgements alongside their BMI. 

Participants’ rank of body weight with friends was the most important reference group for 

weight status judgements. Previous research has indicated that friends are a salient source of 

weight-based comparisons (e.g., Fitzsimmons-Craft, 2017; Rancourt et al., 2015). However, for 

most of the outcome variables, rank of weight with the UK population was the most important 

reference group. One explanation for this finding is that individuals care about the 

distributional properties of the weights within the broader population, something that is 

captured by rank but not BMI. Alternatively, the UK population as a reference group may be 

too broad, previous research suggests when sampling the general population, individuals may 

utilise readily available groups such as friends, family, and acquaintances (Galesic et al., 2012, 

2018a). Indeed, it is likely when making social comparisons and judgements in real life 

scenarios, individuals use a combination of people from different social groups, rather than 

engage in separate judgements based on separate populations as per study 1 (Galesic et al., 

2018a). To address this, study 2 aimed to explore the composition of a reference group when 

ranking body weight with others (e.g., do people sample more friends over colleagues or 

people with a smaller or larger BMI than themselves?). 

5.9.  Study 2 Methods 

Study 2 offered an opportunity to clarify the results of study 1 by using a different 

method of eliciting participant’s perceived rank of weight. Firstly, participants were asked to 

rank their body weight with ‘other’ people rather than pre-defined populations. Secondly, 

participants were then asked to provide further information about the ‘other’ people they had 

compared their weight with. Data was also collected on an unrelated domain, personality 

(participants were asked to rank their level of extraversion with others) and the composition of 

this reference group was explored to act as a comparison group with the body weight 

reference group. One of the aims of study 2 was to explore the composition of a reference 

group when people ranked their body weight with others. However, by asking participants 

similar questions about an alternative reference group on something seemingly unrelated 

(e.g., personality) we could compare and contrast the composition of the weight reference to 

the personality reference group. For example, it might be that female participants are more 
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likely to include other females in their weight reference group but include a greater proportion 

of males in their personality group, this is not clear at present.  

In this pre-registered study, it was hypothesised that individuals (often-incorrect) 

beliefs about their ranked position of body weight will predict their weight status and 

perceived risk of disease associated with overweight. Two outcome variables were selected 

from study 1, perceived risk of disease associated with overweight and weight status, as these 

two variables led to a significant increase in R2 with the addition of rank. Questions regarding 

the composition of reference groups were exploratory and therefore specific hypotheses were 

not required. 

Participants 

A total of 139 participants were recruited to complete a study via the online 

recruitment platform Prolific. To be eligible for the study, participants needed be over 18 years 

old, work full time, not a current university student and live in the United Kingdom. Eligible 

participants accessed the questionnaire via an online survey platform Qualtrics.  

139 participants (n = 56 males, n = 83 females) aged between 18 - 63 years (M =  31 

years, SD = 6.1) were included in the data analysis. 77.7% identified as White-

English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British). The mean body mass index (BMI) of 

participants was 27 (SD = 6.1) and ranged from 17 - 47.9. The mean BMI for female 

participants was 27.9 (SD = 6.8) and ranged from 17 - 47.9 and for males the mean BMI was 

25.9 (SD = 4.9) ranging from 19.8 - 45.9). Overall, 1.7% (n = 2) were underweight, 46.7% (n = 

56), healthy weight, 25% (n = 30) overweight, 23.3% (n = 28), obese and 3.3% (n = 4) severely 

obese. The average self-reported BMI was 27.1, this sample is comparable to the national 

average given the average BMI is 27.7 in the UK (Health Survey for England, 2019).  

Design and procedure 

Body weight ranking. A similar measure was utilised to study 1, however participants 

were asked about their perceived rank of weight among others, ‘Think about how your body 

weight compares with other people. Using the image below, please click on the region that best 

represents your own weight in relation to others’. Participants selected one out of a total of 20 

regions, the region participants selected was represented by a green rectangle on the graphic. 

Weight reference group. Participants were then asked to provide initials of the ‘other’ 

people (minimum of 5, maximum of 10) with whom they had compared their weight with into 

a text box (e.g., LO). All sets of initials from the previous question were ‘piped’ into the next 

question using Qualtrics online survey software (e.g., LO, AM, BC) for a similar approach see 

Kim et al. (2018). Participants were then asked to arrange the sets of initials in order of weight 

(low to high). For each set of initials, participants were asked to assign a category, selecting 
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from pre-defined options (e.g., friend, family member, colleague, social media personality, 

neighbour, celebrity, other- for which a free text box was provided).  For each set of initials, 

participants also provided age, gender, level of extraversion and estimated height and weight 

(in their preferred metric) (for instructions see figures 5-7).  

 Figure 5 Question eliciting sets of initials participants used when ranking their weight 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 6 Question eliciting order of sets of initials in relation to weight 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Question eliciting category of each set of initials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personality reference group. Participants were asked to rank their level of extraversion 

with other people. Participants were then asked the same questions in section two but instead 
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corresponding to the initials provided when ranking their level of extraversion with others (for 

instructions see figures appendix 8-10). The sections of questions relating to weight and 

personality reference groups were randomised.   

Figure 8 Question eliciting rank of extroversion with others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Question eliciting order of sets of initials in relation to extraversion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Question eliciting order of sets of initials in relation to extraversion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, participants completed a measure of their perceived weight status and perceived 

risk of diseases associated with overweight (same as study 1) and self-reported level of 

extraversion using the question, “How would you describe your level of extraversion 
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(outgoing)?” (Scored from 1 [not very extraverted] to 7 [very extraverted]).  Measures of self-

reported extraversion and weight status were randomised. Participants also completed the 

Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) (Gosling et al., 2003). The TIPI is a 10-item measure of the 

Big Five (Or Five-Factor Model) and includes two items for each of the Big-Five personality 

dimensions which are: Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, 

and Openness to Experiences. Items capture a personality dimension and are scored on a 7-

point Likert scale with “1” representing “Disagree strongly” and “7” representing “Agree 

strongly”. Each sub-scale is the sum of scores of two items, one of which is reverse-coded. In 

the present study, reliability (α) was high, extraversion sub-scale 0.77. The TIPI measure was 

chosen because it acted as an ‘objective’ score of personality. This was similar to the weight 

reference group in which participants were asked to report their own height and weight, and 

here BMI served as an ‘objective’ measure of participant’s weight. BMI was used as a predictor 

in a multiple regression to understand whether participants use their perceived rank of weight 

with others to make weight related judgements e.g., weight status opposed. Participants 

reference group for personality acted as an opposing and control reference group to the 

reference group for weight. Although, learning more about the personality reference group 

was not the primary focus of this study, it was important that the question format was kept 

the same for the personality group and as a result participants answered the questions as 

authentically as possible. Finally, participants completed self-reported height and weight and 

demographics (same as study 1) (Rosa et al., 2021). 

5.10. Study 2 Results 

Pre-registration results 

Table 6 Means and standard deviations for weight and personality measures 

Measure  M (SD) 

Perceived weight status 4.66 (1.03) 
Perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight 3.19 (1.61) 
Perceived extraversion 3.99 (1.59) 
Extraversion (TIPI sub-scale) 3.89 (1.59) 

 

A series of Pearson’s (r) correlations were undertaken for all outcome variables (see table 7) 

which found rank of weight with others is highly correlated with BMI, weight status and 

perceived risk of disease associated with overweight. In contrast, rank of weight with others 

was not correlated with any of the personality related measures such as rank of personality, 

self-reported level of extraversion or TIPI extraversion score. However, rank of personality with 

others was correlated with the personality-based measures e.g., self-reported level of 

extraversion and TIPI extraversion score. Based on these results, measures relating to weight 
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and personality appear to be separate constructs and therefore one might expect there to be 

clear differences between the two reference groups. 
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Table 7 Pearson (r) correlation matrix between weight related and personality related variables 

 

Participant 
BMI (self-
reported) 

Weight 
status 

Overweight 
risk 

Rank 
(self-
reported) 

Actual 
rank 

Personality 
rank 

Extroversion 
self-report 

Extroversion 
score (TIPI) 

Participant BMI (self-
reported) X .76** .70** .70** .66** .07 .05 .07 
Weight status  X .72** .76** .64** -.07 -.11 -.08 
Overweight risk   X .67** .64** .08 -.02 .01 
Rank (self-reported)    X .61** .07 .01 .08 
Actual rank     X .1 .03 .11 
Personality rank      X .88** .84** 
Extroversion self-report       X .88** 
Extroversion score        X 

 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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A series of linear multiple regressions were used to examine whether rank of body weight 

predicted perceived weight status and perceived risk of disease associated with overweight 

(see table 8 below). For each outcome variable, two regression models were carried out, 

Model A tested for participants BMI (calculated using self-reported height and weight) and 

Model B included rank of weight with others, both models included age and gender as 

covariates.  

Perceived weight status. The variables entered in Model A significantly predicted 

perceived weight status (p < .001). Model B, with the inclusion of rank of weight with others 

revealed an increase in R2, with rank followed by BMI explaining the most variance (p < .001). 

Table 8 shows that the results were as predicted, self-reported rank of weight among others is 

positively correlated with subjective weight status. The findings are consistent with study 1 

and more broadly the rank hypothesis, showing that individuals are concerned about where 

they rank and use this to make a weight status judgement. 

Perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight.  BMI (with age and gender as 

covariates) significantly predicted participants perceived risk of disease associated with 

overweight (p < .001). However, when rank of weight was added into the model (model B), this 

significantly predicted risk of disease associated with overweight (p < .001) and revealed an 

increase in R2. The results were as predicted, self-reported rank of weight among others was 

found to be positively correlated with the perceived risk of diseases associated with 

overweight. However, it should be noted that rank did not do as well as expected here with 

BMI explaining more variance. Nevertheless, the results support the findings from study 1 and 

again support that people use information about where they believe their weight ranks with 

others to make a weight related judgement. 

Table 8 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 

predictor variables (self-reported BMI, perceived rank of weight with others) towards outcome 

variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

    Weight status  Overweight risk 

    Adj.R2 β  p Adj.R2 β p 

Model A  .59   .49   

 Age  .01 .90  .03 .66 

 BMI (self-reported)  .73 .01  .69 .01 

 Gender  .17 .01  .07 .32 
Model B  .69   .55   

 Age  -.01 .91   .02 .76 

 BMI (self-reported)  .43 .01  .46 .01 

 Gender  .14 .01  .05 .48 
  Rank (self-reported)   .44 .01   .35 .01 
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Inferred Rank  

The models above (table 8) suggest that people used their perceived rank of weight with 

others to make a body weight judgement. However, we want to clarify whether participants 

utilised the reference group they provided in the study when ranking their body weight. One 

way to do this is by calculating an inferred rank score. Participants inferred rank was calculated 

using their BMI score and the BMI scores of their reference group members, i.e., for each 

participant all BMI scores of their reference group and their own BMI were placed in ascending 

order. For example, if a participant had a BMI of 22, and the reference group members all have 

BMI scores of above 22, the participant would have an inferred rank of 1. A Pearson’s (r) 

correlation was carried out between self-reported rank with others (taken from the question in 

the survey ‘Think about how your body weight compares with other people’) and inferred rank. 

All variables were correlated but rank with others (self-reported) and inferred rank were not as 

well correlated as expected (see table 9 below).  

Table 9 Pearson’s (r) correlation matrix between self-reported BMI and rank scores (self-
reported and inferred rank) 

 

Inferred  
rank  

 Rank (self-
reported) 

BMI (self-
reported) 

Inferred rank X .57** .67** 
Rank (self-reported)  X .57** 
BMI (self-reported)   X 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Weight Status. We ran a multiple regression to see if inferred rank predicted 

perceived weight status (age and gender as covariates). Here inferred rank was a significant 

predictor, alongside BMI (see table 10 below, model C). The same multiple regression was 

repeated however we added rank with others (self-reported) to understand which rank score 

was most important (table 10, model D). Rank with others (self-reported) explained the most 

variance, the inferred rank was not a significant predictor. One explanation for this result is 

that when participants rank their weight, they either used individuals not disclosed in the 

study or they have some intuition about the distribution of weights within the UK population 

that enters these considerations, and they base their ‘rank with others’ on this rather than the 

reference group they provided. 

Perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight. We ran a multiple regression 

to see if inferred rank predicted perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight. Model 

C showed that inferred rank was a significant predictor alongside BMI. Like above, model D 

added rank with others (self-reported), however this time inferred rank was a significant 
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predictor alongside BMI, rank (self-reported) rank performs poorly (for full results see table 

11). 

Table 10 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 
predictor variables (Inferred rank, perceived rank of weight with others) towards outcome 
variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

  Weight status Overweight risk 

  Adj.R2 β  p Adj.R2  β p 

Model C  .34   -.02   

 Inferred rank  .56 .01  .07 0.46 

 Gender  -.13 .06  .07 0.44 

 Age  .03 .65  .01 0.98 

        
Model D  .66   .04   

 Inferred rank  .11 .08  .14 .18 

 Age  -.12 .02  .07 .39 

 Gender  .04 .44  .02 .85 

 Rank (self-reported)   .44 .01  -.38 .01 

 BMI  (self-reported)  .35 .01  .24 .05 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

 

Table 11 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 

predictor variables (BMI self-reported, inferred rank, rank self-reported) towards outcome 

variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

   Weight status   Overweight risk 

   Adj.R2 β  p Adj.R2  β p 

Model C  .57   .41   

 Age  .05 .39  .10 .18 

 BMI (self-reported)  .58 .01  .40 .01 

 Gender  -.14 .02  -.01 .92 

 Inferred rank  .22 .01  .33 .01 

        
Model D  .66   .41   

 Age  .04 .48  .10 .19 

 BMI (self- reported)   .35 .01  .34 .01 

 Gender  -.14 .01  -.01 .91 

 Inferred rank  .10 .12  .30 .01 

 Rank (self-reported)   .44 .01   .10 .33 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

 

Exploratory analysis of reference groups.  

Participants provided a similar number of initials for both weight and personality reference 

groups, average being 5.5. 
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BMI scores. The composition of each participants reference group was explored in 

relation to participants own BMI score. Figure 11 shows a plot of participants BMI scores (black 

dots, in ascending order) alongside the BMI scores for each member of their weight reference 

group (represented by green dots). Participants with a lower BMI were more likely to include 

people with a higher BMI than their own and less likely to think of people who weigh less than 

them. This finding makes sense as participants with a low BMI have a smaller pool of people to 

reference in the population. However, when considering participants at the upper end of the 

BMI distribution, there is a departure from what one might expect. Participants with high BMI 

scores still appear to include others with a higher BMI than themselves in their weight 

reference group. The composition of reference group as described above appears to be similar 

across genders and for personality reference group (see figure 12).   

Figure 11 Participants BMI scores (black dots) alongside the BMI scores of their weight 

reference group members (green dots), left panel refers to females and right panel refers to 

males. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of personality reference group 
members. 
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BMI scores of participants and reference group members were classified according to 

NHS guidelines; underweight, healthy weight, overweight, obese, and severely obese (e.g., a 

BMI score of between 25 and 29.9 was categorised as healthy weight) (Health Survey for 

England, 2019). Regardless of participants own BMI score, participants were most likely to 

include a higher proportion of people with healthy weight. This was the case for all 

participants except for participants classed in the severely obese category who were most 

likely to include other people with severe obesity in their reference group. Overall, it appears 

participants perceived most people in their reference group to represent a healthy weight. 

Participants classified in the following BMI categories; overweight, obese, and severely obese, 

still included people with proportionally lower BMI scores alongside others with very high BMI 

scores than themselves. A scatterplot was created to visualise the composition of both 

reference groups by BMI category (see figure 13 for weight reference group and figure 14 

personality reference group). The findings described above appear to apply across gender and 

similar results were observed for the personality reference group. 

 Figure 13 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of weight reference group members 
categorised by BMI category 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of personality reference group 
members categorised by BMI classification 
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Gender. Members of the weight reference group predominantly consisted of the same 

gender as the participant (see table 12).  

Table 12 Percentage of females and males included in reference groups for weight and 

personality by gender of the participant 

  
Gender in 
reference 
group 

% By gender 
weight reference 
group 

% By gender 
personality 
reference group 

Male participants Male 69.2% 52.9% 
  Female 30.1% 46.8% 

Female participants Male 19.4% 27.5% 
  Female 79.9% 71.8% 

 

Female participants were most likely to include other females in their weight reference 

group compared to any other group (females represented 79% of the weight reference group 

for female participants). This suggests that other females are a key source of comparison in 

relation to body weight. A similar pattern was observed for the personality reference group, 

although female participants included slightly less females here. There appears to be a 

difference in gender composition for male participants between weight and personality 

reference groups. For male participants, females represented a third of the weight reference 

group, however they represented nearly half of the members of the personality group. A 

scatterplot was created to visualise the composition of both reference groups by gender (for 

figure for weight reference group see figure 15 and figure 16 for personality reference group). 

Figure 15 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of weight reference group members 
categorised by gender 
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Figure 16 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of personality reference group 
members categorised by gender 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category of reference group members. Participants were most likely to include friends 

followed by family in their weight reference group and this result was observed in females and 

males (see table 13 for weight reference group, table 14 for personality reference group). A 

similar result was observed for the personality reference group, except for a small number of 

‘social media influencers’ (n = 8) selected by female participants in the weight reference group 

whereas no participants selected this category in the personality group. See figure 17 showing 

participants BMI scores alongside the BMI scores of the weight reference group members 

categorised by type of person in reference group and figure 18 for personality reference group.  

Table 13 Table showing total number per category of in weight reference group 

 Female Male 

Acquaintance 9(2%) 2(1%) 
Celebrity 2(0%) 8(3%) 
Colleague 47(10%) 58(19%)  
Family 148(32%) 148(32%) 
Friend 224(49%) 136(45%) 
Neighbour 4(1%) 6(2%) 
Other 14(3%) 2(1%) 
Social Media Influencer 8(2%) 0(0%) 

 

Table 14 Table showing total number per category of in personality reference group  

 Female Male 

Acquaintance 12(3%) 7(3%) 
Celebrity 1(0%) 6(2%) 
Colleague 50(11%) 51(18%) 
Family 152(34%) 89(32%) 
Friend 213(48%) 121(43%) 
Neighbour 3(1%) 8(3%) 
Other 15(3%) 5(2%) 
Social Media Influencer 0(0%) 0(0%) 
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Figure 17 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of weight reference group members 
categorised by type of person. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 Participants BMI scores alongside BMI scores of personality reference group 
members categorised by type of person. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For each participant, both sets of initials (weight and personality groups) were checked 

for duplicates. For example, if a participant referenced the same set of initials in the weight 

group and the personality group this was calculated as a duplicate. Nearly a third of initials 

provided in the study were duplicates, suggesting that similar individuals come to mind when 

composing a reference group across different dimensions e.g., weight and personality (see 

table 15). In fact, friends represented the highest number of duplicates followed by family and 

colleagues (see table 16). 

 

Table 15 Table showing number of duplicate sets of initials across weight and personality 
groups. 

Total number of initials in both reference groups N = 1316 

Total % of duplicates across all sets of initials N = 376 (28.5%) 
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Table 16 Table showing number of duplicates by category assigned by participants 

Duplicate category Total count % Of total duplicates (n=376) 

Friends  161 42.8 

Family 132 35.1 

Colleagues  39 10.4 

 

Age. The age of participants was investigated in relation to the age of the reference 

group members for both weight and personality reference groups. The age of participants was 

plotted against the median age of members of the reference group. In the weight reference 

group, it appears that up until 25 years of age the median age of the reference group is above 

the participant’s age (see figure 19) However, for participants 40 years old and above the 

median age is below participants. A similar pattern was observed across female and male 

participants and both reference groups. The results here suggest that participants didn’t 

necessarily compare themselves to people of the same age.  

 Figure 19 Age of participant alongside the median age of their weight reference group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.11. Study 2 Discussion 

For the first part of study 2, findings were as predicted, study 2 demonstrated that rank of 

body weight with other people is correlated with judgements of weight status and perceived 

risk of overweight disease. This result is consistent with the findings of study 1 in 

demonstrating that people rely on rank, not just BMI, when making judgements about body 

weight. Study 2 results revealed insights into the composition of the reference group with 

whom participants ranked their weight against. Somewhat surprising is that participants with 

high BMI scores appear to include others with higher BMI still in their weight reference group. 

This might be explained by the idea that people know others with similar weights in their social 

network, thus making these individuals an accessible source of comparison. Research has 

found obesity to cluster in social networks and individuals within friendship groups have been 

found to gain weight over time (e.g., Christakis & Fowler, 2007; O'Malley & Christakis, 2011). 
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The implication of this result is that some people may base the rank of their weight on a biased 

sample which may have implications for weight related judgements. For example, research has 

found that people with overweight or obesity are more likely to underestimate their weight if 

their friends are overweight and/or obese (e.g., Brown et al., 2010; e.g., Maximova et al., 2008; 

Ramirez & Milan, 2016). Another explanation could be that people with high BMI scores do not 

wish to identify as overweight, obese, or severely obese and therefore recall other people with 

a larger BMI. Research suggests that correctly identifying with overweight or obesity can be 

associated with adverse psychological effects such as social stigma, poor mental health 

outcomes, long term weight gain and increased likelihood of disordered eating (Haynes et al., 

2019). An alternative explanation to why people with high BMI scores recalled others with high 

BMI scores is a theory known as ‘ensemble representation of groups’, which proposes that 

recall of a set of similar objects is reduced to statistical properties of the group such as mean 

or range. Therefore making extreme members of a group more salient or in this instance 

people with very high BMI scores (Putnam-Farr & Morewedge, 2020).  

It appears that participants utilised similar individuals to make judgements across 

different domains (weight and personality) as there was some duplication of reference group 

members across the two groups. This was further supported by the fact that the composition 

of both weight and personality reference groups did not differ greatly on domains such as the 

category of person referenced (e.g., friend), age, and BMI of reference group members as a 

product of the participants own BMI. The groups did however appear to differ on gender, 

female participants were much more likely to include a greater proportion of other females 

when constructing a reference group for weight. The percentage of females in the personality 

reference group decreased slightly however females still represented a large proportion of 

reference group members. It is possible that participants included similar others in both 

reference groups because they were influenced by the first reference group members they 

provided. However, questions relating to the weight and personality reference groups were 

randomised to try to minimise this effect.   

Participants predominantly included friends and family in their weight reference group 

suggesting they are key sources of comparison for weight judgments. This finding partially 

supports study 1, which found that rank with friends was associated with weight status 

judgements. It should be noted that perceived rank of body weight with family was not tested 

in study 1. Based on the results of study 2, we would expect friends to be the most important 

reference group for weight related judgements. However, the results of study 1 and 2 are 

slightly at odds with one another. Study 1 primarily found that rank with the UK population 

(not friends) was the most important reference group for most of the outcome measures. It is 
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unclear whether this finding is due to a methodological problem in study 2 or whether it is 

revealing something else. The aim of the next study will examine rank and reference groups in 

a different manner. 

5.12. Study 3 Introduction 

From study 1 and 2, it is evident that people use relative rank to make body weight 

judgements. However, the results of study 1 and 2 are inconsistent with one another. Study 1 

suggests that rank with UK population is important, yet study 2 suggests that participants 

primarily used their friends and family when ranking their weight. It is still unclear who people 

sample when ranking their weight, do they use people they know i.e., friends/family? or do 

they sample a broader distribution such as the general population? Study 3 seeks to address 

this by using an alternative methodology. Like study 2, participants in study 3 ranked their 

weight with others, completed measures of perceived weight status and perceived risk of 

overweight disease and provided their weight and height (to calculate BMI). To replicate the 

results of study 2,  we ran two multiple regressions one with BMI (age and gender) and a 

second model added participants rank with others. Additionally, we asked participants to elicit 

two distributions of body weight, one distribution representing participants’ beliefs about the 

weights of people in the UK population and a second distribution representing weights of their 

friends and family. Using the elicited distributions and the participants own weight, we 

calculated two inferred rank scores. In total there were three rank scores 1) self-reported rank 

(from question ‘rank your weight with others’) 2) rank inferred from beliefs about the UK 

population and 3) rank inferred from beliefs about friends and family. All three rank scores 

were added to multiple regressions to ascertain which is the better predictor of weight status 

and perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight. 

5.13. Study 3 Methods 

Participants 

A total of 161 participants were recruited to complete an online study via the online 

recruitment platform Prolific. To be eligible for the study, participants needed be over 18 years 

old, work full time, not be a current student and live in the United Kingdom. Eligible 

participants accessed the questionnaire via an online survey platform Qualtrics. 

161 participants (n = 98 females, n = 63 males) aged between 19 - 60 years (M = 34.07 

years, SD = 9.3) were included in the data analysis. The mean body mass index (BMI) of 

participant’s was 26.9 (SD = 6.9, range = 17.2-57.6). The mean BMI for female participants was 

27.2 (SD = 7.7, range:17.2 - 57.5) and for males the mean BMI was 26.6 (SD = 5.2, range: 18.3 - 

45.3), overall, 1.7% (n = 2) were underweight, 46.7% (n = 56) healthy weight, 25% (n = 30) 

overweight, 23.3% (n = 28) obese and 3.3% (n = 4) severely obese. The average self-reported 
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BMI was 27.1, this sample is comparable to national average with the average BMI in the UK 

27.7 (Health Survey for England, 2019). When participants were asked to rank their weight 

with other people (on a scale of 1 to 20 regions on the diagram), the average score was 11.17 

(SD=3.68), in general participants tended to rank themselves in the middle of their perceived 

distribution of weights. 

Procedure 

Body weight ranking. The same measure was used as Study 2 ‘Think about how your 

body weight compares with other people. Using the image below, please click on the region 

that best represents your own weight in relation to others’. Participants will select one out of a 

total of 20 regions, the region participants selected was represented by a green rectangle on 

the graphic. 

Distribution elicitation. We elicited participants’ beliefs about the weights of others in 

two different distributions 1) people in the UK population 2) friends and family. Both blocks of 

questions eliciting distributions (people in the UK population and friends/family) were 

randomised. 

Participants were informed they would be asked questions about other people’s 

weight and given a choice of metric, “During the study we will ask you about the weights of 

other people. Please select your preferred metric, either kilograms (kg) or stone (st) and pounds 

(lb). Participants were then told on the next page, “we will ask you about the weights of your 

friends and family. Of course, you will not know the exact answers, but please give your best 

estimate”.  

Participants were then asked to estimate the percentage of the UK population that 

falls within each weight range (see figure 20). Participants were presented with ten bins, one 

for each weight category which ranged from 6 stone to 25 stone 13 lbs or if participants opted 

to answer in kilograms, 38kg to 165kg (the weight categories were selected from the NHS 

weight chart (https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-weight/height-weight-chart/). Participants 

had to ensure their answers totalled 100% before moving onto the next page. Participants 

repeated this task for their friends and family. 
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Figure 20 Question to elicit perceived distribution of weights in friends and family 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.14. Study 3 Results  

Like study 2, a series of linear multiple regressions were used to examine whether rank of body 

weight predicted perceived weight status and perceived risk of disease associated with 

overweight (see table 17 below). For each outcome variable, two regression models were 

carried out, Model A tested for participants BMI (calculated using participants self-reported 

height and weight) and Model B included rank of weight, both models included age and gender 

as covariates.  

Perceived weight status. The variables entered in model A significantly predicted 

perceived weight status (p < .01). Model B, with the inclusion of rank of weight with others 

revealed an increase in R2, with rank followed by BMI explaining the most variance (p < .01). 

Table 17 shows that self-reported rank of weight among others is positively correlated with 

subjective weight status. The findings are consistent with study 1 and 2, showing that 

individuals are concerned about where they rank and use this to make a weight status 

judgement. 

Perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight.  BMI (with age and gender as 

covariates) significantly predicted participants perceived risk of disease associated with 

overweight (p < .01). However, when rank of weight was added into the model (model B), this 

significantly predicted risk of disease associated with overweight (p < .01) and revealed an 

increase in R2. Table 17 shows that rank of weight was found to be positively correlated with 

the perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight, although rank did not do as well as 

expected here with BMI explaining more variance. Nevertheless, the results support the 
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findings from study 1 and 2 and again suggest that individuals use information about where 

their weight ranks with others to make a weight related judgement. 

Table 17 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 
predictor variables (BMI self-reported, perceived self-reported rank of weight) towards 
outcome variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

  Weight status  Overweight risk 

  Adj.R2 β  p Adj.R2 β  p 

Model A  .64   .41   

 Age  .16 .01  .13 .05 

 BMI (self-reported)  .76 .01  .62 .01 

 Gender  .12 .01  .06 .31 
Model B  .78   .44   

 Age  .12 .01  .11 .08 

 BMI   .39 .01  .42 .01 

 Gender  .12 .01  .06 .31 

 Self-reported rank  .52 .01  .27 .01 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

Inferred Rank. Participants inferred rank for the UK population and friends/family 

were calculated using their answers to the questions that elicited their perceived distribution 

of weights within each group. For each participant, a normal distribution was fitted, and the 

rank position of their own weight (kilograms) was calculated within the two distributions a) 

friends/family and b) UK population). One participant was removed from the data analysis 

because they placed all their allocated percentages into one weight bin, and therefore a 

distribution could not be fitted. A series of correlations were undertaken between the three 

rank scores (see table 18 below). Interestingly, friends/family and population inferred ranks 

are highly correlated. 

Table 18 Pearson (r) correlation matrix between participants self-reported- rank, friends/family 
inferred rank, UK population inferred rank) 

 

Self-reported 
rank 

Friends/family 
inferred rank 

UK Population 
inferred rank 

Self-reported rank X .63*** .65*** 

Friends/family inferred rank  X .72*** 

UK Population inferred rank   X 

*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level  
 

Weight status and inferred rank. Friends/family inferred rank was added to model C 

which significantly predicted participants perceived weight status (p < .01) (see table 19 

below). In a separate regression (model D) UK population rank significantly predicted 

participants perceived weight status (p < .01). Both inferred ranks entered separately into the 

regressions explain an almost identical amount of variance, making it difficult to conclude 

which group participants sampled over the other when ranking their weight.  
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Perceived overweight risk and inferred rank. Friends/family inferred rank was added 

to model C, variables significantly predicted perceived risk associated with overweight diseases 

(p < .01), a similar result was found when UK population was added variables into model D (p < 

.01). However, neither inferred rank scores were significant. 

Table 19 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 
predictor variables (BMI self-reported, friends/family inferred rank, UK population inferred 
rank) towards outcome variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

    Weight status   Overweight risk   

    Adj.R2 β  p Adj.R2 β  p 

Model C  .66   .38   

 Age  .13 .01  .12 .07 

 BMI (self-reported)  .63 .01  .56 .01 

 Gender  .15 .01  .07 .28 

 Friend/family rank .20 .01  .05 .57 
Model D  .66   .38   

 Age  .15 .01  .12 .06 

 BMI (self-reported)  .62 .01  .52 .01 

 Gender  .15 .01  .08 .24 
  UK Population rank .18 .01   .10 .32 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

It appears that the earlier multiple regression models which included ‘rank with others’ (self-

reported rank) (model A and B) resulted in a higher R2 than models C and D. Both inferred 

ranks were inserted into the model below (model E, table 20 below) to determine if a) one is a 

better predictor over the other b) if the overall strength of the model increases. 

Table 20 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 

predictor variables (BMI self-reported, friends/family rank, UK population rank) towards 

outcome variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

    
Weight status  

  
Overweight 
risk   

    Adj. R2 β p Adj. R2 β p 

Model E  .66   .38   

 Age  .13 .01  .12 .07 

 BMI (self-reported)  .58 .01  .51 .01 

 Gender  .16 .01  .08 .23 

 Friend/family rank .16 .02  .02 .86 

  UK Population rank .11 .19   .09 .41 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

Weight status and inferred ranks. The variables entered in the regression predicted 

weight status (p < .01), only inferred friends/family rank was a significant predictor for weight 

status, inferred rank with the UK population was not significant.  
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Perceived risk of diseases associated with overweight and inferred ranks. The 

variables entered in the regression predicted perceived risk of diseases (p < .01), however 

neither inferred rank scores were significant predictors. Seeing as the adjusted R2 is largest for 

the original rank regression (model B, see table 17), it is possible that people sample a mixture 

of both friends/family and UK population when ranking their weight with others, which they 

utilised to inform their subjective body weight judgements. 

A final regression (model F, see table 21 below) included both inferred ranks to predict 

self-reported rank score (‘rank with others’). Variables entered into the regression significantly 

predicted participants self-reported rank score (p < .01). Notably, friend/family rank was a 

significant predictor for rank. Taken here, model E supports the results of model F, that 

participants sampled a distribution of their friends/family when ranking their weight with 

‘others’. 

Table 21 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 

predictor variables (BMI self-reported, friends/family inferred rank, UK population inferred 

rank) towards self-reported rank with others.  

  Adj.R2 β p 

Model F  .57   

 Age  .03 .57 

 BMI (self-reported)  .46 .01 

 Gender  .07 .21 

 UK population rank  .13 .17 

 Friends/family rank  .25 .01 

Note. All models control for age and gender; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

5.15. Study 3 Discussion 

Like study 1 and 2, the results of the study 3 support that people use rank to make subjective 

judgements. The aim of study 3 was to try to understand whether participants use their 

underlying beliefs about the distribution of weights in the UK population or their friends/family 

to rank their weight and subsequently inform subjective weight judgements. Based on the 

results of study 3, it is still unclear which distribution people used over another when ranking 

their weight. Although, the results suggest that participants may have sampled the weights of 

friends and family slightly more.  

In terms of weight status judgements, both inferred ranks explained a similar amount 

of variance. One explanation for this finding could be that both distributions of weights in 

friends/family and distribution of weights in the UK population come to mind when 

participants ranked their weight with others. Another possible reason for the results could be a 

limitation of the format of the questions used to elicit the distribution of friends/family and 

the UK population i.e., slider question type. This method did not necessarily obtain an 
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estimated weight for each percentile for every participant (e.g., some participants may have 

only allocated percentages to two to three weight bins). An alternative method could be used 

to elicit beliefs about the social distribution, participants estimate different percentile points of 

the distribution, ensuring that a full distribution is obtained, for example “The highest 

consuming X% of students eat more than _bars of chocolate per week” where X had values of 

[10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80 and 90] (e.g., Achtypi et al., 2021; Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). 

5.16. General Discussion 

In the present paper, three studies explored who people rank their weight with when 

making body weight judgements. Study 1 examined whether people indeed use rank to make 

judgements and tested this against different populations. It appeared that participants 

sampled friends when ranking their weight with others and used this to make a judgement 

about perceived weight status. Whereas for the remaining outcome variables, rank among the 

UK population appeared to be an important reference group. Study 2 explored reference 

groups using an alternative methodology, participants ranked their weight with ‘others’ and 

provided further information about the individuals sampled. Study 2 revealed that friends and 

family and people of the same gender as the participant appeared important for body weight 

judgements. Study 3 suggests that people sample both their friends/family and the UK 

population but may rely more on their friends and family when ranking their weight with 

others and they use this information to make subjective judgements about body weight. 

Taken together, results from these studies have important theoretical and applied 

implications. Firstly, the findings offer insights into explaining the cognitive mechanisms 

behind how people make body weight judgments. The findings extend knowledge around body 

weight judgements as well as relative rank by applying it to a new domain. Secondly, the 

findings address limitations of previous social judgment studies by directly examining 

reference group composition (e.g., Galesic et al., 2018a; Putnam-Farr & Morewedge, 2019).. 

The findings have broader implications, similar methods should be used by researchers to 

explore reference group composition in other domains. 

The results described here have important implications for weight. Sensitivity to rank 

position amongst others may maladaptively lead some people to assume that they weigh less 

and are less at risk of diseases associated with overweight than they objectively are.  Given 

this, the results may inform future social norms interventions. Typically social norms for 

interventions offer information on how ones undesirable behaviour compares to others, 

however the effectiveness of such interventions are limited (Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). By 

demonstrating the importance of rank in body weight judgements, it may prove beneficial to 

provide individuals with information about where they rank opposed to how they compare 
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with the ‘average’ person. This approach is believed to be more effective than a typical social 

norms interventions, rank based interventions could inform people where they rank amongst a 

broader reference group (e.g., ‘you’re in the top 70% of the UK population at risk of diseases 

associated with overweight’) (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Moore et al., 2016). This is also 

important in the context of social media. A recent systematic review suggests it is common for 

users to make appearance based upward comparisons when spending time on social media. 

This can have negative consequences for body dissatisfaction and weight control behaviours 

(Rounsefell et al., 2020). Interestingly peers have been identified as the most relevant 

reference group for these comparison on body weight, opposed to celebrities or images within 

magazines (Fardouly et al., 2017). Given that friends appear to be an important reference 

group when judging weight status, future research could examine whether social media users 

rank themselves with others on 1 such as Instagram and whether this influences subjective 

judgements towards eating behaviours. 

A possible limitation of the present study is that BMI (calculated using participants self-

reported height and weight) was used as an objective measure of body weight. A limitation of 

BMI is that it doesn’t consider body fat distribution or body size, despite this, BMI is a widely 

used measure by researchers (Nuttall, 2015). The figures used in the ranking scenarios were all 

visually the same size and height and consequently appear to be the same weight. This is 

important as evaluating the perceived weight of oneself and other people may be partially 

determined by body fat distribution (Lewis et al., 2015). Future studies could consider utilising 

different images to represent different body sizes and shapes such as 3D images, as used in 

studies by Harris et al. (2008) and Oldham and Robinson (2017). Using 3D models in an 

experimental design would allow us to directly test sensitivity to rank in different social 

contexts and examine whether people rely on the mean or rank to make a weight judgement 

(see Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2016). It may also be interesting to explore rank 

effects to a related area to body weight such as disordered eating behaviours (e.g., restrained 

eating). It is currently unclear how people perceive the distribution of eating behaviours (e.g., 

restrained eating) within reference groups and whether where they rank their own behaviour 

with others informs subjective judgements relating to eating.  

5.17. Conclusion 

In summary, the findings demonstrate that by showing that rank of weight with others is 

important for body weight related judgements. The findings help to understand the cognitive 

mechanisms behind how individuals make judgements about their body weight. This study has 

also made a key advance for social judgement studies by exploring exactly who people sample 

in their reference group, and our methodology can be applied to other domains. Future 
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research should investigate the composition of reference groups within different domains and 

alternative methodologies. 

5.18. Chapter 5 Summary 

This chapter reported on the findings of studies 1, 2 and 3, which began with aims and 

objectives for chapter five. Then, the context of the three studies were discussed in relation to 

the findings of the systematic review (chapter two). Next, the abstract and an introduction for 

studies 1, 2 and 3 was provided. Following this, the findings of studies 1, 2 and 3 were 

presented. Then, a general discussion of all three studies which compares the findings to 

existing literature, the implications of the findings and limitations of the studies. Findings from 

chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) suggest that people use rank with other people to make a 

body weight judgement. These studies explain the cognitive mechanisms behind how people 

make body weight judgements and provide further information about who they sampled in 

their distribution when ranking their weight with other people. Studies presented in the next 

chapter will build upon these findings and test for rank sensitivity using experimental methods. 
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Chapter 6: Rank based sensitivity in subjective perception of 

weight 

6.1. Chapter 6 Overview 

This chapter reports on the findings of studies 4 and 5 which begins with aims and objectives. 

Then, the context of the two studies will be discussed in relation to the findings of chapter five 

(studies 1, 2 and 3). The abstract and an introduction for studies 4 and 5 is then provided, 

followed by the findings. Next, a general discussion of both studies which compares the 

findings to existing literature, considers the implications of the findings and limitations of the 

studies, followed by a chapter summary.  

6.2. Aims   

• To test two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight (mean vs rank models), participants 

were asked to judge the weight (scale 1 ‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very overweight’ ) of 

male 3D figures (study 4) 

• To test two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight (mean vs rank models), participants 

were asked to judge the weight status (e.g., overweight) of male 3D figures (study 5) 

The following chapter has been prepared for publication as Clohessy, S., Meyer, C., & Walasek, 

L. (in preparation) (2022) Rank based sensitivity in subjective perception of weight. 

6.3. Abstract (Studies 4 and 5) 

Aim: In two studies, two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight were tested. The first account posits that 

people’s judgments reflect sensitivity to the mean of a comparison context; the second is that 

people are sensitive to the rank position of a judged stimuli among other stimuli in a 

comparison context. 

Method: In study 4, participants were asked to judge the weight of male 3D figures (on a 1 

‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very overweight’ scale) which varied in waist size. Participants were 

randomly allocated to one of four distributions of the 3D figures that differed in shape 

(unimodal, bimodal, positively, or negatively skewed). Study 5 used the same manipulation as 

study 4, but participants were asked to judge the weight status of each figure using descriptive 

categories (i.e., underweight, healthy weight, overweight, obese, severely obese).  

Results: The judged weight of 3D figures with common objective waist sizes (same in all 

distributions) were judged differently depending on where they ranked in a comparison 

context. Differences in judgments observed between bimodal and unimodal distributions 
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cannot be explained by a model in which people are sensitive to the mean of the comparison 

sample but can be accounted for by a rank-based model of judgment. 

Conclusions: Judgment of weight in context appear to be sensitive to the rank position of one’s 

weight relative to the weights of others.  These results lend further support to rank-based 

models of human judgment and offer insight into the exact mechanisms by which people judge 

weight of themselves and others (e.g., overweight and obesity). Future interventions should be 

informed by the exact cognitive mechanisms that can explain pervasive context sensitivity in 

human judgment.  

6.4. Introduction 

People have studied judgements of weight in health psychology and in fact many studies on 

weight judgements have shown bias (both for overestimation and underestimation of 

objective weight) (e.g., Elia et al., 2020; Jackson et al., 2015; Perkins et al., 2010; Robinson & 

Oldham, 2016). For example, research has found that people with overweight and obesity are 

more likely to underestimate their objective weight status (e.g., Johnson et al., 2014a; 

Muttarak, 2018; Oldham & Robinson, 2015; Oldham & Robinson, 2017; Yaemsiri et al., 2011). 

However, what is the mechanism behind these incorrect judgements of weight? In explaining 

this result, researchers have attributed this source of bias to social comparison with a 

reference group. Specially, researchers have proposed the visual normalisation theory (e.g., 

Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). This theory suggests that people compare 

their weight to others in a reference group to make a weight judgement. In fact, it suggests 

that the comparison context often consists of people with overweight and obesity due to the 

high rates of overweight and obesity in society (Robinson, 2017).  What do they do with the 

sample? Researchers propose that people use a mean of the combined weights within a 

comparison sample to inform a weight judgement (Robinson, 2017). However, this paper 

challenges this theory, by suggesting that people rely on rank to make a judgment. Extensive 

research studies suggest that people use rank, it forms part of theories and models of social 

judgements such as Decision by Sampling theory (Parducci, 1965; Stewart et al., 2006). Indeed, 

studies 1-3 (chapter 5) provided evidence for a rank-based theory when making weight 

judgements. In the present paper, we are not exploring how people underestimate their 

weight (if overweight or obese). This paper is in fact an investigation into the type of statistics 

people use when making a judgement (e.g., rank vs mean), we are interested in what informed 

their judgement. The results of these studies have wider implications for how people make 

judgements than previous studies investigating weight judgements. This is because we are not 

making a position for underestimation or overestimation of weight as either could happen 
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when judging weight, but we are exploring what informs these types of judgements more 

generally.  

The rank principle can be used to explain how people make body weight judgements, 

embodied in rank models, including Range Frequency Theory (RFT) and Decision by Sampling 

(DbS) (Parducci, 1965; Stewart et al., 2006). Unlike the reference levels theories (which 

propose that people rely on mean of a sample to make a judgment), rank models propose that 

people’s subjective judgments of a given quantity reflect its rank within a given context of 

comparable stimuli (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015b). Relative rank is a key component of the 

Decision by Sampling theory which suggests that a subjective value of a stimulus is based on a 

series of ordinal, binary comparisons in a sample (e.g., a target item is compared to every 

other item in a sample (binary) and then judged to be either smaller or larger than that 

comparator (ordinal). Depending on the distributional properties of the context, the same 

stimuli may be judged differently depending on its rank position i.e., the same body size may 

seem smaller or larger if the comparison context changes. Over the years, rank-based 

explanations of judgments have been compared with the predictions of mean-based models of 

judgment. A rank-based explanation has been shown to better account for how context 

influences people’s judgments across numerous domains including; depression and anxiety 

symptoms, alcohol consumption, personality, health benefits of exercise and food healthiness 

(e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Maltby et al., 2012; Melrose et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2011; 

Wood et al., 2012). For example, Aldrovandi et al. (2015a) found that concern about unhealthy 

food intake (e.g., chocolate bars) was driven by individuals’ beliefs about where their own 

consumption ranks among others, not by the mean consumption of chocolate bars. Rank of 

income, not actual objective income, has been found to influence subjective wage satisfaction 

and life satisfaction more generally (e.g., Clark & Oswald, 1996; Macchia et al., 2020). One way 

to tease apart predictions of the mean-based and rank-based account is to compare judgments 

of the same quantity across comparison contexts that are unimodal and bimodal in shape (e.g., 

Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Wood et al., 2011). For example, in the study by Aldrovandi et al. 

(2015b) participants were shown 11 quantities of student debt and were asked to rate their 

level of concern with each debt amount (assuming it was theirs). Participants were allocated to 

different distributions of debt amounts (unimodal or bimodal). Both distributions shared the 

same mean, but target debts differed in how they ranked among other debts in the 

comparison sample. The mean ratings of concern were compared across common debt 

amounts in each distribution. If participants utilised the mean, all the common debt amounts 

should be rated the same regardless of the distribution. However, participants held differing 
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levels of concerns for the common debt amounts, demonstrating that they relied on rank for 

their judgments rather than the distance from the mean.   

Recently, a series of studies demonstrated that people rely on rank to make body 

weight judgement (e.g., weight status) (Clohessy et al., 2021a, 2021b). However, research has 

not experimentally investigated how a mean-based model compares with a rank-based model 

in relation to weight judgements. Testing the two models will help to understand the cognitive 

mechanisms behind how people form subjective weight judgements. To demonstrate that 

people’s judgments are sensitive to rank, it is necessary to experimentally manipulate the rank 

position of a stimuli within its comparison context.  

In summary, current research in weight perception literature suggests that when 

people judge body weight they utilise an ‘internal average’ of what they believe constitutes a 

‘normal weight’ (Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). However, research across different domains 

suggest that people rely on rank when making judgments (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Boyce 

et al., 2010). Despite this, there is a lack of experimental research that would directly compare 

the two accounts in the context of weight judgments. The aim of the present studies is to 

compare a) rank with b) a mean-based model. The two studies presented in this paper will use 

an experimental design to directly manipulate rank and test whether the rank position of 

figures with the same waist size in four different distributions affects judgements of weight 

(study 4) and perceived weight status (study 5).  

6.5. Study 4 Methods 

Participants 

A total of 212 participants were recruited via the online recruitment platform Prolific 

(https://www.prolific.co/). To be eligible for the study, participants needed to be over 18 years 

old and live in the United Kingdom. Eligible participants accessed the questionnaire via an 

online survey platform Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/). 

 72.6% (n = 154) of participants were females, 25.9% (n = 55 males), 0.5% (n = 1) 

nonbinary and 0.9% (n = 2) did not disclose their gender. Participants’ ages ranged between 18 

and 73 (M = 33.5, SD = 12.1) and 74.5% (n = 158) classified themselves as White-

English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British.   

The mean BMI score was 27 (SD = 7.1), and participants’ BMI scores were classified 

within the following categories of weight: 4.7% (n = 10) were underweight, 40.6% (n = 86) 

were healthy weight, 26.9% (n = 57) were overweight, 23.6% (n = 50) were obese and 4.2% (n 

= 9) severely obese (Health Survey for England, 2019). BMI scores within this sample were 

typically lower than the general population, given that two thirds of the UK population is 

classified as overweight or obese (Health Survey for England, 2019). 

https://www.prolific.co/
https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/
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This research was approved by the University of Warwick’s Biomedical and Scientific 

Research Ethics Sub-Committee (approval BSREC REGO2019-2326). 

Procedure 

The study was advertised as being about how people make judgements about the 

weight of other people. Using a between subject’s design, participants were randomly 

assigned to one of four conditions that differed in the distribution of contextual stimuli: 

unimodal (24%, n = 51), bimodal (23%, n = 49), negatively skewed (27%, n = 57), positively 

skewed (26%, n = 55),  

In each condition, participants were shown 11 male 3D figures simultaneously (figure 

8) and asked to judge the weight of each circled figure (Scored from 1 ‘Very Underweight’ to 5 

‘Very Overweight’). This was repeated for each of the 11 figures (shown to participants on a 

separate page each time). Question about figures appeared in a random order for each 

participant. 

Following the perceived body weight task,  participants completed the following 

measures: 

Weight status. To measure participants perceived weight status, participants were 

asked, ‘How would you describe your weight as?’ (Scored from 1 ‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very 

overweight’). 

Objective weight measurement. To calculate BMI, participants provided self-reported 

weight (either using kilograms or stone and pounds) and height (either using cm or feet and 

inches).  

Demographic information. Participants answered a series of demographic questions 

(gender, age, ethnicity).  

Stimuli creation 

The 3D stimuli were created using a 3D modelling software package, ‘Body Visualiser’ 

developed by the Max Planck Intelligence Institute ‘Perceiving Systems’ research group. The 

3D images representing different weights were created using a statistical model of human 

body shape created from thousands of detailed laser range scans of human bodies, similar 

methods to those employed in experimental studies by Pujades et al. (2019).  

In total, 17 3D male models of increasing waist size were created (see appendix 4 for full 

distribution of figures). The male figures were selected in front pose and kept in the default 

colour (light blue). The figures were based on the average height of a male in the UK (175cm), 

the height was locked to ensure it remained the same for each figure (see figure 21 below). 

Using information about real life waist sizes, we manipulated the waist of the male figures to 

range from 64cm to 128cm (males are considered at risk for diseases associated with 
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overweight if their waist size is between 94cm-102cm and very high if over 102cm, 59% of 

males in England have a waist size of 94cm and above) (Health Survey for England, 2019). The 

waist sizes of the figures were increased using a slider for waist size, which automatically 

adjusted the figures measurements on other domains such as weight in kilograms. We 

calculated the range of the waist sizes (64cm - 128cm) and divided those into 17 equal 

distances, with a difference of 4cm (waist size) between each stimulus (see table in appendix 5 

for exact dimensions of each figure). The images within each distribution were ‘grouped 

together’ and saved as a picture (12cm high by 87cm wide) (see figure 22 below and table 22 

for exact waist sizes included in each distribution). Using waist and height measurements, we 

were also able to calculate a BMI score and so calculate the weight status of each 3D figure 

e.g., obese. Only male stimuli were used in the two studies. The reasoning behind this is that 

previous research has found that other people commonly tend to underestimate the weight of 

males with overweight and obesity (Oldham & Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Oldham, 2016). 

Therefore, testing whether people are sensitive to where a stimuli ranks in different contexts 

will provide an explanation of the cognitive mechanisms behind why people underestimate the 

weight of males with overweight and obesity. Future research may replicate the two studies 

with females at a later stage.  

Figure 21 Screenshot depicting creation of 3D figure by adjusting height and waist sliders 
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Figure 22 Unimodal male distribution 

 

Distributions 

Participants were allocated to one of four distributions; unimodal (most waist sizes are near 

the middle of the distribution), bimodal (most waist sizes are in the smallest or largest third), 

positively skewed distribution (most waist sizes are in the smallest part of the distribution) and 

negatively skewed (most waist sizes are in the largest part of the distribution) (see figures in 

appendix 6-8). We tested for context effects in all conditions by manipulating the rank position 

of common waist sizes. However, only the bimodal versus unimodal distributions have the 

same mean, which allowed us to test a rank- based model against the mean-based model.  

Unimodal and bimodal distributions: There were five common waist sizes across the 

unimodal and bimodal distributions. Waist sizes 64cm (rank 1st), 96cm (rank 6th) and 128cm 

(rank 11th) all had the same rank in both unimodal and bimodal distributions. Waist size 80cm 

ranked 2nd in the unimodal distribution and rank 5th in the bimodal distribution. Likewise, we 

expected waist size 112cm ranked 10th in the unimodal distribution and ranked 7th in the 

bimodal distribution.  

If participants simply judged the weight of the common waist sizes in isolation then 

each figure should have received a similar weight judgement across the experimental groups. 

However, if judgements are based on rank, we expected waist size 80cm to be perceived as a 

lower weight in the unimodal distribution compared to bimodal distribution and waist size 

112cm to be perceived as a higher weight in the unimodal distribution compared to the 

bimodal distribution. If judgements are based on rank, we expected common waist sizes across 

both distributions to elicit similar weight judgements (waist sizes 64cm, 96cm, 112cm).   

Positively and negatively skewed distributions: There were three common waist sizes 

across the positively and negatively skewed distributions; waist sizes 64cm (rank 1st) and 

128cm (rank 11th) both ranked the same across distributions. Waist size 96cm ranked higher in 

the positively skewed distribution (rank 8th) and lower in the negatively skewed distribution 

(rank 4th).  

If judgements are based on rank we expect the waist sizes ranked in the same position 

across both distributions to be rated similarly (64cm and 128cm) and waist size 96cm to be 
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rated higher in the positively skewed distribution (rank 8th) compared to the negatively skewed 

distribution (rank 4th). 
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Table 22 Four distributions and waist sizes. Crosses indicate which 3D figures made up a comparison context in each condition. 

Common point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Unimodal X    X X X X X X X X X    X 

Bimodal X X X X X    X    X X X X X 

Positive  X X X X X X X  X X   X    X 

Negative X    X   X X  X X X X X X X 

Waist size (cm) 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 
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6.6. Study 4 Results 

Unimodal and bimodal distributions 

First, we compared participants responses for questions in the unimodal and bimodal 

distributions. Figure 23 (panel on the left) shows participants responses for the five common 

waist sizes. Table 23 (below) shows comparisons of the mean weight judgement for the 

unimodal and bimodal groups across each common point, reporting independent samples t-

test and p-value. 

Waist size 64cm (rank 1st) was ranked in the same position across distributions, 

responses were very similar across the two conditions (Unimodal: M = 1.16, SD = 0.42; 

Bimodal: M = 1.29, SD = 0.50). Likewise, responses were similar for waist size 96cm (rank 6th) 

across the two distributions, (Unimodal: M = 3.08, SD = 0.48); Bimodal: M = 3.12, SD = 0.44), 

similar results were found for waist size 128cm (rank 11th) (Unimodal: M = 4.96, SD = 0.20); 

Bimodal: M = 4.92, SD = 0.28). However, and in line with the rank-based explanation, 

participants perceived waist size of 80cm to be more overweight in the bimodal distribution 

(M = 2.76, SD = 0.43) where it ranked higher (rank 5th) than in the unimodal distribution (M = 

1.84, SD = 0.61) where it ranked lower (rank 2nd). On the other hand, participants perceived 

waist size of 112cm to be more overweight in the unimodal distribution (M = 4.67, SD = 0.59) 

where it ranked higher (rank 10th) compared with the bimodal distribution (M = 3.84, SD = 

0.43) where it ranked lower (rank 7th).  

The differences in judgments were statistically significant. In a 5 (within: common 

waist size) x 2 (between: distribution) mixed ANOVA there was a significant main effect of 

common waist size F(4, 95) = 1290.76, p < .001, partial eta squared = 0.98. There was no 

significant main effect of distribution on weight judgements, F(1,98) = .63, p < .43, partial eta 

squared = 0.627 but there was a significant common waist size by distribution interaction, F(4, 

95) = 41.162, p < .001, partial eta squared= .63, suggesting that the weight judgment of figures 

varied as a function of rank of that figure within each condition.  

Table 23 Means and standard deviations for perceived weight relating to five different figures, 
by unimodal and bimodal group 

Common 
point 

Waist 
size 

Unimodal 
rank 

Bimodal 
rank 

Unimodal Bimodal  t p 

1 64 1st 1st 1.16(sd=0.42) 1.29(sd=0.5) 1.40 0.17 
2 80 2nd 5th 1.84(sd=0.61) 2.76(sd=0.43) 8.56 0.01 
3 96 6th 6th 3.08(sd=0.48) 3.12(sd=0.44) 0.48 0.64 
4 112 10th 7th 4.67(sd=0.59) 3.84(sd=0.43) -8.10 0.01 
5 128 11th 11th 4.96(sd=0.20) 4.92(sd=0.28) -0.89 0.34 
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Figure 23 Perceived weight judgements of figures with common waist sizes by distribution type 
(Bimodal vs Unimodal on left and Negative vs Positive on right). Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals 

 

 

The figures above show the common waist sizes across the distribution of figures 

(Bimodal/Unimodal and Negative/Positive) and perceived weight judgement of figures. An 

example, graph on the right shows that when figures with the same waist size (96cm) were 

ranked differently in different distribution, the weight of the same figure (96cm) was judged as 

a smaller weight in the negative distribution compared to the positive distribution. Graph on 

the left shows when common waist size (96cm) ranked in same position across distributions, 

participants judged the figures weight similarly.  

Positively and negatively skewed distributions  

Next, we compared participants responses for questions in the positively and 

negatively skewed distributions. Figure 23 (panel on the right) shows participants responses 

for the three common waist sizes across the positively and negatively skewed distributions. 

Table 24 (below) shows comparisons of the mean weight judgement for the positively and 

negatively skewed groups across each common point, reporting independent samples t-test 

and p-value 

As expected, weight judgements for waist sizes with the same rank in the two 

distributions were rated very similarly, waist size 64cm (rank 1st) (Positively skewed 

distribution: M = 1.27, SD = 0.53; Negatively skewed distribution: M = 1.40, SD = 0.68) and 

waist size 128cm (rank 11th) (Positively skewed distribution: M = 4.82, SD = 0.43; Negatively 

skewed distribution: M = 4.70, SD = 0.66).  

Next, we compared the mean rating for waist size 96cm (rank 4th in the negatively 

skewed distribution vs rank 8th in the positively skewed distribution). In line with the rank 

principle, participants perceived waist size 96cm to be more overweight in the positively 

skewed distribution (M = 3.56, SD = 0.54) where it ranked higher (rank 8th) than in the 

negatively skewed distribution (M = 2.86, SD = 0.48) where it ranked lower (rank 4th).  
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A 3 (within: common waist size) x 2 (between: distribution) mixed ANOVA showed a 

significant main effect of common waist size on weight judgements, F(2, 109) = 692.907, p < 

.001, partial eta squared= .93, and a significant main effect of distribution on weight 

judgements, F(1, 110) = 16.572, p < .001, partial eta squared= .131. There was a significant 

common waist size by distribution interaction, F(2, 109) = 23.53, p < .001, partial eta 

squared=.302, again suggesting that the weight judgment of figures were dependant on the 

rank position of that figure within each distribution.   

Table 24 Means and standard deviations for perceived weight relating to five different figures, 
by positive and negative group 

Common 
point 

Waist  
Positive 
rank 

Negative 
rank 

Positive Negative t p 

1 64 1st 1st 1.27(sd=.53) 1.40(sd=.68) 1.14 .26 

2 96 8th 4th 3.56(sd=.54) 2.86(sd=.48) -7.32 .01 

3 128 11th 11th 4.82(sd=.43) 4.70(sd=.66) -1.11 .27 

 

6.7. Study 4 Discussion 

The results support the hypothesis that people’s perceptions of weight of others are 

influenced by the relative rank position of a given weight among others. The critical test of this 

proposition is that figures with the same waist sizes were judged significantly differently 

depending on where they ranked within a distribution. These effects were non-trivial in 

magnitude. The figure with the waist size of 96cm was judged on average as 3.56/5 (Scored 

from 1 ‘Very Underweight’ to 5 ‘Very Overweight’) in the positively skewed distribution 

compared to 2.86/5 in the negatively skewed distribution.  In study 4, participants were asked 

to rank the figures on a 1-5 scale anchored with ‘very underweight’ and ‘very overweight’. One 

possible explanation for the findings of study 4 is that participants allocated to different 

conditions may have differed in their interpretation of each scale item. To show that the 

context influences people’s judgments concerning other people’s weight, in study 5 we used 

descriptive labels corresponding to NHS weight categories based on BMI scores (underweight, 

healthy weight, overweight, obese, and severely obese) (Health Survey for England, 2019). If 

the results of study 4 are replicated, this will lend further support for the proposition that 

context influences people’s subjective judgment of weight.   

6.8. Study 5 

Participants 

A total of 202 participants were recruited via the online recruitment platform prolific 

(https://www.prolific.co/). The same inclusion criteria from study 4 applied.  

https://www.prolific.co/
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202 participants data were included in the data analysis; 62.4% (n = 126) females and 

36% (n = 72), 0.01% (n = 2) identified as other and 0.01% (n = 2) did not disclose their gender, 

one participant was excluded as data was missing from their questionnaire.  

Participants were aged between 18 and 72 (M = 30, SD = 9.8) and 68.3% (n = 138) 

classified themselves as White-English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British. The mean BMI 

score was 25.7 (SD = 6) and ranged between 13.9 - 66.1, of which 5.9% (n = 12) were 

underweight, 45.5% (n = 92) were healthy weight, 31.7% (n = 64) were overweight, 14.4% (n = 

29) were obese and 2.5% (n = 5) severely obese, like study 1 the weight of participants was 

lower than in the UK general population.  

5.4% (n = 11) identified as underweight, 45% (n = 91) identified as healthy weight, 

36.1% (n = 73) identified as overweight, 9.4% (n = 19) identified as obese and 4% (n = 8) 

identified as severely obese.  

Participants were randomly allocated to one of four distributions: unimodal (24%, n = 

49), bimodal (24%, n = 48), positively skewed (25%, n = 51), and negatively skewed (27%, n = 

54). The distributions were the same as study 4.  

Procedure 

The procedure remained the same for study 5, however participants made a judgement about 

the weight of each figure using the following weight categories; underweight (below 18.5), 

healthy weight (18.5 - 24.9), overweight (25 - 29.9) obese (30 - 39.9), severely obese (above 

40). Participants were shown the NHS BMI guidelines for each category before commencing 

the study (Health Survey for England, 2019). When participants were asked about their 

perceived weight status, participants selected a response from the above weight categories 

instead of a 1-5 scale from study 4. 

6.9. Study 5 Results  

Unimodal and bimodal distributions  

We compared participants responses for questions in the unimodal and bimodal distributions. 

Figure 24 (panel on the left) shows participants responses for the five common waist sizes 

across unimodal and bimodal distributions. Table 25 (below) shows comparisons of the mean 

weight judgement for the unimodal and bimodal groups across each common point, reporting 

independent samples t-test and p-value.  

First, we compared the mean ratings for the waist sizes that were ranked in the same 

position in both unimodal and bimodal skewed distributions. As expected, for the waist sizes, 

64cm (rank 1st), 96cm (rank 6th), 128cm (rank 11th) responses were very similar across the two 

distributions (like study 1). For example, waist size 64cm (Unimodal: M = 1.08, SD = 0.28; 

Bimodal: M = 1.10, SD = 0.31). Waist size 96cm (Unimodal: M = 2.57, SD = 0.50; Bimodal: M = 
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2.69, SD = 0.55) and waist size 128cm (Unimodal: M = 4.78, SD = 0.47); Bimodal: M = 4.84, SD = 

0.43). 

 Next we compared waist size 80cm (rank 2nd in the unimodal distribution vs 5th in the 

bimodal distribution). In line with the rank principle, participants perceived waist size 80cm to 

be more overweight in the bimodal distribution (rank 5th) (M = 1.96, SD = 0.29) than in the 

unimodal distribution where it ranked lower (rank 2nd) (M = 1.53, SD = 0.55). 

We compared waist size 112cm (rank 10th unimodal vs rank 7th bimodal) participants 

perceived waist size 112cm to be more overweight in the unimodal distribution (M = 4.18, SD = 

0.67) where it ranked higher (rank 10th) compared with the bimodal distribution where it 

ranked lower (rank 7th) (M = 3.22, SD = 0.62). 

A 5 (within: common waist size) x 2 (between: distribution) mixed ANOVA showed 

there was a significant main effect of common waist size, F(4, 93) = 1154.617 , p < .001, partial 

eta squared=.980. There was no significant main effect of distribution on weight judgements, 

F(1, 96) = 1.233 , p < .27, partial eta squared= .013. There was a significant common waist size 

by distribution interaction, F(4, 93) = 27.50, p < .001, partial eta squared= .542 suggesting that 

the weight judgment of figures were dependant on the rank of that figure within each 

condition. 

Figure 24 Perceived weight judgements of figures with common waist sizes by distribution type 
(Bimodal vs Unimodal on left and Negative vs Positive on right). Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals 

 

*Perceived weight status 1=underweight, 2=healthy weight, 3=overweight, 4=obese, 

5=severely obese. 

The figures above show the common waist sizes across the distribution of figures 

(Bimodal/Unimodal and Negative/Positive) and perceived weight judgement of figures. An 

example, graph on the right shows that when figures with the same waist size (96cm) were 

ranked differently in different distributions, the weight of the same figure (96cm) was judged 

as a smaller weight in the negative distribution compared to the positive distribution. Graph 
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on the left shows when common waist size (96cm) ranked in same position across 

distributions, participants judged the figures weight similarly.  

Table 25 Means and standard deviations for perceived weight relating to five different figures, 
by unimodal and bimodal group. 

Common 
point 

Waist 
size 

Unimodal 
rank 

Bimodal 
rank 

Unimodal 
mean 

Bimodal  
mean 

t p 

1 64 1st 1st 1.08(sd=.28) 1.10(sd=.31) -0.35 .73 
2 80 2nd 5th 1.53(sd=.55) 1.96(sd=.29) -4.88 .01 
3 96 6th 6th 2.57(sd=.50) 2.69(sd=.55) -1.16 .25 
4 112 10th 7th 4.18(sd=.67) 3.22(sd=.62) 7.37 .01 
5 128 11th 11th 4.78(sd=.47) 4.84(sd=.43) -0.68 .50 

 

Comparing objective weight status of common figures with participants perceived weight 

status 

For each of the common waist sizes across the two distributions, we compared the objective 

weight status with participants perceived weight status (see table 26 for further details). For 

waist size 64cm (rank 1st) and waist size 128cm (rank 11th) most participants judged the weight 

status of the figures correctly. However, this was not the case for waist size 80cm and waist 

size 112cm. For waist size 80cm (rank 2nd in the unimodal distribution vs rank 5th in the 

bimodal distribution) a significantly higher proportion of participants (49%) in the unimodal 

skew underestimated the healthy weight figure by (incorrectly) judging it as underweight 

compared with 6.3% in the bimodal skew. For waist size 112cm (rank 10th in the unimodal 

distribution vs rank 7th in the bimodal distribution) a much higher proportion of participants 

underestimated the weight of the obese figure in the bimodal distribution, 68.8% of 

participants (incorrectly) judged the figure as overweight compared to the unimodal 

distribution (14.3%).   

Table 26 Comparison of objective weight status with the participants perceived weight status 
for common waist sizes in unimodal and bimodal distributions 

Waist size 
(cm) 

Actual 
Weight 
status 

Subjective Weight status 
(Unimodal) 

Subjective weight status 
(Bimodal) 

64 Underweight Underweight (91.8%), Healthy 
(8.2%) 

Underweight (91.7%), Healthy 
(8.3%) 

80 Healthy 
weight 

Underweight (49%), Healthy 
(49%), Overweight (2%) 

Underweight (6.3%), Healthy 
(91.7%), Overweight (2.1%) 

96 Overweight Healthy (42.9%), Overweight 
(57%) 

Healthy (33.3%), Overweight 
(62.5%), Obese (4.2%) 

112 Obese Overweight (14.3%), Obese 
(53.1%), Severely Obese (32.7%) 

Healthy (6.3%), Overweight 
(68.8%), Obese (20.8%), 
Severely Obese (4.2%) 
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128 Severely 
Obese 

Overweight (2%), Obese 
(18.4%), Severely Obese (79.6%) 

Overweight (2.1%), Obese 
(12.5%), Severely Obese (85.4%) 

 

Positively and negatively skewed distributions 

We compared the mean ratings for common waist sizes that were ranked in the same 

position across positively and negatively skewed distributions (figure 24). Table 27 (below) 

shows comparisons of the mean weight judgement for the positively and negatively skewed 

groups across each common point, reporting independent samples t-test and p-value. 

Waist sizes 64cm (rank 1st) (Positively skewed distribution: M = 1.08, SD = 0.27; 

Negatively skewed distribution: M = 1.17, SD = 0.51) and 128cm (rank 11th) (Positively skewed 

distribution: M = 4.65, SD = 0.48); Negatively skewed distribution: M = 4.54, SD = 0.75) were 

perceived similarly across the two distributions.  

Next, we compared the mean rating for waist size 96cm (rank 4th in the negatively 

skewed distribution vs rank 8th in the positively skewed distribution). In line with the rank 

principle, participants perceived waist size 96cm to be more overweight in the positively 

skewed distribution (M = 2.86, SD = 0.60) where it ranked higher (rank 8th) than in the 

negatively skewed distribution where it ranked lower (rank 4th) (M = 2.17, SD = 0.51). 

A 3 (within: common waist size) x 2 (between: distribution) mixed ANOVA showed 

there was a significant main effect of common waist size, F(2,102) = 999.867, p < .001, partial 

eta squared = .95. There was a significant main effect of distribution on weight judgements, 

F(1,103) = 15.10 , p = .001, partial eta squared = 0.128. There was a significant common waist 

size by distribution interaction, F(2, 102) = 29.287, p < .001, partial eta squared = .365, the rank 

position of the figure in different contexts influences weight judgements. 

Table 27 Means and standard deviations for perceived weight relating to five different figures, 
by positively and negatively skewed group. 

Common 
point 

Waist 
size 

Positively 
skewed 
rank 

Negatively 
skewed 
rank 

Positively 
skewed 
mean 

Negatively 
skewed  
mean 

t p 

1 64 1st 1st 1.08(sd=.27) 1.17(sd=.51) -0.10 .26 
2 96 8th 4th 2.86(sd=.60) 2.17(sd=.51) 6.41 .01 
3 128 11th 11th 4.65(sd=.48) 4.54(sd=.75) 0.90 .37 

 

Comparing objective weight status of common figures with participants perceived weight 

status 

For common figures across distributions, we compared participants perceived weight status 

with the objective weight status (see table 28 below). For waist size 64cm (rank 1st) most 
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participants correctly judged the figure to be underweight. Likewise, for waist size 128cm (rank 

11th), two thirds of participants correctly judged it to be severely obese.  

The effects of rank can really be demonstrated for waist size 96cm (rank 4th in the 

negatively skewed distribution vs rank 8th in the positively skewed distribution) which is 

objectively classed as overweight. When the same figure ranked higher in a sample (positively 

skewed distribution), two thirds of participants correctly identified it as overweight (62.7%). 

Whereas the same waist size presented in the negatively skewed distribution (where it ranked 

much lower in the distribution), most participants underestimated the figure to be ‘healthy 

weight’ (87%). 

Table 28 Comparison of objective weight status with the participants perceived weight status 
of the each of the common waist sizes in positive and negatively skewed distributions. 

Waist 
size 
(cm) 

Objective 
weight status 

Subjective weight status  
(Positively skewed) 

Subjective weight status (Negatively 
skewed) 

64 Underweight Underweight (92.2%), 
Healthy (7.8%) 

Underweight (87%), Healthy weight 
(11.1%), Obese (1.9%) 

96 Overweight Healthy (25.5%),Overweight 
(62.7%) Obese (11.8%) 

Healthy weight (87%), Overweight 
(11.1%), Severely Obese (1.9%) 

128 Severely 
Obese 

Obese (35.3%),Severely 
Obese (64.7%) 

Healthy weight (3.7%), Overweight 
(3.7%),Obese (27.8%), Severely 
Obese (64.8%) 

 

6.10. General Discussion 

The results of two experiments support the hypothesis that people’s judgements about the 

weight of others are influenced by the comparison context. More specifically, results show 

that participants’ judgments are influenced by the rank position of a given stimuli (here waist 

size of a figure) among other comparison stimuli. The difference in judgments for common 

sizes between the bimodal and unimodal conditions also refute a model in which people’s 

judgments could be explained by the sensitivity to the mean of the comparison sample.  

Both studies demonstrate that perceptions of weight can be experimentally 

manipulated by shifting the rank position of a given body weight, and therefore changing the 

comparison context. This is important as the findings have wider implications for reference 

group composition. For example, if people base their weight judgements on small or 

unrepresentative samples, they are likely to form biased judgements towards their weight 

which can have implications for their behaviour and health. In study 4, figures with common 

waist sizes across distributions were judged significantly differently depending on where they 

ranked within a sample. Study 5 replicated the exact same findings, however demonstrated 
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that the effect still holds true when asking people to judge the weight of figures using 

descriptive weight categories (e.g., obese).  

In study 5, we compared the discrepancy between objective weight status and 

perceived weight status of the common figures across distributions. When comparing common 

waist sizes across conditions, it appeared that participants tended to underestimate the weight 

of the figures in certain contexts. For example, waist size 80cm, which ranked 2nd in the 

unimodal distribution and 5th in the bimodal distribution was underestimated by half of 

participants in the unimodal group as underweight instead of healthy weight. Likewise, 

common waist size 112cm (rank 7th bimodal and 10th unimodal) was perceived as overweight 

by two thirds of participants instead of obese in the bimodal distribution. Similarly, for the 

positively and negatively skewed distributions, common waist size 96cm (rank 4th in the 

negatively skewed distribution vs 8th in the positively skewed distribution) was underestimated 

by most participants in the negative distribution as healthy weight instead of overweight.  

The results support previous literature by demonstrating the importance of social rank 

and context when making a judgement (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; 

Wood et al., 2011). The two studies presented in this paper are novel in that they extend the 

importance of rank-based judgment in the context of how people make a weight judgement. 

Importantly, the findings offer an alternative explanation to visual normalisation theory which 

suggests people use an ‘internal average’ to make a weight status judgement (e.g., Oldham & 

Robinson, 2017; Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017).  

Our results demonstrate that body weight judgements depend on the context in which 

the judgement is being made. Although not the focus of the paper, we did find that people 

underestimated the weight status of figures with overweight and obesity (study 5). This result 

is in line with previous research reporting underestimation of overweight and obesity (e.g., 

Johnson et al., 2014a; Muttarak, 2018; Oldham & Robinson, 2015; Oldham & Robinson, 2017; 

Yaemsiri et al., 2011). However, the present study provides evidence that people are sensitive 

to where a figure ranks in sample and use this information to inform their judgement. This is 

important to consider in the context of obesity in society and the reference group that people 

use when making a weight judgement. Research suggests that underestimation of the weight 

status of others with overweight or obesity is more likely to occur in geographical areas where 

obesity is more common (Binkin et al., 2013; Robinson & Hogenkamp, 2015). This effect has 

also been demonstrated for personal weight status for example in school settings and among 

friendships. For example, research suggests that people with overweight or obesity are more 

likely to underestimate their weight if their friends and/or peers are overweight and/or obese 

(e.g., Brown et al., 2010; Maximova et al., 2008; Ramirez & Milan, 2016). However, rank may 
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explain these effects as opposed to people using an ‘internal’ average of weight. The findings 

of this study suggest it may be beneficial to inform people of where they rank relative to 

others (e.g., in the UK population or a specific age group) to correct beliefs about the social 

distribution. Our findings may also have clinical implications for professionals working in 

weight management. Individuals with obesity might benefit from an intervention that informs 

them of where they objectively rank with others compared to their subjective rank. Previous 

research has suggested that key people in society such as medical professionals underestimate 

the weights of patients with overweight and obesity (e.g., Ahern et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 

2014). It would therefore be interesting to replicate the present study with medical 

professionals and compare these findings to a lay person group, as it is crucial that those 

working in healthcare recognise when an individual is overweight or obese and needs to make 

lifestyle changes.  

In the present studies, participants judged the weight of male 3D figures, which is 

important as previous research has found that people are likely to underestimate the weight of 

men with overweight and obesity (e.g., Oldham & Robinson, 2015; Oldham & Robinson, 2017; 

Robinson & Hogenkamp, 2015). However, future research should replicate this study using 3D 

figures of females. Given that females are most likely to incorporate other females in their 

weight reference group when making a personal weight judgement, it would be particularly 

interesting to explore females’ weight judgments of other females (Clohessy et al., 2021a). A 

strength of this study is that the 3D figures were created using a programme that utilised real 

world BMI scores. We created the 3D figures based on the height of an average male in the UK, 

this enabled us to control for height and calculate BMI scores. A limitation is that most 

participants identified as White. Previous research suggests that underestimation of 

overweight and obesity is common in specific ethnicities e.g., Black, Hispanic, South Asian 

(Bhanji et al., 2011; e.g., Brug et al., 2006; Chang & Christakis, 2003). Therefore, it would be 

worthwhile to replicate the present study using a more diverse group of participants. Indeed, 

research suggests that people in South Asian populations are more susceptible to type 2 

diabetes (Narayan & Kanaya, 2020). Given that a high BMI score is a contributing factor 

towards type 2 diabetes, accurate weight perception is an important determinant of weight 

loss and thus individuals overall health (Bhanji et al., 2011; Wainberg et al., 2019). 

6.11. Conclusion  

In summary, the studies tested whether the weight of 3D figures with common waist sizes 

were judged differently depending on where they ranked in a sample. In both studies, the 

weights of common figures (with the waist sizes) across different distributions were 

underestimated in certain contexts. The findings are consistent with research exploring rank 
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across various domains, suggesting that people use rank to make a judgement and do not rely 

on the mean. The findings offer a novel contribution by explaining the cognitive mechanisms 

by how people make these often (incorrect) judgements towards weight. 

6.12. Chapter 6 Summary 

This chapter reported on the findings of studies 4 and 5 which began with aims and objectives 

for chapter six. Then, the context of the two studies were discussed in relation to the findings 

of chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3). The abstract and an introduction for studies 4 and 5 was 

then provided. Following this, the findings of studies 4 and 5 presented. Next, a general 

discussion of both studies which compared the findings to existing literature, considered the 

implications of the findings and limitations of the studies. Judgments of weight in context 

appear to be sensitive to the rank position of one’s weight relative to the weights of others.  

These results lend further support to rank-based models of human judgment and offer insight 

into the exact mechanisms by which people judge weight of themselves and others. Studies 

presented in the next chapter will investigate judgements about eating behaviours in different 

reference groups.  
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Chapter 7: Perceptions of restrained eating across reference 

groups in a non-clinical female sample  

7.1. Chapter 7 Overview 

This chapter reports on the findings of studies 6 and 7 which begins with aims and objectives 

for chapter five. Then, the context of the two studies will be discussed in relation to the 

findings of chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) and chapter six (studies 4-5). The abstract and an 

introduction for studies 6 and 7 is then provided. Following this, the findings of studies 6 and 7 

are presented. Next, a general discussion of both studies which compares the findings to 

existing literature, considers the implications of the findings and limitations of the studies, 

followed by a chapter summary.  

7.2. Aims 

• To test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

judgements towards their restrained eating (study 6) 

• To test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

perceived worry towards their restrained eating (study 7) 

7.3. Abstract (Studies 6 and 7) 

Title: Perceptions of restrained eating norms across reference groups in a non-clinical female 

sample  

Aim: To test whether perceptions of other females’ restrained eating influences participants’ 

judgements (e.g., worry) towards their own restrained eating.  

Methods: In study 6 women provided information on (a) their own levels of restrained eating 

behaviour (in exact days) (b) their perceptions of restrained eating in the UK population and an 

Instagram population, and (c) their judgements to the extent to which they engage in 

restrained eating. Study 7 surveyed females who provided information on (a) their own levels 

of restrained eating (b) their perceptions of restrained eating in the UK population and 

Instagram (c) their perceived level of worry towards their restrained eating.  

Results: Study 6 found that rank of restrained eating did not predict judgements towards levels 

of own restrained eating. Study 7 found no difference between beliefs of social distribution of 

restrained eating in either Instagram and UK population.   

Conclusion: This study utilised a novel methodology to elicit perceptions of restrained eating in 

two different distributions. The study found no differences in perceptions of restrained eating 

per month between the reference groups. Future research could explore alternative methods 

to understand social norms of eating behaviours within reference groups. 
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7.4. Introduction 

Perceptions of other people’s eating behaviours have been found to influence what (e.g., type 

of food consumed) and how much is consumed (e.g., Lake et al., 2016; Prinsen et al., 2013; 

Robinson et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2017). Perceived social norms regarding the eating 

behaviour of office colleagues influences what food is consumed at work (Clohessy et al., 

2019). For example, employees have reported feeling pressured into consuming unhealthy 

meals with their colleagues (e.g., Clohessy et al., 2019; Lake et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2013). 

One study exposed employees to a descriptive norm message, “Most people here choose to 

eat vegetables with their lunch”. The intervention was positively associated with the 

percentage of meals purchased with vegetables, even after a 6 week delay (Thomas et al., 

2017).  

Perceptions of social norms have also been studied in relation to disordered eating 

(Gerbasi et al., 2014). For example, one study investigated the beliefs of adolescent girls about 

the prevalence of dieting and disordered eating behaviours among same sex friends and 

school peers (Gerbasi et al., 2014). They found a positive association between perceived peer 

norms relevant to disordered eating behaviours with greater levels of individual eating 

psychopathology. For example, participants who perceived a higher level of peer engagement 

in dieting and disordered eating among same sex friends scored higher on levels of eating 

psychopathology (EDE-Q). Additionally, another study by Forney and Ward (2013) measured 

perceptions of descriptive and injunctive norms in relation to disordered eating in non-clinical 

college women. They found that body dissatisfaction was associated with greater disordered 

eating when females perceived their friends as approving of disordered eating norms (e.g., 

“my friends think using laxatives is an acceptable way to lose weight”). Taken together, these 

studies suggest that social norms in relation to disordered eating are influential on females 

own disordered eating behaviours.  

More recently, perceived norms and eating behaviours have been investigated in the 

context of social media. One study reported that perceived norms of Facebook users’ 

consumption of fruit and vegetables was associated with participant’s own self-reported fruit 

and vegetable consumption (Hawkins et al., 2020). Therefore, individuals people follow on 

social media platforms might be an important reference group for eating behaviours (Hawkins 

et al., 2020). Research has shown that social media users often use platforms such as 

Instagram as a source of nutritional information (Moorman et al., 2020). In recent years, 

uploading posts relating to healthy eating on social media has become increasingly popular 

(Pilař et al., 2021). Consequently, this has the potential to create healthy eating norms for 

people to follow (e.g., consumption of fruit and vegetables). However, using social media as a 
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source of nutritional advice has been associated with greater disordered eating (Moorman et 

al., 2020). Furthermore, more generally research suggests that time spent using social media is 

associated with disordered eating behaviours (e.g., restrictive diets) especially among females 

(e.g., Holland & Tiggemann, 2016; Moorman et al., 2020; Turner & Lefevre, 2017; Wilksch et 

al., 2020). This is important because research suggests that relevant eating norms are set by 

similar others and by people we identify with (Higgs, 2015). Instagram is a predominantly 

image-based social platform compared with text-based platforms such as Twitter. Given this, it 

is possible that Instagram users feel a stronger connection to people they follow and therefore 

may be more likely to take advice or copy other people’s diets on the platform (Turner & 

Lefevre, 2017). Furthermore, it has been suggested that social media use may contribute to an 

‘echo-chamber’ effect, with individuals following likeminded others. As a result, users of social 

media may perceive their beliefs and behaviours to be more common than they actually are 

(Salathé & Khandelwal, 2011). In the context of disordered eating behaviours, this may lead 

people to perceive a higher prevalence of a given behaviour such as restrained eating.  

One method used to understand people’s beliefs about social norms is to elicit 

distributions of a given behaviour (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; 

Melrose et al., 2013). A distribution can be defined as a frequency of a given behaviour in a 

specific reference group (e.g., UK population). Unlike summary statistics such as the mean of a 

sample, the distribution can inform us about the prevalence at different levels of a given 

behaviour (e.g., the top 1% of people in the UK earn 175, 000 per year). People utilise the 

distribution to form views about the social norm. In turn people often use their beliefs about 

the social norm to make a judgement. However, often people’s judgements are incorrect as a 

direct result of misperceived norms. For example, a study found that judgements about an 

individual’s own levels of anxiety and depression are not based on frequency of symptoms, but 

by where participants ranked the severity of their symptoms in comparison with their believed 

symptoms of others (Melrose et al., 2013). Relative rank is a key component of the Decision by 

Sampling theory (DbS) which suggests that a subjective value of a stimulus is based on a series 

of binary, ordinal comparisons in a memory sample (Stewart et al., 2006). In the context of 

social judgments, several studies have reported that people are sensitive to the relative rank 

position within a comparison group, and this is true over and above an absolute quantity (e.g., 

Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2012; Wood et al., 2011). 

Applied to restrained eating, an individual who is high in restrained eating may believe that 

many other people also engage in this behaviour and therefore may not perceive their 

behaviour as problematic. Study 2 (chapter 5) reported in this thesis found that female 

participants were most likely to include other females in their reference group when ranking 
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their weight in comparison to other people. Given that research has found that females are 

more likely to engage in restrained eating, this study will focus on females only (Jastreboff et 

al., 2014).  

In summary, social norms research has focused on how other people influence what 

and how much we eat (e.g., Prinsen et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2017). Less attention has been 

given to perceived norms regarding disordered eating cognitions and behaviours such as 

restrained eating. Instagram use is associated with restrained eating and has been highlighted 

as a key reference group for eating behaviours (e.g., Hawkins et al., 2020; Wilksch et al., 2020). 

However, it is unclear how norms regarding restrained eating are perceived among Instagram 

and in the UK population and whether these beliefs affect participants’ judgements towards 

their own restrained eating. Previous research has suggested that people’s subjective 

judgements are influenced by where they rank themselves within a sample (e.g., Maltby et al., 

2012; Wood et al., 2011). However, relative rank has not been tested in the domain of 

disordered eating. Therefore, the present studies explored the perceptions of social norms in 

relation to restrained eating of females across two key reference groups. Specifically, the aim 

of the studies was to test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain 

people’s judgements towards their own restrained eating. Study 6 elicited participants’ beliefs 

of the social distribution of two reference groups. We then calculated participant rank of 

restrained eating behaviours within each reference group and used this to predict participants 

judgement about their own eating behaviours. Study 7 again explored beliefs about the social 

distribution in two reference groups, we investigated whether participants rank of their own 

restrained eating within the reference groups predicted participants worry with their 

disordered eating.   

7.5. Study 6 Methods 

In study 6, female participants were asked to estimate the extent to which females in two 

different reference groups engage in restrained eating. We investigated whether perceived 

prevalence of restrained eating in females on a) Instagram and among b) females in the UK 

population predicts participants own perceived levels of restrained eating.  

Study 6 Pre-screener questionnaire 

A total of 463 participants completed a pre-screener study via the online recruitment 

platform Prolific (https://www.prolific.co/). To be eligible for the study, participants needed be 

female, over 18 years old, not be a current student and live in the United Kingdom. Eligible 

participants accessed the questionnaire via an online survey platform Qualtrics 

(https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/). Due to the sensitive nature of the questionnaire, the pre-

screener contained information about the study and detailed clearly what the questions would 

https://www.prolific.co/
https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/
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involve; participants were asked two questions, “Are you currently receiving, or have previously 

received, psychological and / or medical treatment for an eating disorder or other related 

condition?” (Yes, no, I’d prefer not to say) and “Do you have an Instagram account?” (yes/no), 

all participants were rewarded £0.25 for taking part (equivalent of £7.50 per hour). 

Participants with no history of eating disorders and an Instagram account were eligible to take 

part in the main study (N = 340). All participants were debriefed after taking part and due to 

the sensitive nature of the questions in the pre-screener questionnaire, participants were 

provided with links to resources for help with disordered eating such as signposting to the 

eating disorders charity BEAT. 

Study 6 main study 

A total of 146 participants were recruited to take part in the main study via Prolific and 

accessed the survey via Qualtrics, seven participants’ data were removed as their distribution 

data could not be analysed. 139 participants’ data were analysed, female participants were aged 

between 19 and 71 (M = 33.45, SD = 9.69). The mean body mass index was 26.6 (SD = 7.0), the 

BMI scores within the sample were slightly below the UK average of 27.7 (Health Survey for 

England, 2017). Six were underweight (4%), 58 were healthy weight (42%), 45 were overweight 

(32%), 24 were obese (17%) and 6 severely overweight (4%), BMI scores were calculated using 

categories reported in the Health Survey for England (2017). Participants followed an average of 

407 accounts on Instagram each. This research was approved by the University of Warwick’s 

Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Sub-Committee (approval BSREC REGO-39/20-21). A 

number of ethical issues were considered ahead of data collection, all of which were approved 

in the University of Warwick ethics application. Firstly, before taking part in the study, all 

participants were given an information sheet, which set out clearly what the study would entail. 

For example, participants were informed that they would be asked questions about their eating 

behaviours and the eating behaviours of others (e.g., people on their Instagram account) and 

informed they would be asked to disclose their body weight. Secondly, as described above a 

pre-screener was used to ensure that participants with a history of eating disorders could not 

take part in the study. Thirdly, participants who did take part in the study were presented with 

a debriefing sheet at the end of the study. Due to the sensitive nature of the questions in the 

questionnaire, participants were provided with links to resources for help with disordered eating 

such as signposting to the eating disorders charity BEAT. 

  Study 6 Procedure 

Following informed consent, participants were randomly counterbalanced to one of two 

versions of the questionnaire which differed only in presentation of items. Participants 

completed questions either in section one or section two first. In section one questions related 
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to self-reporting of participants own restrained eating (n = 76 answered section one first). In 

section two questions elicited distributions about restrained eating behaviours of others (n = 

77 answered section two first).  

Section one 

Self-reported days engaging in restrained eating per month. To provide a simple, yet 

established assessment of  frequency of restrained eating behaviours, participants answered 

the relevant behaviour question taken from the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire 

(EDE-Q) (Fairburn & Beglin, 1994) ‘On how many of the past 28 days...have you engaged in 

restrained eating (e.g., deliberately trying to limit the amount of food you eat to influence your 

shape or weight (whether or not you have succeeded)?’ As per the original measure, 

participants selected the number of days from a drop-down list, ranging from no days to 28 

days. We asked participants to think about their eating behaviours over the previous 28 days. 

This time frame was selected as the EDE-Q restraint scale questions asks participants about 

their eating behaviours over a 28-day period. In order to increase the face validity of the data, 

after the behavioural measure of self-reported restrained eating we provided an example of 

restrained eating, using the wording taken from question one of the restraint scale on the EDE-

Q to demonstrate what restrained eating is ‘deliberately trying to limit the amount of food you 

eat to influence your shape or weight (whether or not you have succeeded)’ (Fairburn & Beglin, 

1994). We selected the wording from question one of the EDE-Q as restrained eating definition 

because we believed it encapsulated restrained eating the most out of the five questions of 

the restraint scale on the EDE-Q.  

Perceptual measure of restrained eating. Participants were also asked ‘To what extent 

do you perceive that you engage in restrained eating? e.g., deliberately limiting the amount of 

food you eat, to influence your shape or weight.’ scored on a seven-point scale from not at all 

to definitely. Here, we used the same example from the EDE-Q (question one) to provide an 

example demonstrating restrained eating.  

 The two questions in section one were presented in a randomised order.  

Section two 

Distribution elicitation of restrained eating in UK population (females). Participants 

answered nine questions of a distribution elicitation task. This aimed to determine participants 

beliefs about the distribution of restrained eating among other females in the UK. This method 

has been used previously and successfully in studies eliciting perceptions in other domains (see 

Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Wood et al., 2011). The question was phrased as follows: ‘Think 

about females living in the UK (adults only). X% of adult females deliberately limit the amount 

of food they eat to influence their shape or weight on this many days per month ____ Please 
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select your answer from the drop-down list below’ (where X had values of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 

60, 70, 80 and 90) (see figure 25 below) Answer options ranged from no days to 28 days. Each 

question required participants to estimate the number of days per month they believed other 

females deliberately limit the amount of food they eat. All percentage questions were 

randomised for each participant. 

Figure 25 Question eliciting distribution of restrained eating in females in UK population 

 

Distribution elicitation of restrained eating on Instagram (females). Participants 

repeated the same task as above, however this time they were instructed to think about adult 

females they follow on their Instagram account (see appendix 9 for figure). Participants were 

randomised to either answer questions about Instagram or UK population first.  

Section three 

Eating, shape and weight concerns. The EDE-Q is a 36-item self-report measure of 

eating psychopathology and has been validated against the Eating Disorder Examination 

interview (Fairburn & Beglin, 1994). It contains 22 items reflecting pathological eating 

attitudes, divided into four scales: weight concern, shape concern, eating concern and 

restraint, sub-scales and a global score can be calculated. The EDE-Q has been shown to be 

reliable and valid for use in non-clinical groups (Carey et al., 2019). Frequencies of eating-

disordered behaviours are assessed in terms of the number of episodes occurring in the past 

4 weeks. Higher scores on the EDE-Q (on the global EDE-Q score and sub-scales) indicate a 

greater level of eating psychopathology, i.e., denoting more problematic eating behaviours 

and attitudes. The EDE-Q was chosen for use in this study because it is a widely used measure 

of eating disorder psychopathology and subscale scores reflect the severity of characteristics 

of eating disorders. Using the EDE-Q provided an indication of participants tendency to engage 

in restrained eating behaviours via the dietary restraint sub-scale. In terms of the restraint sub-

scale, individuals are asked about their restraint behaviours in five questions all ask for number 

of days 0-28 they have engaged in the behaviour. To calculate restraint sub-scale all 5 items 

are added together and then divided by five. Dietary restraint has been implicated as a risk 
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factor for the development of eating disorders (Racine et al., 2011). In the present study, 

reliability (α) was high, Dietary restraint EDE-Q = .95, Global Score=.88.  

Instagram usage. Instagram usage was assessed using questions adapted from a 

questionnaire by Slater et al. (2017). Participants answered questions about how much time 

per day they spend on Instagram, the number of accounts they follow, how often they post 

pictures to the platform.  

Self-reported height and weight. To calculate BMI, participants provided self-reported 

weight (kilograms or stone and pounds) and height (cm or feet and inches).  

Demographics. Participants answered questions about age and ethnicity. On 

completion, participants were debriefed on the purpose of the study and signposted to a 

series of resources they could access for advice about disordered eating (e.g., BEAT).  

7.6. Study 6 Results  

Data analysis 

To calculate the rank position of each participant within what they believed to be the 

distribution of restrained eating in a) females they follow on Instagram b) females in the UK 

population, a normal distribution was fitted separately for each participant to the nine 

questions eliciting their beliefs about each distribution. For each participant, we then 

calculated the relative rank position of each participant’s self-reported exact days engaging in 

restrained eating (0-28 days) within their distribution of restrained eating in a) females on 

Instagram b) females in the UK population. We then used participants ranked position to 

explore if it predicted participants’ judgements towards their own level of restrained eating in 

a multiple regression (see table 30). Seven participants were removed from the data analysis 

because they provided a zero to every answer of the distribution for Instagram, and therefore 

a distribution could not be fitted. 

Results  

Table 29 Means and standard deviations for Eating behaviours and Instagram measures 

Measure  N=139 

Self-report restraint (0-28 days) M=8.48, SD=9 
Shape Concern M=2.8, SD=1 .6 
Weight Concern M=2.5, SD=1.5 
Restraint M=1.4, SD=1.3 
Global EDE-Q score M=1.9, SD=1.3 
  
Time spent on Instagram each day  

No time 5 (3.6%) 
Less than 10 min 33 (23.7%) 
10-30 min 31 (22.3%) 
30-60 min 34 (24.5%) 
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Over an hour 36 (25.9%) 
  

How often post pictures  

Never 22 (15.8%) 
Less than once a month 69 (49.6%) 
Once a month 18 (12.9%) 
2-3 times per month 24 (17.3%) 
Daily 6 (4.3%) 

 

Table 30 below shows a correlation matrix between variables of interest. Both measures of 

restrained eating (self-reported days, and dietary restraint scale from EDE-Q) were highly 

correlated with perception of their own restrained eating. This suggests that people with 

higher EDE-Q scores eating also perceived their restrained eating as higher. 

Table 30 Pearson (r) correlation matrix between predictor and outcome variables  

 

 

 

 

 

 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

A series of linear multiple regressions were used to examine whether participants rank 

scores predicted their perceptions of their own restrained eating. We ran three models, one 

with exact days of restrained eating (Model A), a second with the addition of Instagram rank 

(Model B) and a third with addition of population rank (Model C). All models include age and 

BMI as covariates (see table 31 below).  

Exact days predicting perceptions of restrained eating (Model A). Variables entered 

into Model A significantly predicted participants own perception of restrained eating (p < .01). 

Exact numbers of days of restrained eating reported over a 28-day period predicted their 

perception of restraint. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Perception Instagram  Population  Exact days  

 restraint rank rank restraint 

Restraint(EDE-Q) .70** .59** .59** .76** 

Perception restraint X .42** .48** .68** 

Instagram rank  X .78** .68** 

Population rank   X .70** 

Exact days restraint    X 
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Table 31 Multiple regression models reporting standardised coefficients (β) for the analyses on 
predictor variables (BMI self-reported, perceived self-reported rank of weight) towards 
outcome variables (weight status, overweight risk) 

  
Adj R2 β p 

Model A Age .44 .01 .86 

 
BMI (self-reported) 

 
.04 .49 

 
Exact days 

 
.67 .01 

Model B Age .44 .01 .99 

 
BMI (self-reported) 

 
.04 .53 

 
Exact days restraint 

 
.72 .01 

 
Instagram restraint rank 

 
-.08 .40 

Model C Age .44 .11 .86 

 
BMI (self-reported) 

 
.05 .49 

 
Exact days restraint 

 
.66 .01 

 
Population restraint rank 

 
.03 .77 

Note. All models control for age; β = standardized regression coefficient.    

Instagram rank predicting perceptions of restrained eating (Model B). Instagram rank 

was added into the model, variables entered into Model B significantly predicted participants 

own perception of restrained eating (p < .01), Instagram rank was not a significant predictor 

here, but exact days engaging in restrained eating reported over a 28-day period was a 

significant predictor. 

Population rank predicting perceptions of restrained eating (Model C). This time 

population rank was added into the model, variables entered into Model C significantly 

predicted participants own perception of restrained eating (p < .01). Population rank was not a 

significant predictor here but exact numbers of days of restrained eating reported over a 28-

day period was a significant predictor.  

It is possible that the effects of the rank variables may have been absent because of 

multicollinearity. All predictor variables were entered into a linear regression to obtain 

collinearity statistics. All tolerance values were greater than or equal to 0.33 (perception of 

restrained eating: age = .90, BMI = .96, exact days of restrained eating = .44, Instagram rank = 

.34, Population rank = .33, therefore multicollinearity does not appear to be an issue. One 

explanation of the results could be due to a non-clinical group of participants, therefore overall 

levels of restrained eating were not that high in this sample. To investigate this, we excluded 

participants who reported zero days on the self-reported question of restrained eating per 
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month. We then repeated the multiple regression models above, but rank scores remained 

non-significant predictors.  

7.7. Study 6 Discussion  

This study aimed to investigate whether participants perceived norms of restrained eating in 

females they follow on Instagram and females in the UK population predicts participants 

judgements towards their own levels of restrained eating. The results revealed that, as would 

be expected, self-reported exact days per month that participants engaged in restrained eating 

predicted their perceived level of restrained eating. However, where participants own 

restrained eating behaviour (exact days per month) ranked amongst the Instagram distribution 

and among the distribution of UK population were non-significant predictors. This result is 

surprising given that hundreds of previous studies across domains have demonstrated that 

rank effects are important for subjective judgements, including body weight judgements (e.g., 

Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Boyce et al., 2010; Clohessy et al., 2021b; Melrose et al., 2013; Moore 

et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2011).  

One explanation of the results is that participants may have interpreted restrained 

eating in different ways and researchers have recently discussed this (Polivy et al., 2020). Using 

the definition from the EDE-Q restraint sub-scale, from this studies perspective restrained 

eating is viewed as problematic, indeed, research suggests that restrained eating can be an 

indicator of prospective eating disorders such as binge eating (Schaumberg et al., 2016b). The 

present study defined restrained eating as attempts at restrictive eating to influence one’s 

weight or shape, regardless of actual success. It is possible that participants restrict their food 

everyday by monitoring calorie intake and eating reduced portion sizes in order to influence 

their weight and shape. These are examples of restrictive eating that may not necessarily be 

viewed as negative eating behaviours. Indeed, there is a difference between people with 

clinically significant restricted eating and those whose restrict eating in order to maintain their 

weight and shape (e.g., reducing intake of foods high in sugar which is actively encouraged by 

health professionals and public health campaigns) (Lamport et al., 2021; Schaumberg et al., 

2016b). The present study used the sub-scale EDE-Q to measure restrained eating, the five 

items on the scale measures the frequency of days per month that someone engages in 

restrained eating such as ‘Have you had a definite desire to have an empty stomach with the 

aim of influencing your shape or weight?’. To offer participants more clarity on what is meant 

when referring to restrained eating, future research could provide a definition of restrained 

eating at the beginning of the study with further examples taken from the EDE-Q restraint 

subscale such as ‘Have you gone for long periods of time (8 waking hours or more) without 

eating anything at all in order to influence your shape or weight?’.  
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Another explanation of the non-significant results is that the perceptual measure of 

restrained eating and the self-reported exact days question were highly correlated. This may 

be because although there is a slight evaluative element to the perceptual question, the two 

questions are very similar. Previous studies exploring rank have focused on relative rank 

predicting a subjective judgement associated with negative consequences (e.g., Aldrovandi et 

al., 2015a). For example, participants in studies 1 and 2 (chapter five) ranked their body weight 

with others and then made a subjective judgement of their perceived risk of disease associated 

with overweight. In this circumstance someone might be overweight but may not rank 

themselves highly among others and therefore they may not perceive themselves to be at high 

risk of diseases (when objectively they are at risk). In study 6, restrained eating may not have 

been perceived negatively, study 6 should be replicated but replace the perceptual measure of 

restrained eating with ‘how worried are you about your restrained eating?’. Another limitation 

of study 6 relates to the wording of the social distribution questions (i.e., participants were 

asked to think of days per month that females engaged in restrained eating for differing 

percentiles “ X% of adult females deliberately limit the amount of food they eat to influence 

their shape or weight on this many days per month ____”. However, the direction of the 

questions was not specified i.e., there were no instructions for people to think of others who 

most frequently engage in restrained eating. Therefore, this was addressed in study 7, 

participants were asked to think of females who most frequently engaged in restrained eating 

(see figure 13).  

7.8. Study 7 Introduction  

Evidence suggests that being worried about disordered eating behaviours might lead to 

positive actions such as making changes or seeking support (Ali et al., 2020). Study 7 aimed to 

test whether people’s perceptions of where their own restrained eating behaviour ranks 

among other women predicts how worried they are about their restrained eating. For 

example, high levels of restrained can be characterised by a greater number of days on which 

the behaviour has occurred e.g., an individual going for long periods of time (8 waking hours or 

more) without eating anything at all in order to influence their shape and weight and engaging 

in this behaviour most days out of a month would be an example of high levels of restrained 

eating. It is possible that someone who perceives that other woman engage in high levels of 

restrained eating might not be worried about their own high level of restrained eating (i.e.,  as 

it may be perceived as the ‘norm’. This is important because, as a result, these individuals 

might be less likely to modify their behaviours or seek support or help. Study 7 followed the 

same methodology as study 6, except participants were provided with a more detailed 

definition of restrained eating (i.e., they were provided with examples taken from all five 
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questions that make up the ‘restraint’ eating scale on the EDE-Q). Participants also had to 

complete an attention check to demonstrate understanding of restrained eating as a concept 

before moving onto complete questions in the survey. As utilised in many studies testing the 

effects of relative rank, we inserted a diagram for each percentile question (see figure 12, left 

hand panel). 

7.9. Study 7 Methods  

Measures 

Definition of restrained eating. Before answering any questions, all participants were 

shown a definition of restrained eating, participants were unable to move onto the next page 

of the questionnaire until a period of five seconds had passed to ensure they had read the 

definition (figure 26, panel on the top).  

Attention check. On the next page, participants were asked to select the correct 

answers to what they believed constituted restrained eating (the first and third answers were 

correct). Once the correct answers were selected, they could complete the main questionnaire 

(figure 26, panel on the bottom).  

Figure 26 Definition of restrained eating with examples from the restraint scale (EDE-Q) (top 
panel) and attention check (bottom panel) 
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Self-reported days engaging in restrained eating per month. Participants answered 

the same question as study 6, however they were provided with further examples from the 

restraint scale on the EDE-Q. “On how many of the past 28 days...Have you engaged in 

restrained eating (e.g., in order to influence your shape and weight you have… 

deliberately tried to limit the amount of food you eat, gone long periods of time without eating 

anything at all, excluded foods from your diet you like, followed definite rules regarding 

eating, had a definitive desire to have an empty stomach)”. Participants selected the number 

of days from a drop-down list, ranging from no days to 28 days. 

Level of worry about restrained eating. Participants were asked ‘How worried are you 

about your restrained eating? (e.g., in order to influence your shape and weight you have…. 

deliberately tried to limit the amount of food you eat, gone long periods of time without eating 

anything at all, excluded foods from your diet you like, followed definite rules regarding 

eating, a definitive desire to have an empty stomach)’ scored from 1 [not at all] to 7 [very 

worried].  

Distribution elicitation of restrained eating. Participants completed the same task as 

study 6 (detailed above) to elicit their beliefs about the social distribution of eating behaviours 

of females they follow on Instagram and females in the UK population. Instructions used were 

expanded in study 7 and a diagram (see figure 27 below) was also added to aid participants 

when answering the distribution elicitation questions.  

 Figure 27 Instructions for the distribution elicitation task (left panel) and distribution elicitation 
question for Instagram (right panel) 
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Participants completed the same measures as study 6 in the following order: EDE-Q, Instagram 

usage, self-reported height and weight and demographics. On completion of the study, 

participants were informed about the purpose of the study and signposted to a series of 

resources they could access such as advice for disordered eating.  

Study 7 Pre-screener 

A total of 551 participants completed a pre-screener study via the online recruitment 

platform Prolific (https://www.prolific.co/). We used the same pre-screener questionnaire and 

eligibility criteria for participants as used in study 6. 394 participants with no history of eating 

disorders and an Instagram account were eligible to take part in the main study, of which a 

total of 137 participants completed the main survey via Prolific and accessed the survey via 

Qualtrics.  

7.10. Study 7 Results  

Participants 

137 female participants took part aged between 20 and 64 (M =38.4, SD = 10.5). Participants 

were randomised to either answer questions about the distributions first (n = 66) or self-

reported eating behaviours (n = 71). The mean body mass index was 27 (SD = 7.15, range= 17 - 

63. 3), 3 (2.2.%) were underweight, 63 (46%) were healthy weight, 39 (28.5%) were 

overweight, 24 (17.5%) were obese and 8 (5.8%) severely obese. A large proportion of 

participants identified as white British (75.9%). Participants followed an average of 379 

accounts each on Instagram, see table 32 below for further participant characteristics.  

Table 32 Means and standard deviations for Eating behaviours and Instagram measures  

Measure N=137 

Self-report restraint (0-28 days)                                   M=9.84, SD=8.60 

Restraint score M=1.49, SD=1.27 
Eating concern M=1.12, SD=1.30 
Shape concern M=2.79, SD=1.65 

Weight concern M=2.53, SD=1.63 
Global EDE-Q score M=1.98, SD=1.31 
  

Time spent on Instagram each day  
No time 4 (2.9%) 

Less than 10 min 24 (17.5%) 

10-30 min 52 (38%) 

30-60 min 30 (21.9%) 
Over an hour 27 (19.7%) 

  
How often post pictures  
Never 24 (17.5%) 

Less than once a month 60 (43.8%) 
Once a month 28 (20.4%) 

https://www.prolific.co/
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2-3 times per month 21 (15.3%) 

Daily 4 (2.9%) 

 

Data analysis  

Prior to data analysis, we checked that participants had answered the distribution questions 

correctly. Similar to previous studies, it was expected that a small percentage of participants 

might misinterpret the instructions (Aldrovandi et al., 2015b). For example, assigning low days 

of the month to high percentile points and high days of the month to low percentile points 

(e.g., believing that a small percentage of people engage in restrained eating a few days per 

month and a high percentage engage in restrained eating most days in the month), or 

assigning high days of the month to high percentile points and middle values for middle 

percentiles, only to assign again high days of the month for low percentile points. We decided 

to exclude participants when the Kendall’s  coefficient between stimuli (i.e., the 11 percentile 

points) and their responses (i.e., participants estimates for the 11 percentile points) was < 

0.95. This led to the removal of 109 participants, the reasons for excluding participants were as 

follows; participants answered the questions the wrong way round in ascending order or the 

same response was given for each percentile question. This left 28 participants who completed 

the questionnaire correctly. Due to the low number of participants that completed the 

questionnaire correctly, we decided to investigate participants beliefs about the distributions 

of restrained eating of females they follow on Instagram and in the UK population. 

Participant’s beliefs about the distribution of restrained eating within the UK 

population and females they follow on Instagram did not appear to differ. A 9 (Within: 

distribution questions) X 2 (Between: distribution Instagram vs UK population) mixed ANOVA 

found there was no significant interaction between answers to the percentile questions and 

the type of distribution, F(8,47) = .68, p < .70). There was a significant main effect of 

percentage questions, a higher number of days were allocated to the higher percentile 

questions, e.g., participants estimated that females in the top 10% (90th percentile) of the UK 

population and on Instagram engaged in the greatest number of days of restrained eating, 

F(8,47) = 145.92, p < .01. However, the main effect comparing the two types of distributions 

was not significant F(1, 54)= .24, p < .59, suggesting no difference in the perceptions of 

restrained eating of females in the UK population and females on Instagram.  
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Figure 28 Mean percentile estimates of the days of the month females engage in restrained 
eating in study 2 (N = 28) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.11. Study 7 Discussion 

Study 7 aimed to test whether female participants’ perceptions of where their own restrained 

eating behaviour ranks among other women predicts how worried they are about their 

restrained eating. Study 7 replicated study 6 but made some changes in order to address the 

methodological limitations of study 6. Therefore, unlike study 6, a comprehensive definition of 

restrained eating was added to the study 7 to ensure participants understood what was meant 

by restrained eating. Additionally, participants were also asked to state their level of worry 

with their own restrained eating. 

In study 7, we investigated perceptions of social norms in relation to restrained eating 

in two distributions; other females who participants follow on their Instagram account and 

other females in the UK population (like study 6). However, study 7 investigated whether 

participants rank of restrained eating with a) females on Instagram b) females in the UK 

population predicted their level of worry about their own restrained eating. Due to only a 

small number of participants completing the questionnaire correctly, data analysis focused on 

the difference between the social distributions for the two reference groups (females in UK 

population/females participants follow on Instagram). In other words, data analysis focused on 

participants’ beliefs about how often females engage in restrained eating both in the UK 

population compared with beliefs about how often females they follow on Instagram engage 

in restrained eating. Perceptions of restrained eating among females in the UK population and 

females participants follow on Instagram did not differ. One possible explanation is that the 

estimations of one distribution entered the minds of the participants and influenced their 

answers. However, to mitigate this, participants were randomly allocated to answer questions 

about their beliefs of restrained eating in either Instagram or UK population questions first.  
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7.12. General Discussion  

Study 6 investigated the beliefs of the social distribution of restrained eating in two reference 

groups (UK population and Instagram). We investigated whether participants rank of 

restrained eating predicted their perception of their own restrained eating, the results were 

non-significant. Study 7 aimed to improve on the methodology of study 6. Study 7 investigated 

perceptions of social norms in relation to restrained eating in two distributions; females 

participants follow on their Instagram account and females in the UK population. However, 

study 7 investigated whether participants rank of restrained eating with a) females on 

Instagram b) females in the UK population predicted their level of worry about their own 

restrained eating. No differences were found between perceptions of restrained eating among 

females in the UK population and females participants follow on Instagram.  

Study 7 extends previous research eliciting beliefs about social distributions such as 

Melrose et al. (2013) as the present studies explored participant’s perceptions of two 

reference groups (UK population and Instagram) opposed to the UK population in general. A 

strength of study 7 is that to the authors knowledge it is the first study to explore participant’s 

beliefs about the distribution of restrained eating in different reference groups. However, a 

limitation of this study is that only a small number of participants appear to have completed 

the social distribution questions correctly. This result is surprisingly as the same methodology 

of eliciting distributions has been successfully used in previous studies (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 

2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Melrose et al., 2013). One explanation for participants 

incorrectly completing the questionnaire could be because estimating the number of days 

people engage in a behaviour is challenging. However, previous research eliciting distributions 

have successfully asked participants questions about the number of days per month they 

believe other people experience symptoms of anxiety and depression (Melrose et al., 2013). It 

is possible that estimating the number of days other people engage in restrained eating was 

difficult because restrained eating is a broad concept and it may have been interpreted 

differently by participants (see Polivy et al. (2020) for a recent discussion on the many 

interpretations of restrained eating). Studies 6-7 used a broad definition of restrained eating, 

however some researchers refer to restrained eating using the EDE-Q “food avoidance” item, 

“going without food for a period of 8 or more waking hours in order to influence weight or 

shape” (Drobnjak et al., 2014). It is possible that using this definition may have made the task 

easier for participants to estimate restrained eating of other people as it is just focused on one 

eating behaviour rather than several different components of restrained eating as per the 

restrained eating scale of the EDE-Q. With this in mind, future research could replicate study 7 

but instead ask participants about their perceptions of a more clearly defined disordered 
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eating behaviour (e.g., purging). There is another explanation for the non-significant results of 

studies 6 and 7. It is possible that people do not naturally think about their suffering in terms 

of number of days per month when they suffer from symptoms, especially if those symptoms 

are broad in relation to restrained eating as discussed above. It is possible that people 

experiencing symptoms (e.g., disordered eating behaviours, mental health) have a different 

experience and reasoning about their symptoms- some people who are experiencing 

symptoms may not recognise they are. With this in mind, it might be interesting to explore 

perceptions of restrained eating between clinical and non-clinical participants, this could be 

achieved initially using a qualitative approach.  

In order to take part in study 6 and 7 participants were required to have an Instagram 

account. However, a limitation of this approach is that high engagement with Instagram was 

not a requirement for participating. Therefore, it is possible that participants were eligible to 

take part but did not actually utilise or engage with their Instagram account very frequently. 

Future research could measure participant’s levels of engagement with Instagram as a 

covariate, as it is possible that individuals who use Instagram more frequently may engage in 

more frequent social comparisons and likewise those who engage in social comparisons may 

be more likely to spend more time on Instagram. It would be interesting to ascertain 

perceptions of disordered eating behaviours among people who follow fitness or healthy 

eating focused accounts on Instagram as research suggests following these types of accounts 

are associated with disordered eating (e.g., Lewallen & Behm-Morawitz, 2016; Turner & 

Lefevre, 2017). This is important as it might provide a biased social context in which people 

judge their own eating behaviours against. From a methodological perspective, studies 6 and 7 

have highlighted an important distinction in how restrained eating is interpreted. Indeed, 

there are varying definitions of restrained eating in the literature. A review noted the 

distinction in the literature between how dietary restraint can be perceived both negatively 

and positively (Schaumberg et al., 2016a). From a negative perspective, restrained eating 

behaviours may increase someone’s eating pathology risk, on the other hand dietary restraint 

may lead to positive results (e.g., weight loss and longer-term weight management) via fasting 

or eating certain foods in reduced amounts without eliminating foods completely (Schaumberg 

et al., 2016a). For example, the 5:2 diet, requires people to limit their calorie intake to 500 

calories on two days in the week, it is endorsed by some medical professionals and in this 

context could be viewed as restrictive but ‘healthy’ (Hajek et al., 2021). Furthermore, 

alternative attention checks could have been used for study 7. For example, an attention check 

could have been used throughout the study to ensure participants were attending to the 

questionnaire (e.g., ‘So we know you are paying attention, please select option 4.’) (Webber et 
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al., 2021). However, the attention check selected for study 7 required participants to have read 

and understood the restrained eating definition in order to answer questions about restrained 

eating to the best of their ability. 

7.13. Conclusion  

In conclusion, two studies utilised a novel methodology to elicit perceptions of restrained 

eating in two different distributions. study 6 found that rank of restrained eating did not 

predict judgements towards levels of own restrained eating. Study 7 found no difference in 

perceptions about the amount other females engage in restrained eating per month in either 

Instagram and UK population. Results of this study were inconclusive. The study found no 

differences in perception of restrained eating per month between the reference groups. 

Future research could explore alternative methods to understand social norms of eating 

behaviours within reference groups. 

7.14. Chapter 7 Summary 

This chapter reported on the findings of studies 6 and 7 which began with aims and objectives 

for chapter seven. Then, the context of the two studies were discussed in relation to the 

findings of chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) and chapter six (studies 4 and 5). The abstract and 

an introduction for studies 6 and 7 was then provided, then findings were presented. Next, a 

general discussion of both studies which compares the findings to existing literature, the 

implications of the findings were considered and limitations of the studies. Findings from this 

chapter were inconclusive.  
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Chapter 8: General Discussion  

8.1. Chapter 8 Overview  

In this final chapter the main findings are summarised from each study. Next, the theoretical 

implications and practical relevance of the findings are discussed. Then, the strengths and 

limitations for the studies are presented as well as suggestions for future research. The 

chapter will finish with a conclusion.  

8.2. Overview of study findings  

This thesis had one main aim; to understand perceptions of social norms and reference groups 

in relation to eating behaviours and weight judgements. To achieve this, the thesis was broken 

down into several studies with individual objectives. Studies 1-7 applied a rank-based model to 

judgements about body weight and eating behaviours (except for the systematic review).  

Chapter five ‘Rank and reference groups for body weight judgements’  

Chapter five objectives 

• To test whether rank of body weight with other people influences several subjective 

weight related judgments (e.g., weight status) and examine rank of body weight in 

relation to different reference groups (e.g., people who live in your neighbourhood, 

people working at your organisation, friends, UK population) (study 1) 

• To  explore the composition of reference groups when people rank their body weight 

with that of others (study 2) 

• To understand further who participants compare themselves with when ranking their 

body weight with others by eliciting a distribution of two key reference groups (UK 

population and  friends/family) (study 3)  

Chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) applied a rank-based model to body weight judgments and 

explored reference group composition when making body weight judgments. The aim of study 

1 tested whether people’s rank of body weight with others influenced several subjective 

weight related judgments (e.g., weight status) and examined rank of body weight in relation to 

different reference groups (e.g., people who live in your neighbourhood, people working at 

your organisation, friends, UK population). It was hypothesised that where individuals (often-

incorrect) beliefs about their ranked position of body weight will predict their weight status, 

perceived risk of disease associated with overweight, motivation to lose weight and motivation 

to engage in physical activity. Firstly, study 1 demonstrated that people used rank of body 

weight with other people to make subjective judgements (e.g., weight status, perceived risk of 

diseases with overweight). Specifically, participants rank of body weight with friends was the 

most important reference group when making weight status judgements (e.g., healthy weight). 
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Whereas rank of weight with the UK population was the most important reference group for 

other outcome variables (e.g., perceived risk of diseases with overweight and motivation to 

lose weight). 

Study 2 aimed to explore the composition of a reference group when people rank their 

body weight with others. Study 2 offered an opportunity to clarify the results of study 1 by 

using a different method of eliciting participant’s perceived rank of weight. Here, participants 

were asked to rank their body weight with ‘other’ people, opposed to asking participants to 

rank their weight with pre-defined populations (study 1). Again, it was hypothesised that 

participants beliefs about their ranked position of body weight with other people would 

predict judgements about their weight status and perceived risk of disease associated with 

overweight. Next, participants were then asked to provide further information about the 

‘other’ people they had compared their weight with when answering the rank question. Study 

2 found again that where people ranked their weight influenced judgements towards weight 

status, supporting the results of study 1. However, study 2 provided further information about 

who people include in their reference group when making a weight judgement. Exploratory 

analysis revealed that in relation to gender of reference group members participants 

predominantly included people of the same gender (this effect was most pronounced for 

females). Furthermore, participants also predominantly included friends and family in their 

weight reference group.  

The combined results of study 1 and study 2 suggested that people utilised either their 

beliefs about the a) UK population or b) friends and family when ranking their weight with 

others and used where they rank in one of these distributions to make weight related 

judgements. The aim of study 3 was to try to understand whether participants use their 

underlying beliefs about the distribution of weights in two key reference groups either: UK 

population or their friends and family to make a weight-based judgement (e.g., weight status, 

perceived risk of diseases with overweight). For each participant, a distribution of weights was 

elicited among the UK population and among their friends and family. Using both distributions, 

participants own objective weight (kgs) was used to calculate where they ranked within the 

elicited distributions they provided for UK population and friends/family. Based on the results 

of study 3, it is still unclear which distribution people used over the other when ranking their 

weight. Although, the findings suggest that participants may have sampled the weights of 

friends/family slightly more when making a body weight judgement. It is possible that people 

use a combination of both their beliefs about the weights among a) friends and family and b) 

UK population when ranking their weight with others and then use this perceived rank to make 

weight related judgments (e.g., weight status). Collectively, the studies in chapter five suggest 
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that people use perceived rank with others to make body weight judgements. The studies 

presented in chapter five extend previous literature on rank by applying relative rank to body 

weight judgements (Maltby et al., 2016). More broadly the studies also expand previous 

research exploring rank effects by examining relative rank with different populations as 

opposed to a particular group such as students (Aldrovandi et al., 2015b). A novel contribution 

was exploring the composition of the reference group of which can be applied to any domain.  

Chapter six ‘Rank based sensitivity in subjective perception of weight’ 

Chapter six objectives: 

• To test two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight (mean vs rank models), participants 

were asked to judge the weight (scale 1 ‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very overweight’ ) of 

male 3D figures (study 4) 

• To test two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how comparison context 

influences people’s subjective judgments of weight (mean vs rank models), participants 

were asked to judge the weight status (e.g., overweight) of male 3D figures (study 5) 

 

The studies in chapter six aimed to build on the results in chapter five which demonstrated 

that people use rank of weight with others to influence weight related judgements. Studies in 

this chapter experimentally tested two competing cognitive mechanisms underlying how 

comparison context influences people’s subjective judgments of weight. The first account 

posits that people’s judgments reflect sensitivity to the mean of a comparison context; the 

second is that people are sensitive to the rank position of a judged stimuli among other stimuli 

in a comparison context. Study 4 aimed to test whether manipulating the rank position of a 3D 

figure within a sample influenced participants perceived weight judgment of a figure 

representing the same waist size (and weight status) when presented in a different context. 

Participants were randomly allocated to one of four skewed distributions of the 3D figures 

(unimodal, bimodal, positive, or negative). Next, participants were asked to judge the 

perceived weight of a male 3D figure (on a 1 ‘very underweight’ to 5 ‘very overweight’) among 

other 3D figures representing different waist sizes. As hypothesised, the figure with the same 

waist size (and therefore weight status) was rated differently depending on its ranked position. 

Study 4 demonstrates that perceived weight judgements can be manipulated by changing the 

rank a 3D figure. The results showed that weight judgements appear to be context dependant, 

regardless of the ‘objective’ weight of the figures.  

Building on the results of study 4, a further study was conducted. In study 5, 

participants were required to judge the individual figures using descriptive labels of weight 
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status (underweight, healthy weight, overweight, obese and severely obese). Once again, 

study 5 demonstrated that weight judgements were influenced by where a figure ranked 

within a sample rather than objective weight. However, this time the effect was illustrated 

using descriptive weight categories (e.g., healthy weight, obese). Study 5 demonstrated how 

participants underestimated the weights of figures with the same waist size and weight status 

in one sample compared to another. Participants underestimated the weight status of healthy 

and obese figures due to the rank position of the figures in different contexts. This supports 

previous research studies that have found that underestimation of others with overweight and 

obesity to be common. For example, parents have been shown to underestimate the weight 

status of children with overweight or obesity and medical professionals have been shown to 

underestimate the weight status of patients with overweight or obesity (e.g., Jones et al., 

2011; Lundahl et al., 2014).  

Taken together, findings from chapters five and six provide evidence against the idea 

that people rely on an average or ‘norm’ to make a body weight judgement. Studies 4 and 5 

provide an explanation for the underlying cognitive mechanisms for how people make a 

judgement. Furthermore, studies 4-5 provide direct experimental evidence that people rely on 

rank, not the mean of a sample (directly demonstrated via bimodal and unimodal results) and 

that this underlying mechanism can be applied to any human judgement. Therefore, studies 4-

5 have broader implications beyond weight judgements.  

Chapter seven: ‘Perceptions of restrained eating norms across reference groups in a non-

clinical female sample’ 

Chapter seven objective:  

• To test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

judgements towards their restrained eating (study 6) 

• To test a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

perceived worry towards their restrained eating (study 7) 

The studies presented in chapter seven aimed to understand more about beliefs of social 

norms relating to disordered eating behaviours. More specifically, studies 6-7 presented in this 

chapter utilised a rank-based approach as an underlying mechanism to explain people’s 

judgements towards their restrained eating and learn about perceptions of restrained eating in 

two different reference groups. Study 6 was a pilot study which tested whether perceptions of 

restrained eating of other females influences participants judgements towards their own level 

of restrained eating. Female participants provided information on (a) their own levels of 

restrained eating behaviour (in exact days per month) (b) their perceptions of restrained 

eating in the UK population and females they follow on Instagram and (c) their judgements to 
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the extent to which they engage in restrained eating. The results of study 6 were inconclusive, 

we believed this was due to limitations with the methodology in study 6 (such as not providing 

participants with a comprehensive definition of restrained eating). Therefore, study 7 

replicated the same study as study 6, however females participants answered questions about 

(a) their own levels of restrained eating (b) their perceptions of restrained eating in the UK 

population and Instagram (c) their perceived level of worry towards their own restrained 

eating. Despite the changes to the methodology (detailed in chapter seven), the results from 

studies six and seven remained inconclusive. It is still unclear how people perceive restrained 

eating in different reference groups. It is also unclear whether people utilise a rank-based 

approach to inform their beliefs about their own restrained eating and inform related 

judgements i.e., level of worry towards their own restrained eating.  

8.3. Theoretical Implications  

The studies presented in this thesis have various theoretical implications which will be 

discussed below: 

a) Understanding the cognitive mechanisms behind how people make weight 

judgements. 

The findings from studies based in chapters five and six offer insights into explaining 

the cognitive mechanisms by which people make body weight judgments. Here, findings from 

chapter five suggested that people use rank to inform their body weight judgements in three 

separate studies. Further to this, findings from chapter six provide direct experimental 

evidence that people do not rely on the mean, but instead use rank to make a weight 

judgement. Together these studies (1-5) support the idea that people do not rely on the 

average or ‘norm’ to make a body weight judgement but use their perceived rank relative to 

others. It is important to consider the findings presented in studies 1-5 in relation to previous 

theories that have been used to explain how people make weight judgements and judgements 

more generally. As discussed in the introductory chapter (chapter 1), researchers have 

proposed a number of theories in a bid to explain how people make a weight judgement. 

Researchers have proposed that people may use a single reference point (e.g., mean of a 

sample) in order to make a weight related judgement (Helson, 1964). For example, the visual 

normalisation theory proposes that people use an internal average to make an (often-

incorrect) weight judgement (Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). Alternatively, 

research across hundreds of domains suggests that rank may be important for judgements and 

is central to theories such as Decision by Sampling (e.g., Boyce et al., 2010; Melrose et al., 

2013; Wood et al., 2011). In support of hundreds of previous studies, the results of studies 1-3 

suggest rank is important when making a subjective judgement (e.g., Boyce et al., 2010; 
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Melrose et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2011). In particular, studies 1-3 suggest that rank may be 

important for weight related judgments such as weight status. Studies 4-5 provide direct 

experimental evidence that people used the rank position of a stimuli to make a weight 

judgement over and above the mean of that sample. This result is in contrast with reference 

level theories which propose that people use one single reference point e.g., the mean to 

make a judgement (Clark & Oswald, 1996). Studies 4-5 only demonstrate that people used rank 

over the mean of the sample, they do not enable us to test any other theory. However, the 

present thesis was not designed to contrast the effects of rank against all other theories. Given 

that reference level theories still dominates in studies examining weight judgements, the 

results from 1-5 are important. 

Furthermore, the findings of chapter 5 in particular have implications in explaining why 

the weight status of people with overweight and obesity is commonly underestimated. Specific 

to underestimation of overweight and obesity, some previous studies have suggested that 

people rely on an internal average or reference point to make a weight judgement and that 

because the ‘normal’ body size has increased in society, people’s perceptions of an average 

body size has increased. Therefore, if people use their interpretation of an average body size 

(which is often incorrect) as a reference point when judging the weight of themselves or other 

people, researchers have suggested this can lead to underestimation of overweight and 

obesity (e.g., Robinson, 2017; Robinson & Kersbergen, 2017). Here, we present an alternative 

explanation, in that people use rank relative to others to make a body weight judgement, not 

the average. If people used an internal average of what they perceive to represent a normal 

weight to make a body weight judgement, then we would expect the figures to be judged the 

same in studies 4-5 regardless of the distribution.   

b) Understanding reference group composition  

This thesis has considered several reference groups as important sources of the social norm 

which may be used to inform people’s judgements. It has also considered how different 

reference groups might be more influential on people’s beliefs and their perceptions of the 

social norm. Chapter 5 (studies 1, 2 and 3) explored reference group composition using a novel 

methodology. By directly examining reference group composition in study 2, the study 

attempted to address limitations of previous social judgment studies that often only ask 

participants about a pre-specified reference group and make assumptions that people use this 

one reference group (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Moore et al., 2016). Additionally, the 

findings of studies 1-5 not only extend our knowledge around body weight judgements but 

more generally increase our understanding about reference group composition. Therefore, the 

findings may have broader implications for social judgment studies in other domains. For 
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example, the methods utilised in this thesis may be used by other researchers wishing to 

explore reference group composition in other research areas.  

c) Implications of rank-based models of judgment in the context of eating behaviours 

Findings reported in this thesis have demonstrated that rank is important for body weight 

judgements (chapter 6, studies 1-5). This finding supports hundreds of prior research studies 

on other domains demonstrating that people use their perceived rank relative to others to 

make a judgement (e.g., Aldrovandi et al., 2015a; Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Maltby et al., 2012). 

Given this, it is reasonable to assume that people use rank to inform judgements relating to 

eating behaviours. Indeed, a previous study explored rank in the context of chocolate bar 

consumption (Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). Aldrovandi et al. (2015a) elicited students’ beliefs 

about the chocolate bar consumption of other students. The study found that students level of 

concern towards their own chocolate bar consumption was predicted by where they ranked 

their own chocolate bar consumptive relative to that of other students. They found that 

participants who consumed a large amount of chocolate bars showed no concern towards 

their own level of chocolate consumption if they believed many other students consumed the 

same or more (Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). This is important as participants evaluated their own 

behaviour in reference to their beliefs about what other people do, and these beliefs may 

often be inaccurate. Given this, it is likely that people use rank with others when making 

judgements about other aspects of their eating behaviours (i.e., whether they believe their 

diet is healthy or unhealthy). As demonstrated in study 2, people commonly used members of 

their family and friends when ranking themselves with ‘other’ people. This was demonstrated 

when participants ranked themselves on different domains such as weight and personality. 

This is important as research studies suggest that diets of connected individuals are more likely 

to be similar (e.g., de la Haye et al., 2013; Pachucki et al., 2011). Consequently, if people 

compare their eating behaviours with others in biased samples (e.g., their friends and family 

frequently consume a large amount of junk food) they may rank themselves in the lower end 

of the sample (i.e., ‘I am healthy’) and wrongly believe they are ‘healthy’ when objectively they 

are not. Research suggests that where people rank themselves and use this information to 

inform a subjective judgement may differ depending on the shape of the distribution they are 

making the comparison with (Aldrovandi et al., 2015b; Wood et al., 2011). Indeed, studies 4-5 

provide experimental evidence that the shape of a given distribution is important for 

judgments and that people are sensitive to the rank of position of judged stimuli amongst 

other stimuli. Rank judgements about eating and weight may have implications for future 

behaviour (e.g., if someone believes they have an unhealthy diet relative to others, they may 

be more likely to eat more fruit and vegetables). On the other hand, people could be sensitive 
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to rank effects if viewing a small segment of people on social media platforms who appear to 

eat very “healthy” but follow restricted diets. As a result, they might wrongly assume their 

own eating behaviours are unhealthy in comparison, which may negatively affect their own 

behaviours (e.g., people may develop an obsession with healthy eating i.e. orthorexia) (Turner 

& Lefevre, 2017). A similar experimental design like studies 4-5 could be applied to other areas 

of eating behaviours. Further research could examine whether people use rank to inform their 

food choices when dining in a restaurant. This year the UK government has instructed all larger 

restaurants in the UK to include calorie labelling on their menus (Yeo, 2022). It would be 

interesting to examine whether people judge an item to be healthy or not depending on its 

rank position in a specific context. Indeed, a similar methodology could be employed as studies 

4 and 5, in which participants were asked to judge the weight of varying sized figures. Instead, 

people could be presented with different meal options (similar to a menu) and shown the 

calorie information for each dish and asked to judge the ‘healthiness’ of each meal. The rank of 

the target stimuli could be manipulated (like studies 4-5), for example in a positive distribution, 

a meal with 650 calorie might seem unhealthy but the same meal ranked in a negative 

distribution with the majority of meals a higher calorie amount might seem healthier in 

contrast. This is important to also consider in terms of people with eating disorders and/or 

disordered eating. These individuals may be more sensitive to calorie information, and this 

may have a greater impact on their food choices. Additionally, the same study concept could 

also be tested with portion sizes, whereby depending on the rank of a portion size and the 

context it is situated in, it may appear more healthy or less healthy.  

8.4. Practical Implications  

a) Implications of rank for interventions 

Studies 1-5 demonstrated that when making a weight judgment people are sensitive to rank. 

Sensitivity to rank position amongst others may maladaptively lead people to assume that they 

weigh less and therefore believe they are less at risk of diseases associated with overweight 

than they objectively are. Given this, the results may inform future social norms interventions. 

Typically, social norms interventions offer information on how an individual’s undesirable 

behaviour compares to others (e.g., the average). However, the effectiveness of such 

interventions are limited (Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). A previous study tested a rank-based 

intervention for healthy eating. Aldrovandi et al. (2015a) found that informing people about 

where they believed their consumption of chocolate bars ranks within the university student 

population and what their actual rank in this population was increased people’s willingness to 

pay for a healthy food item compared to informing participants of how their behaviours 

compare to the average student. In the context of studies 1-5, by demonstrating the 
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importance of rank in body weight judgements, it may prove beneficial to provide individuals 

with information about where they rank opposed to how they compare with the ‘average’ 

person. This approach is believed to be more effective than typical social norms interventions 

(Aldrovandi et al., 2015a). For example, informing people where they rank amongst a broader 

reference group (e.g., ‘you’re in the top 70% of the UK population at risk of diseases associated 

with overweight’) (Moore et al., 2016). Furthermore, our findings may also have clinical 

implications for professionals working in weight management. For example, individuals with 

obesity might benefit from an intervention that informs them of where they objectively rank 

with others compared to their subjective rank.  

b) Implications for social media 

Evidence suggests that social media can be a source of upward comparisons on appearance 

and body weight. For example, researchers have reported that time spent on social media can 

be associated with disordered eating behaviours and can negatively affect users judgements 

towards their body weight (e.g., Fardouly et al., 2017; Lewallen & Behm-Morawitz, 2016; 

Moorman et al., 2020; Turner & Lefevre, 2017; Wilksch et al., 2020). In terms of social media, 

one mechanism that may influence how social media users make judgements about their 

weight, appearance and eating behaviours is via rank. Studies 4 and 5 (chapter six) suggest 

that the shape of a distribution can result in incorrect beliefs of the social norm and lead to 

incorrect judgements. This is important given that images on social media platforms typically 

portray very slim bodies and therefore represent a positively skewed distribution (Slater et al., 

2019). Consequently, it may be beneficial for social media users to follow a diverse range of 

people on social media (e.g., in relation to eating behaviours and weight) to ensure a more 

varied reference group for comparisons. It would be interesting to examine whether social 

media users rank their body weight with others on platforms such as Instagram and whether 

this influences subjective judgements. For example, a similar methodology could be adopted 

as used in study 1, chapter five. 
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8.5. Strengths and Limitations 

This section will consider the strengths of the studies presented in this thesis. Novel methods 

were employed to explore reference groups composition (chapter five), including asking 

participants to rank themselves with multiple reference groups and exploring reference group 

composition, these methods can be used in different domains. Furthermore, a strength of 

chapter six (studies 4-5) was that the 3D images were based on real life waist measurements, 

researchers have suggested that waist circumference is a better indicator of health than BMI 

(Ross et al., 2020). Where possible, validated scales were used within the studies such as the 

Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE-Q) (Fairburn & Beglin, 1994). On the other 

hand, several limitations were discussed in each empirical chapter. A summary of limitations if 

offered in the section below.  

Chapter Five (studies 1, 2 and 3) 

First, the limitations of chapter five are discussed. Study 1 tested whether people use rank of 

weight with various reference groups to inform subjective weight judgements. I selected the 

most salient reference groups based on previous literature (e.g., friends, people in the same 

neighbourhood, people working in the same organisation, UK population). However, for 

practical reasons it was only feasible to ask participants about a small selection of reference 

groups. Given that study 1 only asked participants to rank their body weight with a limited 

number of reference groups, this limitation was taken into consideration in the design of study 

2. Study 2 aimed to understand exactly who people include in their reference group when 

ranking their weight. Therefore, in study 2, participants were asked to rank their weight with 

‘other’ people opposed to pre-specified reference groups and then provided more information 

about the type of person in their reference group.  An interesting finding from study 2 was that 

people incorporated their family into their weight reference group. Therefore, given that 

participants were not asked to rank their weight with their family in study 1, it would be 

interesting to test participants rank of weight with further groups such as family in future 

studies. 

In study 2 and 3 participants were asked about the composition of the reference 

group. Participants were asked to estimate the weight and height of people in different 

reference groups. This task may have been challenging for some participants. However, 

estimating the objective weight of reference group members was considered a better 

alternative to BMI, as it is unlikely people would be able to accurately predict people’s BMI 

(e.g., estimate that someone has a BMI of 22). Furthermore, when participants were asked to 

rank their weight with other people, it is difficult to know if people would have used perceived 

BMI, fat distribution or even absolute weight (kg) to make this judgement. A study by Robinson 
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and Oldham (2016) compared people’s self-reported BMI with objective BMI scores (measured 

by a trained researcher). They found that a large proportion of people with overweight 

misperceive their weight status and recommend that objective measures of BMI should be 

used where possible. However, collecting objective BMI was not feasible when collecting data 

from participants on online platforms such as Prolific. Importantly, it should be noted that the 

studies included in this thesis investigated people’s perceptions of their weight and the weight 

of others, and therefore it was not crucial to the findings of the studies whether their answers 

were correct or not.  

A further limitation of chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) (rank effects and reference 

group composition) was the stimuli used. In all three studies, participants were asked to rank 

their weight with other people, they were asked to do so using a diagram of figures which 

resembled the outline of male figures in a horizontal line. As a result, the figures used in 

studies 1, 2 and 3 visually appeared as the same size and height and consequently appeared to 

be the same weight. This may have made it difficult for some participants to accurately rank 

their weight with others. However, this limitation was addressed in chapter six (studies 4 and 

5) used 3D models that were based on real life BMI scores and therefore participants were 

exposed to a variety of body sizes.  

Chapter Six (studies 4 and 5) 

In both study 4 and 5, participants were asked to judge the weight (study 4) and weight status 

(study 5) of a horizontal line of 11 3D figures. A limitation concerns the stimuli used. Although 

the 3D models represented people with different weights, they lacked ecological validity 

because the figures were blue and did not have detailed features of real people. However, a 

strength of the study is that the program used to create the stimuli had a feature to 

manipulate the height of the figures. This ensured that height could be controlled within the 

study as all figures were based on the same height (average male in the UK). Although, 

participants were not informed of the height of the figures. Furthermore, studies four and five 

only used male 3D figures. Therefore, it would be valuable to repeat this research using female 

figures. Studies 4 and 5 showed participants the images simultaneously, future research could 

replicate the studies demonstrating the images one after each other as this might resemble 

real life encounters.   

Chapter Seven (studies 6 and 7) 

Study 7 served as a pilot study. The main limitation of the pilot study was that it did not 

provide participants with a comprehensive definition of restrained eating. It is possible that 

some people may have understood restrained eating to be a positive health behaviour. For 

example the 5:2 diet, requires people to limit their calorie intake to 500 calories on two days in 
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the week, it is endorsed by some medical professionals and in this context could be viewed as 

restrictive but ‘healthy’ (Hajek et al., 2021). However, a more detailed definition of restrained 

eating was provided in study 7. Participants were also required to answer an attention check 

question (i.e., participants were instructed to select the correct answers corresponding to the 

definition of restrained eating they had viewed on the previous page before they could take 

part in the main survey). The attention check was utilised as a means of ensuring participants 

understood a definition of restrained eating. Alternative attention checks could have been 

used for study 7. For example, an attention check could have been used throughout the study 

to ensure participants were attending to the questionnaire, participants could have been 

asked about something unrelated to the project (e.g., ‘So we know you are paying attention, 

please select option 4.’) (Webber et al., 2021). The attention check selected for study 7 

required participants to have read and understood the restrained eating definition and 

therefore complete the survey questions as accurately as possible. Another limitation is that it 

is possible that the task in studies 6 and 7 was complicated for participants. To mitigate this, 

after the pilot study, clearer instructions were added to the distribution elicitation task. 

Furthermore, participants were eliminated in the second study if that had admitted they 

completed the questions incorrectly. This led to a small sample of participants included in the 

study. Additionally, in order to take part in study 6 and 7 participants were required to have an 

Instagram account. However, a limitation of this approach is that high engagement with 

Instagram was not a requirement for participating. Therefore, it is possible that participants 

were eligible to take part but did not actually utilise or engage with their Instagram account 

very frequently. Future research could measure participant’s levels of engagement with 

Instagram to investigate this variable as a covariate. This is because it is possible that using 

Instagram frequently may cause participants to engage in social comparison more often and 

vice versa.  

8.6. General Limitations  

In additional to the limitations outlined in each study, there are some general limitations that 

apply to all studies. Firstly, height and weight was collected for participants in each study 

(studies 1-7). It was not feasibly possible to obtain objective BMI measurements of participants 

or BMI measurements of reference group members due to the large number of participants 

required and the fact that they were recruited online (study 2 and 3, chapter five). It should be 

noted that this does not affect the results greatly as the studies 1-5 investigated people’s 

perceptions of weights and not the discrepancy between participant’s perceptions of weight 

status and their objective weight. Secondly, studies (1, 2, 3, chapter five) and studies 6 and 7 

(chapter seven) were correlational and therefore causality is not possible. However, this 
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limitation was addressed by studies 4 and 5, which used an experimental design to directly test 

rank effects. These studies demonstrated that rank can be replicated in an experimental 

setting and that people appear to use rank over mean when making subjective judgements. 

Thirdly, in all studies, most participants predominantly identified as White-British. Research 

reports that BMI and weight may be viewed differently across different ethnicities (e.g., Brug 

et al., 2006; Chang & Christakis, 2003). Similarly, across all studies (1-7) a high proportion of 

participants were females. Therefore, future research investigating rank and weight judgments 

should conduct studies within a more diverse group of participants.  

8.7. Future Research Directions 

Several suggestions for research were made in relation to the empirical chapters, a summary 

of suggestions will be provided here. As previously discussed, this thesis has suggested that 

people rely on rank to make a judgement about their weight and the weight of other people. 

Therefore, future research could test an intervention by which people with overweight and 

obesity are informed where they rank in the UK population instead of how they compare to 

the average. Post intervention this research study could conduct a follow up questionnaire 

with participants to measure whether the rank intervention affected participants intentions or 

behaviour e.g., participants motivation to lose weight. This thesis has conducted experimental 

studies demonstrating that depending on where a figure ranks in a context, the weight of the 

figure will be perceived differently. Given this, findings from studies 4-5 may also have clinical 

implications for professionals working in weight management. Individuals with obesity might 

benefit from an intervention that informs them of where they objectively rank with others 

compared to their own subjective rank. Previous research has suggested that key people in 

society such as medical professionals underestimate the weights of patients with overweight 

and obesity (e.g., Ahern et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2014). It would be interesting to replicate 

study 5 with medical professionals and compare these findings to a lay person group, as it is 

crucial that those working in healthcare recognise an individual with overweight or obesity to 

help them make lifestyle changes. Additionally, it would be an interesting next step to replicate 

the 3D study using female 3D figures. As previously discussed, participants may have found 

study 7 difficult because restrained eating is a broad concept and it may have been interpreted 

differently by participants (see Polivy et al. (2020) for a recent discussion on the many 

interpretations of restrained eating). Further research could replicate study 7 but instead ask 

participants about their perceptions of a more clearly defined disordered eating behaviour 

(e.g., purging). 

Further research ideas have arisen from the collective review of all the studies in this 

thesis. Firstly, studies 1-5 (particularly studies 4-5) have focused on the implications of 
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incorrect weight judgements in relation to underestimation of overweight and obesity. 

However, the findings of studies 4-5 have broad applications that should be discussed. Findings 

suggest that judgments of weight in context appear to be sensitive to the rank position of 

one’s weight relative to the weights of others.  These results lend further support to rank-

based models of human judgment and offer insight into the exact mechanisms by which 

people judge the weight of themselves and others. Given this, it would be interesting to repeat 

the studies 4-5, however using 3D model figures with lower BMI scores and waist 

circumferences. The lowest BMI scores utilised in studies 4-5 was 18.2, this represented an 

underweight male BMI, however a healthy BMI score is 18.5. It would therefore be interesting 

to replicate the studies using a larger proportion of figures that are underweight. This is 

important when considering different contexts where people are frequently exposed to 

images depicting low body weight such social media platforms e.g., Instagram (e.g., Lewallen & 

Behm-Morawitz, 2016; Slater et al., 2019). It is possible that exposure to figures in a positively 

skewed distribution (i.e., mostly underweight figures) may affect how people judge a figure 

representing a healthy weight (i.e., in this context some people may incorrectly perceive a 

healthy weight figure as overweight). It would be especially interesting to conduct this study 

among people who spend a lot of time on Instagram and/or have high scores in body 

dissatisfaction (i.e., young females). This study might give insight into the cognitive 

mechanisms behind people with healthy or underweight who overestimate their weight and 

offer potential insights into interventions. Furthermore, it would be interesting to look at the 

discrepancy between where people rank their weight in the UK population versus where their 

actual weight might be ranked in relation to the UK population. This would be especially 

interesting to investigate using participants with overweight or obesity, i.e., do they place 

themselves in top 60% given the high number of people with overweight and obesity or do 

they still believe they rank (incorrectly) somewhere in the middle of the distribution. Studies 1-

5 used participant’s self-reported weight and height submitted online. The studies focused on 

people’s perceptions of weight and therefore the accuracy of participants weight and height 

was not the focus of the studies. However, it would be interesting to replicate studies 1-5 but 

instead objectively measure participant’s height and weight in order to obtain an accurate BMI 

score.  This would offer an additional element to the results. For example, in studies 4-5, it 

would be interesting to investigate whether underestimation of figures with overweight and 

obesity can still be shown regardless of the participants own objective weight i.e., 

underweight, overweight.  
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8.8. Conclusion 

This thesis examined aimed to understand perceptions of social norms and reference groups in 

relation to eating behaviours and weight judgements. It makes original contributions to the 

existing literature; 

• Chapter two (systematic review) provides an evidence-based summary of the factors 

affecting eating behaviours in the office-based workplace, whereas previously a review 

only covered factors affecting healthy eating behaviours of nurses in a hospital setting. 

• Chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) provides convincing support for the fact that people 

rely on rank to make a weight related judgement.   

• Chapter six (studies 4 and 5) provided further support for rank effects when making a 

body weight judgement. This supports many previous studies that have experimentally 

demonstrated that people rely on rank in a sample rather than the mean to inform a 

judgement. 

• Chapter six (studies 4 and 5) found that people underestimated the weight status of a 

healthy figure (believing it was underweight), overweight (believing it was healthy) and 

obese figure (believing it was overweight) in certain contexts. These findings offer an 

alternative explanation to how and why people might underestimate the weight of 

others (i.e., that people rely on an internal average of what represents a normal 

figure).  

• Taken together chapter five and chapter six make an original contribution to 

knowledge by explaining the underlying cognitive mechanisms of how people make 

weight judgements.  

• Chapter five (studies 1, 2 and 3) explored the composition of reference groups using a 

novel methodology, something often overlooked by social judgement studies. 

• Chapter seven (studies 6 and 7) applied rank to disordered eating behaviours and 

investigated perceived social norms of restrained eating in different reference groups, 

something which hasn’t been investigated previously.  
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Appendix 1 Systematic review search strategy 

Database Search terms Limiters 

CINAHL (workplace* or "work place*" or "work site" or 
worksite or work or employee*) AND (“eating 
behavio?r*” or diet or eating ). 

Published date 
(2008-2018), 
English Language, 
peer reviewed, 
human 
participants. 

MEDLINE (workplace* or "work place*" or "work site" or 
worksite or work or employee*) ti, ab, kw. 

AND 

(“eating behavio?r*” or diet or eating ) ti, ab, kw. 
 

Published date 
(2008-2018), 
English Language, 
peer reviewed, 
human 
participants. 

PsycINFO (workplace* or "work place*" or "work site" or 
worksite or work or employee*) ti, ab, hw. 

AND 

(“eating behavio?r*” or diet or eating ) ti, ab, hw. 
 

Published date 
(2008-2018), 
English Language, 
peer reviewed, 
human 
participants. 

 

Appendix 2 Assessment criteria of the methodological quality of included studies in systematic 
review 

Criterion Rating for quantitative 
studies 

Rating for qualitative studies 

Methodology (max of 6) 

Research question (RQ), 
aims and design 

2= Clear RQ/aims that were 
related to relevant 
theoretical frameworks and 
an appropriate design. 

2= Clear RQ/aims which is 
appropriate for qualitative 
method selected and purpose 
made explicit such as 
description/explanatory 
intent, theory building, 
hypothesis testing 

1= Clear RQ/aims with 
appropriate design. 

1=Clear RQ/aim which is 
appropriate for qualitative 
method selected. 

0= RQ/aims are not clear 
and/or design is not 
appropriate for RQ/aims 

0= RQ/aims are not clear 
and/or method is not 
appropriate for RQ/aims 

Sampling Method 1=Appropriate for design 1=Appropriate for design 

0=Not appropriate 0=Not appropriate 

Sample size 1= Justified and satisfactory 1= Justified and satisfactory 

0=Not justified  0=Not justified  

Data collection 2=Data collected using 
validated measurement 
tools throughout 

2= Justified and clearly 
outlined (e.g., for interview- 
how were they conducted? 
Who conducted them? Were 
they structured/semi 
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structured/unstructured? 
Was a topic guide used? Were 
thy audio=recorded?) 
Triangulation of data sources 
if appropriate 

1=Some use of validated 
tools, no non-validated 
measurement tools, but 
tools are available or 
described. 

1= Partly justified and 
outlined 

0= No description of the 
measurement tool 

0= Not clear 

Analysis (maximum of 3)   

Reliability of analyses 2= The study statistically 
controls for the most 
important and additional 
relevant confounding 
variables 

2=Strategies to improve 
rigour of analyses are 
appropriate to outline 
approach (i.e., deviant case 
analysis, inter-rate reliability, 
triangulation, member 
checking) and analysis process 
is clearly documented. 

1= The study statistically 
controls for the most 
important confounding 
variable 

1= Analysis process is clearly 
documented and could be 
replicated. 

0=No control for 
confounding variables 

 

Analysis is appropriate for 
RQ and aims 

  

1=Statistical test used to 
analyse the data is suitable 
and clearly described, Data 
reported in appropriate 
detail for the given 
statistical test e.g., 
confidence intervals, 
probability level (p value) 

1= Analysis is supported by 
sufficient data excerpts from 
a whole range of participants. 

0= The statistical test is not 
appropriate, no clearly 
described or incomplete. 

0= Analysis is not well 
supported by data excerpts 
and/or there is an 
overreliance on specific 
participants. 
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      Appendix 3 Characteristics of included studies in systematic review 

Author(year) 
Country 

Study Design Workplace Setting Participants 
 

Measure/s of 
eating 
behaviours 

Eating 
behaviour 
outcome 

Relevant findings Relevant conclusions Quality 
score 

Baskin et al 
(2016), USA 

Cross-sectional Google Offices, New 

York 

N=400 

(approx.) 

N=1170 snack 

choices were 

observed (if 

employees first 

action had been 

to take drink 

first) 

Number of 
observed 
snack choices 

Employees closest 

to the snack 

station were more 

likely to take a 

snack.  

Employees can decrease snacking by increasing 

distance between drinks and snacks. 

7 

Freedman et al 
(2010), 
USA 
 

Cross -sectional University  
 

N=806 
(71% 
female, 
29% male) 
 

Questionnaire- 
(e.g., food 
purchase 
behaviours,  
Self-report (F & 
V), physical 
nutrition 
environment, 
influence of 
friends/ family.  

Multiple Employees with 
overweight/obesit
y (48%) more 
influenced by 
food choices 
available in on-
campus dining 
facilities (p<.05). 
 

Workplaces need to improve access to healthy foods 
on campus e.g., increase awareness of healthy foods; 
provide nutritional information at point of purchase. 
 

7 

Haugaard et al 
(2016), 
Denmark 
 

Longitudinal International centre 
for innovation and 
knowledge transfer 
 

N=71 (35 
female, 36 
male) 
 

519 lunch meals 
over 3 months.  
Participants 
completed 
survey before 
and after lunch. 
Photographed 
food before 
eaten and 
leftovers. 
Weight/calories 
estimated from 
photos. 

Amount of 
food 
consumed in 
lunch canteen 
meal 

Ambience 
consisted of three 
elements: time 
available to eat 
lunch, lunch with 
close colleagues, 
and mindful 
eating. 

Quality food items and improving ambience are 
important. 

7 

Hartline-Grafton 
et al (2010), 
USA 
 

Cross- sectional 22 schools  
 

N=329 Two 24-hour 
dietary recall to 
randomly 
selected 
participants. 

EOF On average 
employees 
consumed 2.2 of 
their 5.9 meals at 
work, accounting 

Large proportion of energy consumed at work, 
attention should be paid to quality and quantity of 
food.   

7 
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(Eating occasion 
frequency) not 
an official 
measure so 
total EOF 
calculated using 
sum of eating 
occasions for 
each 24-hr 
recall 
(breakfast, 
lunch, dinner 
snack or other) 
and then 
averaged. 

for 37% of daily 
energy. EOF were 
not associated 
with BMI. Of all 
eating occasions 
breakfast was 
mostly commonly 
skipped. 

Hollands et al 
(2018), UK 

Randomised 
controlled trial 

9 worksites (6 
worksites were 
analysed) 

N=9 
worksites in 
England 
were 
recruited 
(participant 
number or 
gender not 
reported) 
 

Sales data 
(intervention/n
on-intervention 
categories).  

Total energy 
(kcal) 
purchased 
per day from 
intervention 
categories 
and non-
intervention 
categories. 

There was no 
statistically 
significant change 
when data from 
all six sites were 
pooled for  Daily 
energy (kcal) 
purchased from 
intervention 
categories, 

The results suggest that smaller portions could be 
effective in reducing energy purchased from 
targeted food categories. 

6 

Inoue et al 
(2010), Japan 
 

Longitudinal  Large financial firm  
 

N= 24,596 
6029 male 
and 18,567 
female) 
 
 
 

Survey: fixed 
lunchtime was 
categorized by 
4 options (fixed, 
occasionally not 
fixed, not fixed 
every day, do 
not eat lunch) 
(last two 
categories were 
classified as not 
fixed 

Lunchtime 
habits 

Sales workers 
may find it more 
difficult to take a 
lunch break. No 
fixed lunchtime 
(not fixed 
everyday/do not 
eat lunch) 
associated with 
increase in BMI in 
women. 

Element of work (i.e., no fixed lunchtime) may have 
contributed towards higher BMI. 

7 
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Lake et al (2016), 
UK 

Qualitative Local government 
offices 
 

N=23 (17 
female, 6 
male)  
 
 

Qualitative 
interviews with 
participants 
who had taken 
part in the fruit 
at work study. 
 

Multiple Relevant themes 
included 
availability of 
unhealthy foods 
high at work e.g., 
vending 
machines, food 
purchased at 
work unhealthy. 
Sugar intake at 
work high. 

Access/ availability are both barriers and facilitators 
to encouraging healthy eating in the workplace. 
Managers/colleagues important 

9 

Lima, Costa and 
Rocha (2018), 
Portugal 
 

Cross-sectional Employees of the 
University of Porto 
(UP)  

N=513 
(65.5% 
female) 
 
 

Food 
consumption 
habits at the 
workplace and 
24-hour recall. 

Multiple Availability of 
foods  

Workplace environment influences food choice, 
environment can be tailored  

4 

Park et al (2017), 
South Korea 

Qualitative  Large corporate group 
(12 companies in 
total) 

N=22 (13 
male and 9 
female) 
 
 

Interview 
questions 
around eating 
behaviours 
throughout the 
working day. 

Multiple Themes included 
cost of healthy 
food, 
choice/availability 
of food, work 
demands. 

Changing social norms might be more effective than 
individual interventions for eating at work. 

8 

Payne et al 
(2013), UK 
 
 

Qualitative  Multinational 
company 
 

N=24 
(gender not 
specified) 
 
 

Interview 
questions 
around eating 
behaviours 
throughout the 
working day. 

Multiple Relevant themes 
included; 
availability of 
unhealthy foods, 
workplace 
cultural norms, 
work demands. 

Work generally has a negative impact on eating 
behaviours in the workplace. 

7 

Pridgeon and 
Whitehead 
(2013), UK 
 

Qualitative  UK council 
 

N=23 (13 
female, 10 
male) 
Volunteers 

Interview 
questions 
around eating 
behaviours 
through the 
working day. 

Multiple Themes included 
cost of healthy 
food, 
choice/availability 
of food, work 
demands. 

Highlights issues with provision of healthy food and 
healthy eating in the workplace. Findings may inform 
future interventions. 

6 
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Sonnetag et al 
(2017), Germany 

Cross-sectional Broad range of 
occupational groups 
and industries.  

N=247 
(50% male, 
50% 
female) 
 
 

Online survey: 
measures 
included 
organisational 
climate, eating 
motives, self-
control 
demands.  

Snacking 
behaviours, 
eating 
motives 

Self- control 
demands 
predicted affect 
regulation. Affect 
regulation 
predicted eating 
more sweets 
during the 
working day. 

High self-control demands at work can increase 
likelihood of unhealthy eating. Health promoting 
eating climate at work is important. 

7 

Sforzo et al 
(2012), USA 

Randomised 
control trial  

Multinational financial 
investment 
corporation 
 

N=96 
employees. 
(52 
females, 44 
males) 
 
 

Access only 
group 
(discounted 
meals/fitness 
facilities) and 
access + 
education 
group. 

Number of 
times healthy 
meal card 
used in 
workplace 
canteen. 

Employees 
voluntarily used 
healthy meal card 
only 1.5 times per 
week. Physical 
health benefits 
not observed. 

Free choice and motivation are important in health 
behaviours. 
 

7 

Thorsen et al 
(2010), Denmark 

Longitudinal   3/5 workplaces 
majority sedentary 
work. Electronic 
component 
distributor, bank and 
town hall.  

Five Danish 
worksites 
serving 
from 50 to 
500 meals a 
day. 
 
Gender not 
recorded 

Average F&V 
consumption in 
canteen 
collected over 
3-week period, 
then compared 
to same 5 
canteens at 
baseline, and 
then at a 1 year 
follow up.  

Average 
consumption 
of F & V per 
meal per day. 

All three 
worksites 
increased F & V 
consumption 
from baseline to 
one-year follow-
up and 5 year 
follow up (144g, 
66g, 105g). 

Substantiality of F & V is possible in worksites. 7 

Van Epps et al 
(2016), USA 

Experimental  Large health care 
organisation 
 

N=453- 
enrolled on 
study, 249 
placed at 
least one 
order 
Gender not 
recorded 

Calorie content 
of lunch orders 

Calorie 
content of 
lunch orders 
(compared to 
controls). 

Ordered lunches 
through website, 
presented menus 
with calorie info, 
traffic light labels 
or both together. 
Compared lunch 
orders with a 
control condition 
of no calorie 
information.  

Label reduced lunch calories by approx. 10% 
nutritional knowledge was not improved.  No benefit 
or negative effects from combining label types. 

8 
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Van Epps et al 
(2016), USA 
(Study 1) 

Experimental Corporate office 
setting' 
 

N=394 
Gender not 
recorded 

Calorie content 
of lunch orders 

Calorie 
content of 
lunch orders 

Ordered lunches 
through website, 
presented menus 
with calorie info, 
traffic light labels 
or both together. 
Compared lunch 
orders with no 
calorie 
information. 
Larger delay 
between ordering 
food and 
consumption lead 
to healthier 
choices.  

Same as above. 7 

Van Epps et al 
(2016), USA 
(Study 2) 

Experimental Corporate office 
setting' 
 

N=296 
(placed at 
least one 
order) 
Gender not 
recorded 

Calorie content 
of lunch orders 
(participants 
placed orders in 
advance (i.e., 
before 10:00 
A.M.) or at 
lunchtime (i.e., 
after 11:00 
A.M.)  

Calorie 
content of 
lunch orders 

Participants were 
more likely to 
select from lower 
calorie category 
when ordering in 
advance. Under 
500-calorie meal 
label helped to 
reduce calories 
selected. 

Participants could choose to opt in or out the 
experiment on a day-to-day basis- this may have 
introduced bias. 

7 

Vasiljevic  al 
(2018), UK 
 

Randomised 
control trial  

6 English workplace 
cafeterias employees 
office based). 

N=6 
worksites 
(majority 
were office-
based 
positions) 
Gender not 
recorded 

Sales data (pre 
intervention 
and during 
intervention) 

Total energy 
(kcal) 
purchased 
from 
intervention 
items in each 
cafeteria 
each day. 

Only one site 
showed a 
statistically 
significant effect 
of the 
intervention, with 
an estimated 
6.6% reduction 
(P = .044) in 
energy purchased 
in the day 
following the 
introduction of 
calorie labelling, 
an effect that 

Labelling only had an effect in one canteen. A 
number of issues with the intervention may have 
caused this result. 

7 
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diminished over 
time.  

Vyth et al (2010), 
Netherlands 
 

Randomised 
control trial  
(Cluster 
randomised 
control trial) 
 

Office workers  N=13 
interventio
n 
cafeterias, 
Food items 
in 
interventio
n cafeterias 
were 
assigned 
choices 
logo for 
period of 3 
weeks.  
 
Gender not 
recorded 

Sales data of 
soups and 
sandwiches 
collected over 
9-week period. 
1 intervention 
company 
(N=368) 
questionnaire  

Purchases in 
workplace 
canteen 
(soups, 
sandwiches, 
snacks, fruits, 
salads) 
compared 
with control 
cafeterias. 

No meaningful 
effects found on 
food choice.  
 
 

The intervention did not have an effect on 
employee’s lunchtime food choices. 

8 

Weijzen et al., 
(2008),  
Netherlands 
 
 

Longitudinal Office employees N=585 
(65% male, 
35% 
female) 

Participant’s 
selection 
intentions for a 
snack 1 week 
later, they 
choose a snack 
from the same 
snack options.  

Participants 
snack choice 
intentions vs  
actual snack 
choice 

49% (n=285) of 
participants 
intended to 
choose a healthy 
snack, 27% (n=78) 
of this group 
chose an 
unhealthy snack 
instead. 92% 
(n=276) of 
unhealthy 
intenders went on 
to choose an 
unhealthy snack.  

Discrepancy was demonstrated between intentions 
to consume a healthy snack and actual snack choice. 
A strength is that food choices were observed not 
self-reported. 

7 
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Wang et al., 
(2016), USA 

Longitudinal  School employees  
 

N=633 
adults  
(65.6% 
females, 
34.4% 
males) 
 

Social support 
for eating 
'encouraged me 
not to eat 
unhealthy food 
when I'm 
tempted to do 
so' social 
undermining 
'brought me 
foods I am 
trying not to 
eat'.   
 

Co-worker 
support for 
healthy 
eating. 

Social support 
from colleagues 
for healthy eating 
in the workplace 
was associated 
with healthy food 
choices and 
weight loss.  

Interventions to help social undermining of healthy 
eating of family are required.  
 
 

8 

Yoon et al (2011) 
Korea 
 

Experimental  Electronics industry 
workplace  
 

N=95 
(66=office 
workers, 
29= factory 
workers). 
(84 males, 
11 females) 
 
 

Pre and post 
intervention, 
eating habits 
assessed at 
work 

Number of 
times dined 
with 
colleagues 

Following 
intervention 
dining together 
occurrences 
didn’t alter, as 
eating together is 
part of Korean 
culture. 

Intervention overall decreased BMI and health 
status. 

4 

Zunker et al., 
(2008),  
USA 

Qualitative  Worksite of 400 
employees (majority 
office-based roles). 

N=14 (all 
female 
participants
) 

‘What factors of 
your job affect 
your weight?’ 

Multiple Following factors 
all influenced 
unhealthy eating 
patterns at work: 
Stress at work, 
unhealthy food 
environment, 
social influences. 

Interventions should focus on individual, social, 
cultural and environmental behaviours.  

6 
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Appendix 4 Master distribution  

 

 

 

 

Appendix 5 Table of dimensions for male figures by waist size 

Figure 
number 

Waist size 
(cm) 

Weight Height BMI 
Objective weight 
status 

1 64 56 175 18.2 Underweight 
2 68 59 175 19.2 Healthy weight 
3 72 63 175 20.5 Healthy weight 
4 76 67 175 21.8 Healthy weight 
5 80 71 175 23.1 Healthy weight 
6 84 75 175 24.4 Healthy weight 
7 88 80 175 26.1 Overweight 
8 92 84 175 27.4 Overweight 
9 96 89 175 29 Overweight 

10 100 94 175 30.6 Obese  
11 104 99 175 32.3 Obese  
12 108 105 175 34.2 Obese  
13 112 110 175 35.9 Obese  
14 116 116 175 37.8 Obese  
15 120 122 175 39.8 Obese  
16 124 128 175 41.7 Severely Obese 
17 128 134 175 43.7 Severely Obese 
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Appendix 6 Bimodal distribution 

 
Appendix 7 Positively skewed distribution 

 
Appendix 8 Negatively skewed distribution  
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Appendix 9 Question eliciting distribution of restrained eating in females on Instagram 
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